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by --:.J. Cross 
\bstract of Thesis 
The work described i n t h i s thesis i s conveniently divided i n t o 
three parts. 
PAS'T A. Benzyl Derivatives of Germanium. 
Tetrabenzylgermane i s cleaved by l i t h i u m i n 1,2-dimethoxyethane 
to give moderate yields of tribenzylgermyl-lithium, but some dibenzyl-
germyi-dilithiuni i s also produced. The germyi-lithium reagent does not 
attack the solvent at 0°, but at re f l u x temperature i n the presence of 
an excess of l i t h i u m a progressive series of reactions takes place 
giving '(PhCH^^GeMe, (PliCH-P^Gelte^ PhCH^ GeHe^ ; Many reactions of 
tribenaylgermyl-lithium are similar to those of other organolithium 
reagents. 
The reaction between tribenzylgermane and l i t h i u m i s not selective. 
Both Ge-K and Ge-CII^Ph bonds are cleaved, and t h i s lack of s e l e c t i v i t y 
i s also shown by hexabenayldigermane. Similar complications are evident 
i n the reaction between b u t y l - l i t h i u m and tribenzylgermane. Both 
hydrogen-metal exchange to give (PhCH ).GeLi, and nucleophilic attack, 
of Bu v/ith displacement of either H or PhCH^ occurs* 
PART B. Triphenylgerrnylplatirmm Complexes. x 
Triphenylgermyl-lithium reacts with the complexes cis or trans 
(R,F)„?tCl. [R = Et, n-Pr] to give ( H _ p ) _ P t ( G e P l O T h e iodide 
d d p d yd 
(R,P)j?tI_ reacts with triphenylgermyl-lithium p a r t l y by halogen-metal 
J 2 d 
exchange, however, giving the l i t h i o platinum derivatives (RJ?) 2 P t ( L i ) l 
and (R P) 2Pt(Id)GePh . 
The complexes (Ry5) ^ 'tCGePhJ ? are stable to a i r and water but 
decompose at 150° with cleavage of C-e-Pt, Ge-C and P-C bonds. Iodine, 
HC1, Mel, H3l 2, C ^ B r , PhLi and LiAlK^ a l l cleave both Ge-Pt bonds, 
and i n some cases at least the reaction probably proceeds via platimim(IV) 
intermediates, Kydrogenolysis of one Ge-Pt bond takes place under 
extremely mild conditions, and t h i s may also proceed via oxidation to 
a Pt(lV) complex. 
Stable alkoxy-platinum complexes, (RJ?)?Pt(GR')GePh,, were produced 
by the action of alcohols on the intermediate (R P) 2Pt(I)GePh . 
PART C. Infrared Spectra. 
Characteristic infra r e d frequencies are given f o r 90 organogermanes, 
including a l k y l s , aryls, hydrides, deuterides, halides and oxides, with 
the main object of assisting characterisation of similar compounds. 
Germanium-carbon stretching frequencies for trans and gauche forms of 
n-butylgermanes have been observed. 
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i x 
The work described i n this thesis i s conveniently divided into 
three parts. 
PART A. Bgazyl Derivatives of (termaaluat. 
Tetrabenaylgerffiane i s cleaved by lithium i n 1.2-dlmethoxyethane 
to give moderate yields of trlbenaylgemyl-lithiua, but some dibenayl-
genay1-dilithium i s also produced. The geroyl«*lithium reagent does not 
attack the solvent at 0°, but at reflux temperature i n the presence of an 
excess of lithium a progressive series of reactions takes place giving 
(PhCHg)jSeMa, (FhGH^gGsHSg and PnC^QsHe^* Many reactions of tribenayl-
gensyl»lithiuiB are similar to those of other organolithiua reagents. 
The reaction between tribanaylgeraane and lithium i s not selective. 
Beth Oe-H and Oe-CH^ Ph bonds are cleaved- end this lack of selectivity 
i s also shown by hexabensyldigormaae. Similar complications are evident 
i n the reaction between butyl-lithium and tribeneylgermane. Both 
hydrogen«aetal exchange to give (PhOH^^Qelde and auoleophilic attack of 
S'd" with displacement of either H* or FhCHg" ©sourso 
PART B. TTipheayl^rmy^lfttiaum CgBBloass. 
Triphenyi^rayi'lithiua reacts with the eospleass ols or trans 
} 9 F t I . reacts with triphet^lg^rm^l^lithiuia partly by halogen^stal 
dasoapoae at 150 with cleavage of 3e-Ptt Oe*C and P~C bonds. Iodine, 
2?tCl 2 La - St, B-F?] t© give {SjP/^iCSePh^g. The Iodide 
with triptei^lgerKjyl lit i aj artly y 
change, hertfcSV^ x1, giving i i ^ ^ l a t i i n i s derivatives (BJOgPtiLUX 
(R«P)2Pt<Li)GcPh,« and 
The complexes (R,P)gPt(QePh-) a are stable to a i r and water but 
KC1, Kol. Mgl 2, G2II^Br2» PhLi and LiAlH^ a l l cleave both Ge-Pt bonds, 
and i n some'caaea at least the reaction probably proceeds via"platinum(IV) 
intermediates. Hyd^ogeaolysis of one GeHPfc bond takes , place under 
sxtrsssly miM conditions 8 end this nay also proceed via oxidation to a 
Ft(IV) complex. 
Stable alkony-plAtimia oojapl*»x*af (JJjP)2Pt(OR»)OePh^ , were produced 
by the action of alcohols on the intermediate <H^P)2Pt(I)GePh^* 
PART C. Xnfrarod j5peetra» 
Characteristic infrared frequencies are given for 90 organogeraanea, 
including alltyle, aryla* hydrides, deuterides, Ualidea and oxides, with 
the main object of assisting characteris&tloa of alalia.? ooayounde» 
Qerntanium^earbcn stretching frequencies io» ftgana and gauche, gorge of 
n-butylgaraansB have been observed* 
XRTRODfOCfZCS 
This introduction i s concerned with a general review of ergano-
germanium chemistry. Certain aspects of the organometallic chemistry 
of platinum and of compounds containing metal-metal bonds are also 
summarised* A more detailed account i s provided of aspects which are 
particularly relevant to the work described i n this thesis* 
A* General Characteristics of the Group IVb Elements. 
The atoms of Group IVb resemble carbon and silicon i n having the 
2 2 
ns np electron configuration, and i t i s often advantageous to include 
these elements i n comparisons as many trends can be followed through 
the whole group; carbon, silicon, germanium, t i n and lead. The trend 
from electronegative to electropositive character with increasing 
atomic^number i s very s t r i k i n g . Carbon i s s t r i c t l y non-metallic and 
silicon essentially so. Although germanium has many metallic properties, 
i t i s best considered as a semi-aietal. Tin and load, however, are 
definitely metallic, although their oxides are amphoteric. 
A l l the elements of Group IVb form tetrahedral cevalent bonds by 
sp^ hybridisation end give a large number of organic derivatives. The 
f u l l y substituted compounds of the typo R^ M (R * alkyl or a r y l , M * Si, 
Ge. Sn or Pb) d i f f e r from the f u l l y alkylated or arylated compounds of 
the adjacent groups i n their relative s t a b i l i t y * For oxample, trimsthy1-
indiura and trimethyletlbine inflame i n a i r , whereas tetramothyltin i s 
stable to a i r and water. The high reactivity of the Group I I I organic 
compounds may be attributed mainly to their vacant o r b i t a l and electron-
deficient character. For Group V (the trivalent compounds) the reactivity 
i s due to their unsaturated character and to the presence of a lone pair 
of electrons* The olkyls and aryle of Group IV behave as saturated 
compounds and show no tendency to expand their covaloncy above four* 
The thermal and chemical s t a b i l i t y of compounds of the typa R^ M 
decreases aa the group i s descended* This may be illu s t r a t e d by the 
action of chlorine on the tetra-alkyls, Et^C and Et^Si undergo atomic 
chlorlnation with retention of the ethyl to C or Si bonds* Et^Ge reaotB 
smoothly to give Et^GeCl + EtCl, and Et^Sn roactc so readily that cars 
i s necessary to stop the reaction at St^SnCl* Et^Pb i s completely de-
graded by chlorine* Covalent bends between Group IVb metals and hydrogen 
or another Group IVb metal also become more reactive as the group i s 
descended* These tendencies are not continuous, however* The thermal 
s t a b i l i t y of R^ M compounds probably reaches a maximum at silicon! and 
SiH^ i s more reactive than 011^ or GeH^ * 
The atoms of the Group IVb elements can also enter Into compounds 
i n a divalent state« and these bscoae sore stable as the tetravalent 
cotspcunds become store reactive, i.e. i n the heavier elements* I n these 
compounds the 3 electrons arc presumably retained as an "inert pair"* 
Divalent inorganic lead compounds are generally sore stable than the 
tetravalent ones, and many show ionic properties* The divalent com-
pounds of t i n are less stable• and those of. germanium are powerful 
reducing agents* L i t t l o i s known at present about silicon ( I I ) compounds 
and divalent carbon compounds ("Carbons ions") have been postulated only 
as reactive intermediates* The increasing energy gap between the a and p 
- 3 -
electrons i n the heavier ato.us, making opy hybridisation less favourable, 
i o at least partly responsible for the increasing s t a b i l i t y of the d i -
valent state. 
With vary electronegative groups attached, the Group IVb elements 
can expand their coordination number to ^  or 6, giving compounds of the 
type Na23iFg and (HH^gSnClg. This i s achieved by using the unoccupied 
d orbltala for bonding* Carbon, of course, having no low energy d 
orbitals available, cannot expand i t s covaleacy above k* 
Carbon i s also exceptional i n Group IV i n forming pn-pn multiple 
bonds, giving riae to such compounds as alkynes, alkenee, ketones and 
imines* Thore are so examples known of the other Group IV elements 
forming compounds of these types. However, there i s evidence that the 
other Group IVb elements can form multiple bonde (at least partially) by 
dn-pn interactions. For example, i n d i o i l y l ether, H^Si-O-SlH^, the 
Si-OrSi bonds are collnear where the normal tetrahodral angle about oxygen 
would be expected, as i n dimethyl etho?. dn-pn bonds between silicon and 
oxygen are thought to.be responsible for t h i s . Less evidence i s available 
about this phenomenon i n the heavier oloiaonta* 
B« 'The Qrgaaie Chem-istry of Qerraanima. 
The organic chemistry of germanium was reviewed i n 1951 by Johnson 
(1), who described some 230 compounds. Since that time the number of 
organegermanes described i n the literature has increased rapidly at a rate 
parallel to the increase i n interest i n organeaetallie chemistry i n 
general. Reviews by Pijkena (2) i n 1960 and by Quano and Bottei (3) i n 
- J * -
1963 have cuKiaariGed rio&t of the recent advances, and a ourvoy by Cub (*0 
l i o t s the preparation and properties of over **Q0 compounds* For aspects 
of the organic cheolstry of germanium not described below those reviews 
arc recommended. 
1 THE FULLY SUBSTITUTED GESMANES. 
a) The moaofiermanog. R^ Gft* 
The standard method for the preparation of tetra-alkyl and tetra-
nryl germanes io the reaction between a germanium (IV) helide and a 
Grlgnord reagent i n other or ether/toluene solution (5,6*7). 
The reaction proceeds via the intermediates RGeX^ , ^ 2 Q e X2 a n d ^ © X , a n^ t 
i n caeee where the reaction Is slow, the conditions can be adjusted to 
give a principal yield of one of these compounds. Wised e l k y l - or a r y l -
gormaaes can be obtained by the stepwise alkylation or orylation of 
these intermediates 6 The use of a l k y l - or aryl-lithium reagents instead 
of the Qrlgnard reagents often leads to improved yields of the tetra-
organogertaaaeB (8). 
Coupling reactions of the Wurts type have been u«ed to prepare both, 
alky!- and aryigerasnee (?)• GersaaniusClV)chloride and bromobonsene react 
vigorously with sodium to give tetraphenylgermane* 
Direct substitution reactions between alkyl halides and elementary 
germanium i n the presence of a copper catalyst also produces some B^ Go, 
GeX. + *HBteX 
GeCl, • + **PhBr + 8Na ether -> Ph.Oe + m&Cl + WnBr 
- 5 -
but the yields ore low, the princip2H> product^ being partially oub-
otituted organogeFEI&niuffl halidea (9). 
Another method of producing oymmetrical f u l l y substituted organo-
gsruianes i s the use of diulkylzinc and germanium tetrachloride* This 
reaction i s interesting historically aa i t was by this route that Winkler 
(11} produced the f i r a t organogeriaanium compound i n 1887* 
GeCl^ • 2ZnEt2 —5> Et^Ge 2ZnCl2 
A more recent variation involve a the use of trlaiUtylalufflinium instead of 
dialkylsine (12)» 
Compounds containing Ge-H bonde can be made to react with olofioic 
or aeetylenic carbon-carbon bonds to prepare f u l l y substituted orgaao-
germaaee* Gilaian and Gercw (13«1*>) dsraoaetrsted that the germanium became 
attached to the terisiaal carbon of an olefins 
Ph^ GeH + CH2»CH(CH2)15Gai3 — > CH^CI^) ^ GePhj 
The reaction i s catalysed by benzoyl perod.de or ultra-violet radiationo 
More useful applications of this s&ethcd are i n the synthesis of tetra-
crganogorssanes with side-chains containing a reactive center or an un-
saturated group. For esaaplei 
n-EUjOeH + HCsCGfigOH — > n-BUjGQCHaCBgOH (15) 
and RjGeH + CH2=CHY — b R^ GeCHgCHgl (16) where R alkyl and Y «= 
-CM, -COOH, -COOR, -CHgOH or -CHO. 
Gonaaniura dihydridea behave similarly 3 an i n t e r e s t i n g example beings 
6 * 
3u.GoH, + (CH_«CH),Ge£t_ — » Bu,Ge" GoEt_ + polymeric 
2 2 2 2 2 2 \ / 2 material (1?) 
G H 2 - G H 2 
Qemyl-lithium and potassium compounds can give tetra substituted 
menogersaanes by reaction with organic halides. They also react with 
olefins i n a manner similar to the hydrideB (13)• 
This reaction i s not general, however, and does not proceed with trans-
otilbene, 1-octene or cyclqhexene. Two further reactions of triphenyl-
germyl-lithium which produce f u l l y substituted c©rmanes are with formalde-
hyde and benaophencne (18) t giving Ph^ GeCH-OII and Ph_GeC(OH)Ph_ 
£• J *-
respectively i n about 30$ yield after hydrolysis. 
Another method, useful i n the synthesis of ^ •substituted organ©-
germanest i s the reaction between trlalKylgermaniuia hydrides and various 
diaao compounds ( l 6 6 19)• Ethyl diasoacetatef NgCHCOOEt, diaaoaeetons, 
"??^ CHCOCH=, and diasoacetopheaorie, HgCHCOPh" a l l react i n r o f l t o l r i g banaotoe 
or toluene te give yields i n the order of *j<$: 
The compounds prepared by these methods can often be converted to 
other fully-substituted gerraaneo by reactions involving the organic groups 
only* These reactions are not described here* Many attempts to prepare 
tetra-igp^propylgenaane have met with f a i l u r e , presumably due to sterio 
hindrance (20). This has now been isolated i n small amounts from the 
reaction between iao PrHgBr and QeCl^ (10) and totra-ieo-butylgermane 
has also been prepared by the alkylaluminiura method (21) • 
Properties of the f u l l y substituted monoftermanes. 
Tetra-alkyl- and tetra-arylgerraanea are very stable thermally and 
chemically. The lower alky la are volatile liquidst Me^ Ge, b.p. 43*4°j 
Et^Ge, b.p. 162*5°* The aryls are crystalline solids which melt without 
decomposition: Ph^ Ge, uup. 236°} (PhCK^^Ge, m.p. 110°. Mixed al k y l -
aryl compounds have intermediate properties. Compounds of the type R^ Go 
ore stable to a i r and water (unless the 9 group i s reactive) and are 
generally soluble i n organic solvents. 
Halogens react with the f u l l y substituted germanea, cleaving off an 
organic group to give the halide B^ GeX* Hydrogen halidee are less 
effective halogenating agents, only KF giving reasonable yields of B^ GeF 
(fi a Me or St) (22), although i t has beer, reported that HBr reacts with 
tetraaethylgensane i n the presence of A13r, to give Me,GeB? (23)» 
Broa&ae reacts.with tetraethylger&aae i n ethyl bromide to give 
KtjGeBr (24|25)* Further cleavage to give St^GoBr, does not occur. 
Aryl groups are cleaved frosa germanium more readily, however. Tetra-
phonylnerciGne can bs converted to triphenylbromseraane, PhjQeBr, by 
bromine i n refluxing carbon tetrachloride (5)* or snore effectively i n 
1,2-dibromoethane at roots temperature (26). In the l a t t e r solvent at 
reflux temperature, removal of a second phenyl group occurs giving 
diphenyldibroiageriaane$ PhaGeBr„ (27). The cleavage by bromine of a 
eorioa of mixed tetra-alkylgermanea has been examined by Leebre and 
- 8 ~ 
Maaerollos (21,28) who stated that lighter radicals were s p l i t o f f l a 
preference to heavier ones, but that phenyl groups were mora easily cleaved 
than alkyl groups. This was demonstrated by Flood (29) who prepared 
diethyldibroagersjane by the reaction schema; 
Ph2<3eBr2 + 2EtMgBr — ^ Ph2GeEt2 — S t 2 G e 3 r 2 
Organic groups can be cleaved from germanium by alkali-metals In 
solvents such as l i q u i d ammonia or tetrahydrofuran. These experiments 
also suggest that aryl groups can be cleaved easier than alkyl groups. 
Calculations from the heats of combustion of fi^Ge compounds indicate 
that the dissociation energy for the Ge-C bond i s 32*2 k-cals. per mole 
for Fh^ Go (30) and 56*6 k-cals. per mole i n St/,Ge (31)* 
b) The[iMfully. substituted hisaer fwrtwineB. 
Fully substituted derivatives of the higher gerraaness-S,G©(GsR„) OeR^ ,, 
y &, n j 
(n « 0, 1, 2 ••.) are generally more d i f f i c u l t to prepare than mono-
gerraoneo, aa the QG-GG bondc tond to be more reactive than Ge-C bonds. 
The compounds-become-less stable, as the chain-length increases. 
Hexaphenyldigerfflane, Ph^ Ge^ e v f a s f i r s t prepared by Morgan and Drew 
i n 1923 by the reaction between trlphenylbromgermane and sodium i n 
refluxing xylene (32)* 
SPa^SeBr + 2Ha — > PhjGeGeFhj + 2NaEr 
The reaction presumably proceeds via the intermediate Ph^ GeFta. Hexa-
beiigyldigermane, (PhCH2)gG$2, has been made by a similar reaction (33) 
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but brcmtriethylgormane reacts with aodium only at higher tomperatureo i n 
the absence of a solvent (24). 
The reaction between trlphenylgermane and pheny1-Ii thium has been 
shown to give hexaphenyldlgeraane under sense conditions (3 )^ = Oilman and 
Gerow (35) showed that moat conditions for thie reaction favoured the 
formation of triphenylcersnyl-11 thiura, which then reacts further to give 
the digermane. 
Ph^ GeH + Phii — » Fh^OeLi + CgHg 
Fh^ GeH • PhjGeLi — > ph6°*2 * w 
The reaction between germanium tetrachloride and Grignard reagents 
to give ntonogertnanea has already been described, but i n certain cases 
appreciable yields of dJLgeraanes were also isolated (36, 3?)• Tho yields 
varied considerably, however (38) and i n son© cases no digersane was 
formed. I n 1962 this reaction was examined by Glockling and Keoton (39) 
who showed that the coupling reaction proceeded via a gerrayimrlgn&rd 
internedlnte. I f the substitution of the intermediate S^ GeX to give 
H^ Ge i s slow due t© steric reasons or to a rsle i i v e i y nsreactive Grignard 
reagent, then thie ocapcimd can react with excess magnesium to give the 
genayl faagnesius halide 9 H^ GeMgX^ , which can react further to (jive the 
digeraane. 
GeX^  * .HMgX —5» BjGeX 
R,GeX + EMgX -—5> H*Ge 
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RjGeX + Mg — > R^ GeHgX 
High yields of the digeraiane can be obtained using nryl Grignerd reagents 
with an excsGG of magnesium. In the complete absence of free magnesium 
small amounts of the digermone can s t i l l occasionally be isolated* This 
i s formed from gerrayl magnesium halide which i s produced by hologen-nietal 
exchange, a common phenomenon i n Group IVb. 
R^ GeX + HMgX > fiyJotigX + HX 
The reaction between germanium-alkalimetal compounds and a germanium 
halide can also produce digeraanes, and this i s a very useful reaction i n 
preparing iinayrairietrical compounds: for example: 
Ph^Gefla + £tJ3eBr—> Ph^GeGetit, + HaBr (*»0) 
Comparatively few orgcuio-oubatitutod higher germaneo are known. 
Octaphenyl t-rigermane was prepared lay'Kraua &nd Brown, <M f *r2> by the 
action of triphenylg^rmyl^souium on diphenyldichlorogeroirvRO i n benzene. 
2Ph^ GeNa + PhgGaClg •—> Fh^MGePh^GePh^ + 2NsCl 
Two compounds of a t e r t i a r y butane typo otructure, i r i s t r i p h o r i y l g e r r a y l -
germane and triatriphenylgorfflylmethylgerraansj have been prepared from 
the r e a c t i o n between gomamiumdl) iodide .vnd trlphenylgermyl-lithiua (43). 
3Fh3GeIi Gel 2 — > LPh^Ge^Geld BuLi 
tPi^Ge^GeH 
[Pb,G©J,GeMe. 
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Attempts te prepare tetrakistriphenylgermylgertnane were unsuccessful (44), 
and no simple substituted compounds containing more than four linked 
germanium atoms have yet been prepared, although there i s no reason to 
suspect that they cennot be made. Kraus and Brown obtained a compound 
which appeared to bs a cyclic tetragermane, (Fh^Ge)^, i n low yield from 
the reaction between diplieJiylctLehlorogermane and sodium i n refluxing 
xylene (42). Recently this compound has been prepared by a different 
reaction and i t s cyclic structure confirmed (121). Reaction with iodine 
followed by phenyl-lithiusn ftivee the normal tetragermane, Ph,Go(GePluXGePh. 
Ph, ,Ph. 
^Ge—Go T pv,Tj | | A2' ima ^ PhjGe-GePhg^GeP^.GePhj 
^Ge-Ga 
ph; Nph.. 
c c. 
The reaction between phanyl#OLithiura or phonyl sisgnesiua bromide and 
germanium(ll)iodide produces organogeraanium compounds which almost 
certainly have greater chain lengths than those mentioned above (43)* 
The products, however, are non-homogeneous polymers whioh contain 
cera&iaium atoms i n a l l stages of substitution (Ge, GePh, GePh., and 
GePh~» Tetraphanyltj'eriaafie i s also produced) = 
Properties of the f u l l y mubatlttttorl higher germanee. 
In their physical properties the Glgermanee parallel the raono-
germanesj PhgGeg melts at 351% whereas EtgGe2 toelts at 90°. The com-
pounds are stable to a i r and water. As has been mentioned above, the , 
strength of the Ge-Ge bond i s less than that of the Ge-C bonds, so 
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cleavage reactions usually involve rupture of the metal-metal bond* 
Cleavage of the M«-M bond by a l k a l i metals i s discusood later* 
Bromino reacts readily with BgGe^  to give R^ OeBr (5,2*0, and with 
PhgOe^ to give a mixture of Ph^ GoBr and Ph^SeB^ (^ »**2)» The Ge-Gs 
bonds of the phenylgermaniun polymers are also cleaved by bromine under 
mild conditions, and this reaction, followed by alkylation of the re* 
suiting halidos by EtMgBr, has been used to elucidate their structure 
CO). 
2. THE ORGiWftnLOGSHI-lAtJES. 
The complete series of these compounds, H^ GeX, R^ GeX^  and RGsX^  
where R = alkyl or aryl and X • F, CI* Br or I i s known; their 
relatively high reactivity safces them important i n synthetical work* 
The preparation of the more highly substituted compounds R^ GeX and 
R^ ttoX,, by the halogenation of f u l l y substituted monogermanea and d i -
germahes has been described (page 7 ) and this i s the preferred method 
for these compounds* A variation of this method i s the reaction of 
halogens on orgonogersaniua hydrides* These are ccavertod completely 
and smoothly to the halides. Diphesylgermana i s halogenated to diphenyl-
dibromgermane by bromine i s ether at 0° (2?), 
PhJSelL, •»• 2BP.. •—> Ph^ GeBr- + 2HBr 
2 2 d . & 2 
The p a r t i a l substitution of gerraaaitua(IV)chloride by a Grignard reagent 
to give organohalogermanes has also been mentioned (page ^ ) . I f the 
R group i s bulky enough to make substitution beyond B^ GeX d i f f i c u l t , then 
high yields of this product can be obtained* For example an excess of 
1-naphthyl magnesium bromide on GeCl^ gives mainly tri-1-naphthylbroa-
germane (k5)» 'i'rl-iso-propylbroagermane can be made In a similar way 
(20, 28), 
Tho direct reaction between ©Jiyi or aryl haildes and germanium metal 
proceeds at temperatures above 320°. A oopper catalyst i s needed, the 
mala products being the d i - and trl-halo-organogermanos (46)• 
KeCl + Qe — » Me^ OeClg + MeGeCl^ 
EtCl + Ge — ^ EtgGeCl^ + EtGeCl? 
PhCl + G© —*» ph_G©Cl„ 2 2 
The method i s of limited application as tho high reaction temperatures 
tend to cause decomposition via the evolution of hydrogen halides* 
Another preparative method for organohalogermanes which involves similar 
reaction conditions i s the redistribution between R^ Oe and GeCl^, 
BGeCl^ or HgQeClg (47, 48, <#) 
e.g* Ph^ Ge + SGeCl^ —-> ^PhGeCl^ 
These reactions proceed at temperatures above 300° i s the'presence ef 
ftlymiolum trtcblorlde or an organo-alufflinius h&lide* The method i s 
applicable to both elkyl and aryl halldea, although methyl compounds seem 
resistant to rearrangement (48)* Tho rearrangement between tetra-n-butyl-
t i n and germanium tetrachloride or between tetra-n-butylgermane and t i n 
tetrachloride proceeds without added catalyst (50). 
Bu^Sn + GeCi^ BuySnGi + BuGeCl^ 
Bu^ Ge + SnCl^ —5> Bu^GeCl + BuSnCl^ 
- ik -
Germanium (IX) halideo form a convenient starting point i n the 
preparation of many lover substituted crganohalogermanes. The reaction 
between ttlkyl or aryl iodides and germanium tli-iodido proceeds to com-
pletion whan hosted i n a sealed tube* 
Moi * Gel 2 —S> MeGelj (51) 
Equimolar amounts of Gel 2 and diarylmercury react ( i n refluxing toluene) 
to give mainly BgGeX^  with small amounts of PGel^ and a^Gel (52) 
SgKg * GeXg — > S2C s*2 * I ! * 
The reaction between 3eC2-2 and caesium chloride has been reported to give 
the complex salt CsGeCly which can react with organic halides to give 
orgaaohalogerm&nea (55) • 
GeCl2 + CsCl — C e G a C l ^ EtGeClj 
Many'of the reactions oantioned above produce a mixture of laeno^, d i ~ , 
and tri-halidos and separation can oftea be d i f f i c u l t . This i s 
fa c i l i t a t e d , however, by two common methods, "She. Mlidea can be 
hydrolysed to the oxides which, are more easily separated, and can be re-
converted to the halides by tho appropriate halogen acid (hi). 
Alternatively, the nalidea can be reduced using lithium aluminium 
hydride to the hydrides! which can often be separated by fractional 
vaouum d i s t i l l a t i o n , than converted back by the action of halogen. 
. A reaction which produces an organotrihalogerraane exclusively i s tho 
addition of trdchlorgersiane, HGeCl^, to an olefin (28* 54, 55). Benzoyl 
peroxide or chloroplatinio acid have been used as catalysts, though some-
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times thoy ore aot needed. 
Cl^GoH • CH2*eB(CH2)3CH3 —5> C l ^ C H ^ C H j 
Another reaction which produces a specific haljde i s the reaction between 
diazome thane and GeCl^ or MeGeCl^. Seyferth and Rochow (56) found that 
this reaction proceeded i n ether at -60°» 
GeCl^ + Ciyig —-> ClCHgGeCl^ + N g 
HeGeGl. 4- CH^ —>*> ClCH2(He)GeCl2 + H£ 
Biiaethyldlchlorgerraane does not react with di as one thane. 
Few organohaio derivatives of digermaae are known, but two phenyl 
compounds have been made by the action of lithium iiraalgam on phenyl" 
tribrosgeraaae or diphenyldibroi»gersia&e (57). 
SPhGoBr, + 2Id -—S> PhBr_Gs-GeBr,Ph * 2LiBr 
2 2 2 . 
a^GeBrg • 2Li —•» PhgBrGe-GeBrPhg + 2LiBr 
Also the reaction between germanium ( I I ) iodide and di-n-butylmercury i n 
acetone gives a solid product which analyses for Bu^IGe-GelBti^ (5$)* 
properties of the argajschalo/^sraancs. 
She organohalogermanes are high-boiling liquids or solids ("t jC-eOl, 
b.pa 176o/?60 sas Ph^GeCl, ra.p. 116°) and the majority can be d i s t i l l e d 
under reduced pressure without decomposition. She halidee are stable to 
dry a i r but are slowly hydfolysed by moisture. Their s t a b i l i t y towards 
both thermal decomposition and hydrolysis i s i n the order F > Cl > Br > I ( 
The halogen atoms appear to have a stabilising influence on the organic 
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group* of the molecules. Thus i n the reaction between compounds of the 
type S^ Ge (R * alley 1 or aryl) and halogens, the reaction cease6 after one 
or two R groups have been cleaved. 
Organogermanium halides are rapidly hydrolysed by aqueous or 
ethanolic solutions of sodium hydroxide. The germanium hydroxides produced 
usually condense with themselves to form oxidos, eliminating water. 
SjGeX —5> [R^GeOH]^- (R^Ge)^ 
H_GeX3~> [H,Ge(0H)^3^=^(iUGe0)„ 
EGeX, — — > CHGe(OH) ,3 - I^ GeOOH^  ^ ( (RGeQ) o0) 
Rochcw and Allred compared the hydrolysis of organogermanium halidea with 
that of analogous compounds of the other Group XVb elamonts (59)* In their 
reaction with water, most carbon halidos resist hydrolysis, and silicon 
halides are rapidly and completely hydrolysed. Germanium halides reach an 
equilibrium, however. Ionic intermediates have been postulated i n these 
reactions (60) although ionisation of organohaloge3Tmac»Q i n non-aqueous 
solvents does n o t saoa..to occur (6l 9 62). Also, Johnson and Schmall, 
(63) showed tbafc the h y d F o l y s j s of the dtpnohaliiico R^ &aX proceeded v i a 
tha pentaccvrJLent intoraodiaie Hy5*(OB2)X, and not v i a a germanium ion 
f ast^ slow ^  + HjGeX + HgO ^  ^ ^ N B^ GoOHg 4 X 
Attempts to show the presence of Ph^ Ge i n li q u i d hydrogen chloride 
. saturated with Fh^GeCl were not successful (64). The carbonium ion 
Ph^ C"* i s known to exist i n similar conditions. 
The germanium halideo react with anhydrous ammonia i n a manner 
similar to water. Honohalidea can produce the germanium analogues of 
primary, secondary and tertiary amines, where dihalides produce imine type 
compounds. Like the oxides* these tend to associate and do not give 
germanium-nitrogen double bonds. This i s probably the case also with the 
nitrides produced from trihalides and ammonia. 
The reaction between compounds of the type R^ GeX and a l k a l i metals 
to produce digersianes has been discussed. This la thought to proceed via 
an intermediate alkali-metal compound S^ GeH, and -under the correct con-
ditions this can be the major product. The reaction of diphcnyldichlor-
germane and sodium to give (Fh^Ge)^ has also been mentioned. The reaction 
of germanium trihalides with a l k a l i metals i s more obscure. In 1936 
Schwarz and Schmeisoer (47) treated phenyltriehlorgennsne with sedium 
i n r©fluxing xylene. They isolated a compound which they analysed as 
(PhGe)g. However, a reinvestigation of this reaction by Metlesics and 
Zeiss (57) using potassium gave a compound which contained of 
chlorine and 5-10$ of oxygon; i t i s unlikely that (PhGe) was, i n fact, 
Obtained. 
2 . THE OEKiABUM MDHIDSS. 
a) The simple ^ermaaea. 
Although raonogeriaane, GeH^ , was f i r s t prepared i n 1902 (63), i t was 
not u n t i l 1924 that reasonable amounts were prepared i n a pure state. 
Dennis, Corey and Moore (66) found that treatment of a germanium-zinc or 
germanium-magnesium alloy with dilute acids gave moderate yields of mono-
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gereians, together with yome Hicormane, G«2Hg» ^  trlgermane, Ge^Ig. 
Better methoda have bean developer! pore recently involving the reduction 
of GeOg (67) and GeCl^ (6S) by sodium borohydride, yields being i n the 
order of oGp, LiiuituB tri-ty^-butoxyaluinirdus hydride also gives good 
results (69) but stronger reducing events are less effective* Lithium 
aluKiiniun hydride, for example, gives monogoraane i n only 10»<K);i yield 
C69, 70), gertaaniura(II)chloride being produced as a major product* 
GaCl^ + 2LiAlH^ — > GeGl2 + Hg +• 2L1C1 *• 2A1H5 
GeCl^ * AlH^ —•» G«G12 + R2 + AlHGlg 
The geraaniunt hydride scries has been extended by Ambergar (71) 
who prepared tetragermane and pentagercano (Go^H^ and Ge^H^) along with 
the simpler germanes by the action of 10% aqueous hydrochloric acid on a 
germanium-magnesium alloy. Iao»tetragermane, iao^pentageruane and neo-
pentagermane were among the products obtained by Drake and Jolly (?2) who 
subjected GeH^ to a silent electrical discharge. Honaal germane a up to 
nonagermane were also detected. Separation was achieved by vapour-phase 
chromatography and for identification, vapour prcoovsres, infrared spsctra, 
mass spectroscopy and proton magnetic resonance wore employed. Some f u l l y 
deuterated garaanss have also been prepared from a magnsaium«germanlum 
alloy by treating i t with BC1 i n BgO (73) 
The higher germanes have lower thermal s t a b i l i t i e s than monogertaane* 
On pyroHysing, they break down producing mono&ermane and '"germanoethylene", 
(GeH.) • Complete breakdown to germanium and hydrogen occurs above 350°. 
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Qell^: b.p. -90° a t 7^0 inta. Decomposes a t 250 C 
Ga^H^: b.p. 20° a t 10"*' mm. Decomposes at 100° 
lbs hydride (GeHO has been prepared by a number of methods (7**»75t 
£m X 
76*77)• for example« 
Cade + 2K01 — > GaGl 2 + GeH"2 —-> ^Gallz^x 
aad NaQaH, * PhBr — > NaBr + PhB • (GeH J 
I t has a low s o l u b i l i t y and v o l a t i l i t y and explodes i n a i r . Broraination 
gives geraaniu»(lV)bromide and hydrolysis proceeds according to the acheme 
Prolonged heating.with aqueous potassium hydroxide gives K^GeOg, Hg and 
CteH^e 
b) The p a r t i a l l y substituted gersianes. 
Compounds of the type RGeK^, HgGeK^ and R^GeH are well knoun. They 
are usually prepared by reducing the corresponding organ© halidee, oxides 
or sulphides. The most convenient and now almost standard method of 
preparing these hydrides i e tht> action of lithium alun&niura hydride on a 
fiermaBlUQ halido i n ather (16, 37, 78* 79 f 80, 81) . 
S i n i l a r reactions using sodium borohydrlde i n tetrahydrofuron (19) or 
lithium hydride i n dioxan (55, 82) have a l s o been used, the y i e l d s being 
s l i g h t l y lower than for LiAlH^ (70-90$). Garraonium halides have been 
reduced by zinc and hydrochloric a c i d (83). 'Sbia method i a of l l t t l o use 
as the y i e l d s are small, but i t i s of i n t e r e s t since s i l i c o n and t i n 
hydrides cannot be reduced i n thio way. 
The hydrolysis or arMnonoiyals of rayl=ceSlua or lithium reagents 
produces the equivalent hydrides (5, 2*0, and reeontly i t has been shown 
that germyi Grignard reagents behave s i m i l a r l y (39)• Kethylgerrnane, 
MeGell^j has been prepared by tfto action of nethyliodldo on germyl-sodium 
i n l i q u i d ammonia (84)• 
NaGoH^ + HI —5> RGea, + Nal 
P a r t i a l l y aalogenated derivative?;! of ;nonogsrmc*tc have been obtained 
by the action of hydrogen hnlides on monogertuane (85) and by reactions 
such as " 
ue + HC1 0 - > GsIICl, (86) 
3 
Also, compounds containing an organic group, hydrogen and a halogen 
bonded to a c e n t r a l gsrsisitiua "torn were recently prepared by Anderson (87) 
who reacted di« and triHbydrides of gernaniuta with a deficiency of 
Borcuric halid© or iodine. 
Properties of the p a r t i a l l y substituted germgncrn 
The organogerijaniuns hydrides are r e l a t i v e l y stable to a i r , although 
signs of oxidation havs been notiead with HuGeH on long standing. The 
alkylgermonium hydrides d i f f e r markedly froa the corresponding s i l i c o n 
and t i n compounds I n t h e i r resistance to hydrolysis by basic solutions 
(88). Triphenylgermane, houevor, does raact with ethonolic potassium 
hydroxide with the evolution of hydrogen (89). 
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The hydrogen atoma bonded to germanium are very e a s i l y displaced by 
halogens (,79% 2?) o r hy a l k a l i mo t a l e J fox- example 
3fc-(£spj«aB!yl)GeH U i n 5> 5t~(iao-»aijyl)GeHU + ^ (90) 
othylamioe ' 
The {Addition of germanium hydrides to o l e f i n i c or acotylenic systems has 
boon mentioned (page 5 ) • 
Germanium hydrides are quite strong reducing agents. Triethylgeraano 
reduces s a l t s of platinum, palladium, gold and mercury to the metals, and 
eoppordl), titanium(IV) and vanadiust(V) compounds to lower valency s t a t e s 
(?8 ) . Alkylgertnanlua hydrides reduce c e r t a i n organic halidea without 
c a t a l y s i s and i n a s e l e c t i v e manner (91)* 
PhGOCl S> PhCHO 
CC1-C00E ——S> OR-CCOH 
3 3 
Gj£H.0Ga, — • CH-OC *2 
Frost tlia" reaction ©f triphettylgersjane with orgsaolithiua reagents 
a r i s e s one of the moat pronounced differences betwoen fieroanius compounds 
end thoao of silicon'and t i n (35) • TripheiiylgeriaaaG ssetallatoQ, whereas 
the stannane and s i l a n e a l k y l a t e . 
P h ^ i H 4- Rid — > Ph^GiR + L I E 
Ph»C5eH + HLi — > Ph-CeLi + W 
3 3 
I n t h i s respect triphenylgerraane resembles triphenylmethane a The reaction 
between Et^GoH and n-butyl-lithiura y i e l d s l e s s than 10$ of StjGeld, 
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however (92). 
k* OnOMOOBifflAHES INVOLVING OTHER NON-KETALS. 
a) Oxides and sulphides. 
OrganogermaniUu: halidos aro rea d i l y hydrolysad, but theimmediate 
producto - cormaniun hydroxidoe (geroanola) - are usually unstable and tend 
to dehydrate i n a bimolecular reaction. 
Howeverk some gerraanolo have been i s o l a t e d i n a pure state (95, 9*», 5% 
20, 45)• Some of these (e.g. iPr^QeOH and (a naphtiO^GeOH) are too 
3 t e r i c a l l y hindered to allow the bimoltfoular elimination and can be pre-
pared -Without d i f f i c u l t y . Trlphenylgermanol has been prepared by the 
oxidation of tr±phenyl*ermyl-«odium, followed by ca r e f u l hydrolysis (5)» 
0 ' HO 
P a t e l l a PhjGoQNa-r-£-S> Ph^GeOH 
Germanium analogues of Icetones are unknown* ana compounds of the. 
tyP 0 HgQeO. associate to polymers off c y c l i c oligomers* Thus {Me^QeO)» ^ Q ^ a 
(95) s (2t-C-gO)v ^ o r ^ ( 1 ) , (ni>r a0e0) 5 o j f u (79*96), ( i P r 2 0 e O ) 3 (20SQ?) 
and (Fh~QeO)™ . „ (1«93) are known. She structures arc probably of the d j j j v or n . 
types 
P h 2 P h 2 
,4 VPh2 f i P h* P h > P h < Ph 0 Ge Ge P h 0 | . J 2 ' " 2 
*Ge 
'•9 
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(PrGeCOgO also occurs i n tetrameric forra (99) • 
Other germanium oxygen compounds which have been studied include 
the alkoxides and esters* These can be made by the action of sodium 
alkoxides on germanium halides (100, 101) and by the reaction between acid 
anhydrides and germanium oxides (102, 103) respectively* 
nRONa + R'^GeX^ — > R'^GeCOR^ + aNaX 
(R 3Ge ) 2 0 + (R«C0) 2 0 ^—> 235GeC0CK* 
Less i s known about the sulphur analogues of the oxygen compounds, 
but the general trends seem s i m i l a r to the oxides* 
b) Nitrogen and phosphorus compounds. 
The ammonolyais of organohalogermaneo has been extensively studied. 
Triaethylbromgerraane reacts with ammonia i n benzene to give the amine 
Me^ GeNH-j and ammonium bromide, whereas when ammonia i d condensed onto 
triethylbreragermane, (Et^Ge)^iH 1b given. This i s a colourless l i q u i d 
which i s rapidly hydrolysed by water to give hexaethyldigermoxane (24). 
Et~GeBr_ reacts with NH„ to give the ioine, 13tJ3eNH, which i a probably 
tetrameric (29) resembling the oxide KtgGaG* Etiiyltribromgermans, 
EtQeBr^, i s s i m i l a r l y atnmonolyeed to give (StGeN)^ which i s hydrolysed 
by waterto the germonoie anhydride, (StGeO)gO (104). 
The conditions of the reaction between triphenylbrorogermane and 
ammonia can be varied to give good y i e l d s of e i t h e r Ph^ GaNH-,. (Ph^Qe)^H 
or (Ph^Ge)^N (5. 105)• The amines react with hydrogen chloride to give 
triphgnylchlorgerioane. . 
Recently, compounds have been prepared involving germanium bonded 
to phosphorus (106). 
St^OeBr + Ph 2PLi Et^GePPhg + U B r 
Most of the reactions of t h i s and related compounds which have been 
studied involve rupture of the Gs-P bond. 
2* ORGANGGEHMANIUK - AliC ALIMETAL C0MF0UHD3 AND GR1GHARD H3AGEHT5. 
a) A l k a l l a e t a l ooapounds. 
A l k a l i metal derivatives of germanium are very reactive species and 
are therefore useful i n synthetic reactions. Few of the raethods of 
preparation so f a r t r i e d are quantitative, however, and experimental 
conditions often need to be st r i n g e n t l y controlled. Nevertheless 
continued i n t e r e s t has been shown i n t h i s f i e l d since Kraue and Foster 
demonstrated the existence of triphanylgersayl-sodiura i n 1927* 
TriphenylgertByl^sodiua. IJh_GeNa» was prepared by adding tetraphenyl-
gersnane to a solution of sodium i n l i q u i d atsnonia ( 5 ) * 
The sodamids and benzene were probably produced by the reaction between 
phenyleodium and ammonia. Heacaphenyldigermane was also cleaved by 
are slow, probably duo to the small s o l u b i l i t y of the s t a r t i n g materials 
(Et,Ge)«0 -f Ph_PH 
Et-GeOPOFh 
t-GePPh^ BuLi Et-OeBu + Fh.PLi 
t-Gel + Ph.PMe 
Ph.,Cte + 2Na 
Nil 
i r, r -> Ph,GeNa + NaHB*2 + CgH( 
sodium i n ammonia to produce triphenylgermyl-spdiura. These reactions 
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i n l i q u i d ammonia. The alkalisnetal compounds vera generally not i s o l a t e d 
(although PhjQeHa.S'lHj has boon c r y s t a l l i s e d ) j t h e i r existence being 
demonstrated by the i s o l a t i o n of the products of t h e i r reactions. 
e.g. Ph^QeNa + Me^GnBr ——> Ph^GeSnMe^ + TiaSr (5) 
Cleavage of Ge~H bonds, as well as Ge-C and Go-Ge, also produced germyl-
sodium compounds. 
IJH-
Ph^GeH + Na >»*«>> Ph^aeHa + & z 
I n a l l of these reactions involving an excess of a l k a l i metal, a 
red colour was observed a f t e r the formation of the yellow PhJSeNa. This 
was assumed to bo the disodio derivative, diphanylgermyl-disodium. This 
was further investigated by the reaction of sodium i n l i q u i d ammonia on 
octaphenylcvclotetragermane, PhgQe^ («f2). The colour changes observed 
indicated that the reaction proceeded by the following path: 
(PhgOe)^ —3> 2Ph 2(Na)Ge-Ge(Na)Ph 2 (yellow) •—5> 4Ph 2GeNa 2 (red) 
I n no ease v/aa the existence of these compounds confirmed by i s o l a t i n g 
t h e i r reaction products, howevera 
I n 1952» Kraua arjd bio ce^workore turned thoir attention to 
ethylgermaaium derivatives (2*0 s The reaction between hexaethyi-
digermane and lithium i n ammonia was not a very s a t i s f a c t o r y route to 
trlsethyIgsrmyl-alkalimatal compounds, as the reaction Was slow, and the 
compound reacted r e a d i l y with solvent* 
L i i n NH- NH, 
E t g d e 2 ? •> E t j Q e U EtjGefi + LiNHg 
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Ethylamino proved a better solvent than l i q u i d ammonia, and potassium, 
reacted smoothly to give yellow solutions of tri-ethylgerrayl-potasaium 
which did not cleave the solvent* 
Kexaethyldigermoxano (2*0 and triethyleilyltriphenylgermane (10?) 
were also cleaved by lithium i n ethylamlne, but those gave mixtures of 
l i t h i o d erivatives. 
Et,GeOGeSt v L i A n S t H H ? > Et,GeLi -f Et-GsQLi 3 . 3 3 3 
L i i n EtHH-
Et^SiGePh 5 > B t j S i L i + Ph^Geld 
A sodio derivative of aonogeraane was prepared by bubbling the gas into 
a solution of sodium i n l i q u i d ammonia (75), and more recently the 
corresponding l i t h i o compound has been made by the same method (108)» 
' NH_ •" 
GoII^ * Na H^GeNa 
Genayipotassiuia has bean prepared by the reaction of monegerasae on 
potassaaidse 
HBL . 
GeH, + Kffil. — R J S e K «> MH» (90) •» 2 
Glaruis and Kraus investigated the reaction between sodium i n 
amsonia and i i thins i a ethylaoine on many other goeaaiiiuia hydrides (90) 
Ma i n HH-
e.g. EtGeuy •• EtlL^GeHa • ^ 
Often the amount of hydrogen given was l e s s than the stoicbiomotry 
required but some reactions were quantitative: 
L i i n L'tNML 
(igo-Atnyl)atGelU • • •• • > (iao-AByl)EtHGeLi 
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An important advance was made i n 1955 whon Oilman and Gerow pro-
pared triphonylgermyl-lithium i n an ether solvent (109). Jloxaphenyl-
digermane, tctraphenylgeraane and triphenylchlorgermane a l l react with 
lithium i n 1,2-dimcthoxyethane to give triphonylgermyl-lithium i n y i e l d s 
Of about 6%, 
PhgGe2 + 214. — > 2Ph 5GeU 
A large excess of lithium (preferably f i n e l y divided) and the minimum 
of dry, peroxids=frao Golvont arc necessary to i n i t i a t e the reaction. 
After an induction period (usually from 5 minutes to 3 hours) the reaction 
proceeds smoothly a t room temperature over about 2 hours* When t e t r a -
phonylgermane i s ueed, the phony1-llthiuo a l s o produced reacts with the 
solvent much more rapidly than the triphenylgermyl-lithium. Triphenyl-
bromgermane (110) and triphenylgerraane (111) alao react with lithium i n 
1,2-dimethoxyethane to jjive triphenylgermyl-lithiura. The halides 
probably react v i a the intermediate formation of hexaphenyldigermane. 
The cleavage by alkalimetals ©f hex&phenyldigsrmsme has been 
examined under a number of conditions (33)* At r e f l u x temperatures, no 
reaction waa produced by sodium i n xylene, caesium i n ether, or by a 
1s5 sodium>potassiuffl a l l o y i n diethylether, di-n-butylather, benzene or 
xylene* Y i e i d s of 6Qg£ of tripheaylgermyl potassium were produced by 
cleavage by the aodium-potassium a l l o y i n ether when an i n i t i a t o r 
(totrahydrofuran, tetraphonyljjenaane, or phenylbrosiide) was udded, 
however* 
I n another s i m i l a r s e r i e s of experiments Gilman and h i s co-workers 
examined the cleavage of organic groups other than phenyl from germanium 
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by alkalimetals (112)* Evidence was obtained that phenyl groups were 
cleaved more e a s i l y than others. When mixed alkylarylgermanes were 
reacted with lithium i n raonoglyins, a phonyl group was eliminated. 
<PhCE 2CH 2)Ph 3Ge • > (PbCH^CH^Pl^GoLi 
Gilman also examined the reaction of lithium or sodium-potassium a l l o y on 
other f u l l y substituted organogermap.ee. I n no cases was positive evidence 
f o r gerffiyl^alkalirastal compounds found, but i n many reactions ( f o r example 
totraethylgermane with 1:5 Ha-K al l o y ) no s t a r t i n g material was recovered* 
I n the reaction between tetrabenaylgsrmane and lithium i n 1,2-diraethoxy-
ethane B a brown colour developed, which was discharged on addition of 
ethylbromidee Mo product was i s o l a t e d , however. Tho f i r s t part of t h i s 
thesis describes a re-examination of t h i s reaction* 
Another method which can produce good y i e l d s of triphenylgermyl<-
lithium i s the reaction between triphsnylgerssane and an orgnnolithium 
reagent i n ether (35)* n-Butyl-lithlum h«s been reported to give almost 
quantitative y i e l d s , but phenyl-lithiua and ©ethyl-lithium give some 
tstraorganogermane as w e l l . 
Ph-GeH • BuLi — > Ph,GeIA 
Pn^GeH + PhU Ph^GeU (863) + Ph^Ge 
Ph-GeH + Meld r * Ph,GeIA (80#) + Ph,GeKe 
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E a r l i e r , the reaction between Ph^GeH and P h l i had been reported to give 
either Ph^Ge on Ph^Ge., under aore d r a s t i c conditions (3^)» The metallation 
reaction does not appear to be general to a l l crganogermaniura hydrides, 
however. TriethyIgeraano gives only 10$ of EtJQoLi with n-butyl-lithium 
(92), although (Ph^Ge)^GeH and (a-Haph)MePhGeH both react smoothly to 
give the l i t h i o reagent i n good y i e l d (*t3» 113) • The reaction between 
a l k y l - l i t h i u Q reagents and germanium hydrides i s a l s o further examined 
i n the present work. 
Properties of the a l k a l i metal compounds. 
Solutions of triphenylgermyl-qodiun i n l i q u i d ammonia are yellow 
or orange depending on the. concentration, and Ph^GeKa.jHH^ can be 
c r y s t a l l i s e d from these solutions. Triphenylgermyl-lithium i o generally 
brown i n 1,2-dimeth035yethane, but yellow i n diethylether. The germyl-
a l k a l i metal compounda arc very s i m i l a r to organolithium reagents i n 
t h e i r reactions. 
Triplienylgerrnyl-oodiuffl reacts rapidly a i t h oxygen to give the 
g6riaa:rolate"(53. - . . 
Fh^GeNa + (0) —5> Ph^GeGNa 
Reaction with aoisture or acidc (e.g. NH^Cl i n NH^) converts the 
alkalimetal compounds to hydrides., 
. PhjGeLi + K 20 —> Ph^GeH + IdOH 
Carbonation.of a solution of tripbenylgermyl-potassium produces, a f t e r 
a c i d i f y i n g , triphenylgermyl carboxylic a c i d , Ph^GeCOOK (1l4j 115)» This 
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compound decarbonylates on heating, giving f i n a l l y hexaphenyldigermoxane* 
3no° Ph,GeCOOH ,__© 
PhjGeCOOH • > [Ph^GeOHj * • » PhjGeOC.OGePhj ^ » Ph^GeOGePhj 
Several eaters of t h i s a c i d are known. Methyl triphenylgeraylcarboxylate, 
for example, can be made by reaction with diszomethane* 
PhjGeCOOH + C H ^ 2 —3> PhjGeCOOIte + Kg 
Shis es t e r a l s o docarbonylates a t high teaperatures (116) 
250° 
Ph^GeCOOMe — » . Ph^QeOMe + CO 
The reactions of triphonylgormyl-lithiura with c e r t a i n o l e f i n s and 
carbonyls have already been mentioned (page 6}« The reaction between 
triphenylgermyl^lithium and aaoxybenaene has also been studied (11?)• 
The f i r s t step i s reduction to azobensene, which thon resets further 
0" 
Ph_GeLi + PhN-JTPh — > PhN-HPh + Ph,GoOLi 3 J 
L i „ 0 H I H 2 ° I PhJWJPh + Ph-GeLi — > PhN-NPh PhN«NPh 3 I I 
0 GePhj GePhj 
With methyl triphonyigerajyl carboxylate or oietnylcarbonate, however, 
instead of adding across the carbonyl double bond, Ph^GeLi produces 
hexaphanyldigeraane with dscarbonylation (109)* 
Ph^GeLi + Ph^GeCOOMe — > Vh&*2 + 0 0 + 1401,16 
2Ph 3GeLi + (Et0) 2C0 — > Ph^Ge2 + CO + 2LiOEt 
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Tripheny 1 r r;y 1-11t hium undergoes hydrogen-metal exchange with 
"acidic*' hydrocarbons (1*0. For example fluorene i s metallated i n the 
9 position. 
Ph,GeLi 
— J > Q n a Q Q Q 
H Li H C 0 6 L i 
Some of the reactions of germyl-aodium, H^GeWa, are anomalous due 
to the germanium hydrogen bonds (75)* The action of heat causea de-
composition to NaQe a l l o y and hydrogen, and oxygen reacts with the Ge«E 
bonds as well as the Ge«4Ja l i n k . 
The reaction between gerrayl-alkalimetal compounds and organic haiides 
usually gives r i s e t© the expected coupling products. For examplet 
Ph^eNa + PhBr — > Ph^Ge (5) 
( C l 8 H 3 7 ) P h 2 G e U + PhCH2CH2Br — > (C^H^PhjGeClljCn^Ph (112) 
atCi-iVtiyljHOeLi * 'JtBr — > St 2(i-Aijyl)Goa (90) 
Eeactiono with Group IV ssstal haiides a l s o usually proceed i n a "similar 
FfeJMte + MeJShBr —> FbJ3o3BM«. (5) 
2Ph^Q%H& + PhgGeCXj — > PhjGefPhgGeteePh^ (42) 
A common complication, hovjevor, i s halogen-metal exchange. Subsequent 
coupling reactions can give a mixture of products, often d i f f i c u l t to 
separate. The reaction between triphenylgermyl-potaosiuffl and triphenyl-
chloreilane (115, 118) i e an exasaiple of t h i s . 
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FhJGeK + J? Ph^SiCl — > PhjGeSiPhj 
Ph^GsK + Fh^SiCl — > PhjGeCl + Ph^SiK 
Ph^GeK •*• PhjGoCl — 
P h ^ i K + Ph^SiCl P h 6 3 i 2 
A more recent example of the s y n t h e t i c a l value of gerraylalkalimetal 
compoundo l o the coupling of triphenylgermyl-lithiurn with c e r t a i n 
t r a n c i t i o n - a e t a l halidoo to give gcrrdardura«tranoition metal compounds (119)» 
Ke^PAuCl + Ph^QeLi — > ' Me^PAuOePhj + L i C l 
o)• Grjcnard reagents. 
Compared with the a l k a l i metal compounds, much l e s s i s known about 
germyl Grignard reagents. Ho method has yet been devised which can 
produce a good y i e l d of R^ GoMgK for subsequent re-notion, but very strong 
evidence i s available that these compounds e x i s t as intermediates i n 
many systems. 
Attempts to prepare trimsthylgernyl-fljagnesium chloride by reacting 
He_GeCl with reetallle magnesium f a i l e d (37) • She reaction between an 
J5 
organoid thium reagent and tzapher^lgerffiaiie to give triphenylgerffiyl-
lithium has been described (page 28 ) and Gilraan and h i s co-workers 
attempted to carry out thf) equivalent reaction: 
I&igX + PhjGeH —5> Ph^GeHgX + HH 
A U y l - and n-butyl-magnesium bolides f a i l e d to react i n r e f l u x i a g 
d i e t h y l ether (35) • The use of tetrahydrofurari as a solvent was more 
successfu l , however. Carbonation a f t e r a reaction using allyl-roagnesium. 
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chloride gave soma triphenylgermyl c&rooxyiie a c i d . Soma 4-hydroxy-
butyltriphenylgeraane was also Is o l a t e d .from a side reaction involving 
cleavage of the solvent. Whon phenyl or a l l y l Grignard reagent uas used 
aa the metallating agent, only the cleavage product was obtained a f t e r 
r e f l a t i n g for 2 days (120). 
CH~—GH, 
Pb^GeMgCl + 
2 H-0 
Ph^Ge(CH2)^OHgCl PhjGe (CH 2) ^OH 
l2 
No reaction was reported for n-butyl-aagaesiura halides. 
I n the reaction between vinyl-magnesium bromide and GeCl^, Seyferth 
i s o l a t e d ( V i n y l ) f l e and (Vinyl)gGSg, and he postulated (Vinyl)^GeMgBr 
as an intermediate (37). She reaction between i-PrMgSr and GeCl^ has 
produced i-Pr^GeH a f t e r hydrolysis and t h i s reaction has been assumed to 
proceed v i a 1-Pr^GeWgBr (28). Recently Glockllng and Hooton (39) 
showed that genayl Grignard reagents were produced as intermediates i n the 
reaction of a r y l Grignard reagents and GeCl^ to produce R^Gsi^ (aee page 9 ) 
These, are produced primarily by tho Reaction between on intermediate 
organogermaniuBi halide and tho react!va magneBiiim l e f t a f t e r the formation 
of the Grignard reagent, but also by halogen-metal exchange (to a looser 
©stent). 
B^GeX + fig — > HjGeHgX 
KjGoX + S'HgX* H^ GeMgX* + R«X 
The presence of the'gerrayl Grignard reagents i n reactions which were not 
allowed to proceed to completion was shown by hydrolysis or carbonstion. 
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(o-tolyD^GeMgBr • > 
I 
(p-tolyl),GeMgBr + CO, • 
H_0 
( o - t o l y l ^ G e i l 
» ( p - t o l y l ) GeCOOH 
C. Organic Compounds of Divalent Platinum. 
Although organic compounds of platinum(IV) have been known since 
1909 (122), compounds containing divalent platinum sigraa-bonded to carbon 
were f i r s t i s o l a t e d only a few years ago (123)* Since then a large number 
of thermally stable hydrido, a l k y l and a r y l complexes of platinum(ll) have 
been prepared, and these afford some inte r e s t i n g comparisons and contrasts 
with the genayl-platinura complexes described i n the second part of t h i s 
t h e s i s . A l l of these compounds Involve it-bonding ligands, and a knowledge 
of the coordination chemistry of divalent platinum i s necessary to explain 
some of their properties. 
1. COORDINATION COMPLEXES OF FLATINUM(ll). 
(a) Structure. 
Stable coordination complexes of the types PtX^ PtLXj", PtL^Xg, 
PtL^X* and P t L ^ 2 + (where X" i s an anionic ligand and L i s a neutral ligand) 
are known. They are a l l square planar and diajsagfiotic* A few octahedral 
complexes of platinum(XI) have a l s o been characterised, but always four 
of the Uganda i n a square configuration are closer to and more strongly 
held by the platinum than the other two. These structures are explained 
by the arrangement of the platinum 5d electrons. 
The free ion P t 2 + has eight electrons available to occupy i t s five 
degenerate 5d o r b i t a l s , and these should be distributed to give the l e a s t 
spin-pairing according to Hund*s r u l e . I n chemical compounds, however, 
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fxnae Ft i s unknown5 the ion i s always solvated or complexes!. In tho 
ensueing electric f i e l d the degeneracy of the outer d orbitala i s l i f t e d 
and the electrons are located i n the low energy orbitala with spin-pairing* 
Thus the d. . d • d end & 2 orbitols each contain two electrons and the 
Xy yS5 S3£ B 
d .2 2 o r b i t a l i s vaoanfc. 
x x y z x # CUP 
yz zx XV 
Distribution of electron density i n the five d orbitala* 
Tho vacant 5d 2 2 o r b i t a l leads to a decrease i n nuclear shielding 
i n the direct!one of the x and y coordinates, allowing four ligands to 
approach the nucleus more closely i n these directions* Alternatively, 
for.cov&lont bonding^ the d 2 2 o r b i t a l i s available to fona square-
x —y 
planar dsp 2 hybrid orbitals with the bs and 6p orbitals. 
(b) Tho trans-effect* 
The square configuration of ^-coordinate platinum(II) allows coffl" 
plexss of the type PtLgXg to exist as either cie or trans geometrical 
isomers. Both isomers are known for most complexesj indeed i t was 
mainly the discovery of these geometrical isomers which lead to the idea 
that their structure i s planar• 
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An examination of ligand replacement reactions i n these compounds 
6hows that the ligand situated trana to the leaving group has a great 
influence on i t s s t a b i l i t y (12*0 whereas the neighbouring cis groups have 
a relatively email effect. The classical i l l u s t r a t i o n of this i s the 
reactions leading to the isolation of trans (NH^) _,PtCl2 by Heieet i n 1844 
(125) and cis (NH^gPtClg by Peyrone i n 18^5 (126) . Keiset heated the salt 
CPt(NH^)^jCl2, liberating tv/o NH^  molecules and replacing them by Cl" ions. 
H3N ^ Hf / K H j HjH / C 1 
pt i . > Pt — > Ft (trans) / \ / \ / \ 
WH^  Cl NHj Cl lilHj 
I n the second step the ammonia trans to the chloride ion i s replaced more 
readily than the ammonia opposite ammonia. A similar case i s Peyrone*e 
reaction from which the cis compound i<? obtained by treating PtCl. with 
a buffered aEnsonia solution. 
Cl .Cl. Cl NH, Cl NH» \ / \ / 3 \ / 3 
> t !> Pt •' -<> Pt (Cis) 
Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl ^ B f i j 
Here tho chloride ion opposite another Cl" i s labillsed. rather than the 
one trans to KH^ . A chloride ion has a greater l a b i l i s i n g influence than 
ammonia on the group trans to i t ; the "trana effect" order i s Cl"> NH^ . 
Similar studies have allowed a series of the relative trana effects 
of Uganda to be assembled. The usual order i s CN"S CO, C^ H^ , NO > 
SC(NH2)2, my SR2 > K 0 2 " > I " , SCN" > Br" > Cl" > HH^ , py, HNtt^  > 
CH" > HgO (127) . The importance of the trans effect i n the synthesis of 
platinum complexes was recognised by Chernyaev (128) . With the a b i l i t y 
3? -
to predict which group w i l l be replaced, different isomers can be produced 
2 -
ofton merely by reversing the order i n which ligands are added to PtCl^ . 
Chornyaev demonstrated the p r i n c i p l e involved i n his synthesis of the 
three possible leasers of [PtNB^CKKgOH^CgjCl i n 1926. 
There are limitations to the application of the trans effect i n this 
manner. The leaving group and entering group i n ligand exchange reactions 
have an influonce and small variations i n the normal trans effect order 
can occur. Also, certain systems are able to Isoraorise, leading to un-
expected products. For example, as the relative trans effects are PHj> 
Cl""f els and trans (R^gPtClg should be obtained by the reactions 
H,P ^PK„ RJ? .PR, CI PB„ J- . R, .^ - I 
H^P^ PRj CI X P R j C l ^ ^PRj 
(ois) 
and 
CI Cl CI Pli 3 CI PR3 
? > Pt -i—5» > t 
CI % 1 C l ^ ^ C l f y / ^ 1 > (trans) 
I t was found, however, that either isomer can be obtained from either 
system. The reason i s that when an excess of phosphine i s present, 
isomerisatioa can occur. 
fl-P CI R,P .PR, CI PR, 
> t v .Pt Pt 
Cr X P » 3 Cl T-H^  Cl PHj 
In solution the trans form i s thermodynamically more stable than the cis 
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form, and io present to a greater extent at equilibrium (129)• I f excess 
F t C l ^ ~ i s added to remove the phosphino and freeze the equilibrium, the 
trans form cm then be crystallised. With excess PR^  present the equilib-
rium i s maintained and the 2,93.9 soluble cio isoraor crystallises. This 
method of synthesis can also be applied to arsine complexes (130) . 
As defined, the trana effect io a measure of the trans labilioing 
a b i l i t y of a given ligand relative to other ligands* An inorease i n 
reactivity could come about by a lowering of the Pt-X bond strength (where 
X io the leaving group) or from factors loading to a decrease i n 
activation energy for the reaction* The trans effect series has been 
supplemented by various kinetic studies and physical measurements i n 
attempts to explain the phenomenon* 
The ratea of several reactions of the type CPt(trion)X] + Y —<> 
[Pt(trion)Y] + X (where (trion) => H^ CI^ CH^ HCHgCHgWHp) have been measured 
(131t 132) and the results show differences of 10^ for different X groups, 
although the trans ligand i s the sass i n each case. The rates tend to 
decrease with increasing bond (strength of Pt-X. Further kinetic studies 
(131« 132, 133) indicate that the reactions are f i r s t order with respect 
to the entering group. Ys and that tho relative effect of different Y 
groups on the rate of reaction gives a series similar to tho trans effect 
order* 
These and other observations have led to the conclusion that the 
ligand replacement reactions proceed via an 3^2 mechanism, probably i n -
volving a trigonal bipyraraidal intermediate (127) . For example1 
39 
L NH 3 
H3N X C | 
py 
NK-
i > t — ; c i 
I 
NH. 
-C I 
H3N X py 
(c) Physical consequences of the trana effect. 
The effects of ligands on the strengths of trans Pt-X bonds have 
been compared by various physical techniques, the moat Important being 
X-ray studies and infrared spectra. 
Changes i n the bond length of Pt-X brought about by changing the 
trans group have not been extensively studied, but the structures of some 
^-coordinate platiaum(II) compounds have been elucidatod by X-ray methods. 
Differences i n bond length resulting from the trans effect are small and 
precise measurements are needed. For example i n the compound K[Pt(NH^)Cl^] 
no significant difference was found i n the bond lengths of the Pt-Cl 
bonds trana to Cl~ or r3II^ ( i j f t ) . However, for the corresponding compound 
KCPtCOT^asyl the Pt_-3r distance trans to NH^  io 2*42$ (near the sum of 
the atomic radii) but the bond trana to Br" ie 2»?J?e Similar lengthening 
of bonds opposite ligands of high trana effect has been detected i n the 
anion of Zeise's salt CPtfCgH^Cl^j" (135) and i t s bromine analogue 
[PtCC^H^Br^]" (136) . The structure of trans ( E i y ^ t d O B r has also 
been determined, and the Pt-Br bond length i o longer than normal (137) . 
H~ i s known to have a large trana effect. 
These results indicate that groups of high trans effect weaken 
(and thereby lengthen) the Pt-X bond. The Pt-*J bond length i n trans 
[PUCgH^) (NHHOg^lgj ie anomalous i n this respect however. Although 
opposite a group of very high trana effect (ethylene) tho Pt*N distance 
i s essentially normal (12$)* The difference between the effect of the 
trana ethylene i n this compound and i n the halogen compounds mentioned 
above can be accounted for i f the trana effect of n bonding ligands i s 
duo to modifications i n the it bonding system. Nitrogen has no n bonding 
character here, where chlorine and bromine suay havo. 
Infrared measurements, mainly by Chatt and his co-workers, have led 
to information on the relative strength of Pt-X bonds by various routes. 
Examination of the N-H stretching frequencies i n the series of compounds 
trans tPtLOm^Cl^] leads to tho relative strengths of Pt-H by the 
following argument (139)* v(N-H) increases as i t s bond strength increases 
because the K atom i s more negative. Therefore the Pt-N bond i s weaker, 
because the N i s with-holding i t s electrons from platinum. The results 
indicate that the Ft-N bond strength decreases as the electronegativity 
of the trana ligand, L, decreases, and that this scrioo roughly parallels 
tho traaa effect series. Ethylene i s again exeeptionals although i t ' has 
a large trans effect- i t does not reduce the Pt-N bond strength. The 
position of t e r t i a r y phosphines i n this aeries i s also rather anomalous 
compared to the trans effect series. 
More direct infrared evidence has been obtained from a series of 
platinum hydrides, trana (B^P^PtdOX, (1^0) . v(Pt-H), which f a l l s at 
about 2100 cm. , decreases with ligands of increasing trans effect, 
- VI 
supporting the view that the l a b i l i s i n g effect i s due mainly to the 
weakening of the Pt-X bond. Recently, improved spectrometers have opened 
regions of the far infrared to study, and examinations of v(Pt-Cl) and 
v(Pt-Br) have been made (1^1,1^2). The results obtained are similar to 
those obtained from v(Pt-H): they also demonstrate that CH^ ", Ph" and H~ 
have very high trans effects. Once again, evidenco was obtained which 
indicated that two mechanisms were operative to produce the trans effect. 
(d) Interpretation of the trans effect. 
The available chemical and physical evidence on Gquare~planar 
platinum(II) compounds indicates that the trans-effect i s transmitted by 
more then one mechanism. Tho many theories which have been proposed 
have been summarised by Basoio and Pearson (127) . Essentially they can 
bo classified into two theories. 
The polarisation theory has developed from an idea by Grinberg (1^3) 
and i s necessary to explain the high trans effect of Uganda such as H~ 
and CH^ "* where n bonding i s unlikely to contribute. The theory begins 
from the consideration that tho primary charge on piatinum(II) w i l l 
induce a dipole i n the ligand L, which i n turn induces a dipole i n the 
metal atom which i s unfavourable to X. 
+• L 
- 1*2 -
Tho orientation of the dipole repels charge i n X and weakens the Ft-X 
bonds Recent extensions of this concept involve eovalent bonding* The 
theory accounts for tho parallel i n the trans effect and the polarlea-
bilit.y of a ligand* I t also correctly predicts that the effect should be 
greater i n platinun(II) than i n either palladium(ll) or platinum(IV), as 
these nuclei are less polarisable* The effect i s stereo3pccific to the 
trans group. 
The second mechanism i s required to explain the high trans effect 
of 7i bonding Uganda ouch as ethylene* Physical measurements indicate 
that the trana Pt-X bond i s not weakened, and i t seems reasonable to 
seek the explanation i n the TC bonding system* 
Chatt C1¥0 hao pointed out, however, that n bonding w i l l lead to charge 
removal from the Pt nucleus and this w i l l probably stabilise tha ethor 
throe groups, rather than labiliee the trp.n^ group. The current 
explanation, therefore, i s that n bonding Uganda have high trans effects 
not by weakening the Pt-X bond but by stabiUsing the transition state 
for the reaction (lM*,1^5)• Thus i n a 5 coordinate transition i n t e r -
mediate of trigonal bipyramidal structure (see page 39), is bonding to L 
w i l l reduce the electron density towards both the leaving group X and the 
ft Overlap i n dn bonding 
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entering group Y, correctly predicting that the properties of Y and L w i l l 
affect the rate of reaction i n a similar way. 
(e) Other aspects of the chemistry of platinum(II) 
Although the most important consideration i n the reactions of 
platinum(II) complexes i s the trans effect, ligands i n the cis position 
do exert a small influence. v(Pt-B) i n trans (K^P^PtdDX varies sl i g h t l y 
with different phosphines, inoreasing electron withdrawal giving a higher 
stretching frequency. Also changes i n the rate of reaction of systems 
varying only i n cis ligands have been noted. 
The oxidation of square platinum(ll) compounds to octahedral 
platinum(IV) compounds by oxidising agents such as halogens or H^ O^  has 
been known for many yoarar the two additional groups add above and 
below the square (1^6). 
Br 
NO NO py py Br 
Pt p-t 
NH Cl NH C 
Br 
Tk& sterlc course of this reaction has been u t i l i s e d greatly i n 
synthesising platinum (IV) complexes, although i t does not aoera to apply 
to certain organic compounds discussed later. 
Another class of platinum(ll) compounds worthy of note i s the 
blnuclear complexes. 
- Vt -
p < Pt 
The bridging groups can be halogens, tnio-compounds, phosphines or 
arsines* Less i s known about these compounds than the mononuclear type, 
but they display some interesting s t a b i l i t y relationships, and some 
aromatic character has been ascribed to certain of the four-merabered 
rings (1^7)* 
2. AIKXL DttKVATlVES OP PLATlNuM(ll) • 
The addition of an electron to an antibonding molecular orb i t a l 
frequently loads to the rupture of the bond* Metal-halogen bonds i n 
complexes of the types mentioned are usually very polar and any bond 
dissociation i s l i k e l y to be ionic: 
L 2PtX 2 v L^tX* + X" 
The halogen w i l l probably detach i t s e l f as an ion (or remain as an ion 
pair) and the process can reverse when the anti-bonding orbital i s 
vacated* Metal to carbon bonds tend to s p l i t hoaoiyticaily, however, and 
the resulting free radical, R*, w i l l react irreversibly with a neighbour-
ing molecule, and the complex decomposes* The c r i t i c a l factor governing 
the s t a b i l i t y of t r a n s i t i o n - ^ t a l to carbon bonds i s the energy difference, 
AS, between the highest-energy occupied orbital and the lowest-energy 
antibonding orbital* This i s i l l u s t r a t e d by the simplified energy-level 
diagram for planar P t ( I I ) complexes below* 
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AE 
— I _o—o d 
&—Q O O d and d 
xa ya 
0—G d 2 
d 2 antibonding orbitale 
• O 0 O 0> O o O O d 2 bonding orbitals. 
ap 
For simple transition-metal organic compounds i t i s considered aE i s 
too small for stable bonds to result (1^8)• 
I t was realised, however, that AE may be increased by lowering the 
energy of the occupied, d orbitals (the d orb i t a l i n particular for 
xy 
platinum(II)) by allowing them to overlap with n bonding ligands. Chatt 
and Shaw d t o , 123, 1&9) isolated a series of alkyl , aryl and hydrido 
derivatives of plntinuraCII) with t e r t i a r y phosphine ligands. Those 
ligands are particularly successful cihco thoy aro relatively strong 
donors and have pronounced H bonding acceptor properties. 
(a) Preparations. 
In general, mono- and di-alkyl doriveitivos of platinum(ll) can 
be prepared from a Grigaurd or organoiithium reagent and the haiide cig 
or trans (R^PigPtX., i n ether or ether^bonacne solution. Complexes of the 
type (F<J?)2Pt3»2 and (HjP^PtP.'X have bean isolated where R = Me, Et, 
n-Pr or Ph aad S1 • Me, Et, n-Pr, n-Bu and CHgPh (123,.1**9). Donors 
other than tertiary phosphines have been used, R_As and R^ S. 
The Orignard reaction appears to involve a series of equilibria, g i v i ,ng a mixture of products (with (R^P^PtR'X a  th  major part) even 
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with a largo excess of R'MgX. Organolithium reagents are more suitable 
for preparing the f u l l y substituted compounds* 
cia (St 5P) 2PtCl 2 + EMeLd 22L> cis (Et 5P) 2PtMe 2 + 2IAC1 
The products of these reactions have the configuration cia (R^gPtR'g 
and trans (HytygPtR'X whatever the configuration of the starting material. 
Attemj^ts to isolate transi ( f i y 5 ) 2 P t R , 2 have met with f a i l u r e , and cis 
(RTP>2PtR»X i s best prepared by reacting cis (RjP) 2PtR* 2 with one mol. 
of dry HX. As expected, the cis dihalide i s more reactive i n these 
preparations, but the trans starting material gives higher yields i n 
preparations of mono-alky1 derivatives. 
!The aonomethyl derivative trans (PhyOgPtHel can also be prepared 
by the reaction between methyl Iodide and the platinum (0) complex, 
(Ph,P),Ft. 
:> 3 
(PhjF^Pt + 2MoI — > trans (PhyOgFtKoI -f CPh^ PMe]! 
ThiG reaction i s not generally applicable to other alkyl groups. For 
example ethyl iodide gives a very poor yield of (Ph^gPtEtl, and 
benzyl iodide produces a mixture of products. 
Xriphenylmethyl sodium, cyclopeatadienyl sodium, eyelohexyl 
magnesium bromide and p-etyryl magnesium bromide failed to give stable 
organo platinum derivatives with cia (EtjP) 2PtCl 2. The hydridoplatinum 
complex, trans (Et^P^PtHBr, Was isolated i n both cases from the reactions 
with the Qrigoard reagents. 
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(b) Properties of the alky1-platinua(11) complexes. 
Alkyl-platinura(ll) compounds stabilised by tertiary phosphines are 
remarkably in e r t , colourless and usually crystalline* They are soluble 
i n organic solvents B stable to ©ir and Water and are not hydrolysed by 
dilute acids, cis (Me^P^PtMOg sublimes slowly at 110° i n a i r at 1 
atmosphere and cis (Ety?) 2PtMo 2 can be d i s t i l l e d at 8 5 ° / l 0 " ^ mm. The 
higher alkyl and benzyl derivatives are leas stable, however* 
Tiiij reactions of the alkyl platinum compounds are usually of two 
types; reactions similar to normal piatinuin(II) complexes, such as 
isomerisation and oxidation to Pt(IV) compounds, and reactions Involving 
cleavage of the alkyl groups* 
Cis (EtjP)2PtMeCl i n benasene solution i s rapidly converted to the 
trana isomer by a trace of free phosphino* The Cl* ligand of the trana 
isomer i s very labile and can be replaced by other halides, thiocyanate 
or nitrate groups on treatment with the corresponding alkali-metal or 
silver salt. 
trans (Et^PjgPtHaCl • IdBr — » trans (St^gPtMeBr 
I n Contrast to the alkali-metal halides, magnesium iodide i n ether 
reacts to cleave the alkyl groups giving Grignard reagents and the 
trans olatinum iodides* 
ole (Bt 5P) 2FtMe 2 . 6 3» trans (Et^P> 2PtI 2 + trans (Ety 5) gPtMel + MeMgl 
There i s evidence that the f i r s t step i n t l i i s reaction i s oxidation to 
a platinum(IV) compound, oince a precipitate Is I n i t i a l l y produced but 
a l l the products are soluble i n ether. Hydrogen chloride and iodine also 
cleave the metal-carbon bond, the former producing cis isomers and the 
l a t t e r trans. 
cia (Et 3F) 2PtHe 2 H C X > els (EtjP^PtMeCl + GH^  
els (Et 5P) 2PtKe 2 2 1 1 0 1 » els (Et 3P) 2PtCl 2 + 2CH^  
cia (Et^P^Ptfteg — — > trans (Et^P^PtMel + Mel 
trans (Et^gPtMel "••*•> trans (Et^P^Ftlg + Mel 
Unlike iodine, chlorine reacts with the dimethyl platinum complex 
to form a stable platinum(lV) complex, (EtjP) 2PtMe 2Cl 2. The reaction 
between trans (Ut^P)2PtMe>X and methyl iodide s i 100° gives a similar 
complex, (Et^P)2PtMe2I2« Dipole moment studies have established the 
structure of these compounds as either 
E t 3 ^ ^ M e o r E t 3 P \ i t / X 
Me PEt. 
X Me 
The methyl iodide i n (St^P) gPtMo^^ i s loosely held and can be removed 
at SO /10 mm. or clowly i n boiling solvents. When heated at 100 for 
20 hours i n a sealed tube, cleavage of the methyl groups occurs. 
( E t ^ g P t M e ^ —*• (Et^»)2PtI2 + C2H6. 
Methyl iodide doss not react with trans (St^P^Pt^ under similar 
conditions, and with cje (Et^P>2 PtMe2, a mixture of products i s given. 
The benzyl-platinum derivative d a (EtjP) 2Pt(CH 2Ph> 2 reacts with benzyl 
iodide to give bibenzyl. 
- 1*9 . 
cis (Sty^^tCCKgPSOg * SPhCHgl — > trans (Et^P^Ptlg + aPhCHgCH^Ph 
^ ARYL-PLATINUM COMPOUNDS. 
In 1959 Chatt and Shaw reported the isolation of several aryl compounds 
of platinum(II) 049) . By comparison with the alkyl platinum complexes, 
the increased s t a b i l i t y and the higher dipole moments of the a r y l complexes 
indicates that a certain amount of n-bonding occurs from the platinum 
d orbitals to the "aromatic" orbitals. 
The preparation of these compounds from Qrignard or aryl-lithium 
reagents i s generally easier than for the alkyl complexes. Both pis and 
trans isomers of (EtjPjgPtPhg and (Et^P)^PtPhX can be ioolated. Cls 
(Et 5P> 2FtCl 2 reacts with PhLi at 2 0 ° or PhMgX at 8 0 ° to give cis 
(Et^P) 2PtFh 2 i n good yield. The corresponding trans haiide i s more 
sluggish i n reaction and gives a mixture of cis and trans products. Tho 
mono-aryl compounds cis and trans (Et^P)^PtPhCl are best obtained by 
cleaving one aryl group from the diaryl compounds with HC1 i n dry ether. 
A supply of trans (Et„P)-PtPh- for conversion to trans (Et,P) „PtPhCl 
i s usually d i f f i c u l t - to obtain, and trans (Et^gPtPhCl i s therefore better 
prepared from the cis isomer, which i o rapidly converted to the trana 
form when a trace of free Et^P i s added to the solution* This isoweriaation 
strongly supports the view that the reactions proceed by ionic i n t e r -
mediates such as C(Et^P)^PtPh2Cl rather than by a five-coordinate int e r -
mediate, as complexes of the type (St^gPtPhg which do not contain an 
ionic ligand do not rapidly isomerise under these conditions. 
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Th® reactions of the aryl compounds of platinum(II) are similar to 
those of the alkyla, but with a few exceptions. In contrast to cis 
(EtjP^PtMe,,, which loses a methyl group by reaction with one molecule of 
iodine, both cis and trans (Et^P^PtPt^ add iodine to give the same 
stable Pt(IV) derivative (Et^P^PtPh^. Chlorine behaves similarly. The 
structures of these platinum(lV) complexes (below) have been deduced 
from their dipolo moments. 
Ph 
E t 3 P \ J ^ X 
J ^ p r 
Ph' 
x 
P E t 3 
The oxidation of (Et^P^PtPh., to a Pt(IV) complex follows a different 
course to the oxidation of inorganic Pt(XI) complexes, where the entering 
groups attach above and below the plane (146). Methyl iodide reacts with 
both cia and trans (EtjP^PtPh,, to give a mixture of products. 
k* HYDPJDO^PLVriNIiM .COMPOUNDS. 
The discovery of a stable hydride*^osnplex of platinum, trans 
(Et^P^PtHClg was announced In 1957 (150) , and this was followed by the 
study of a series of compounds of this type (*!&>)• The hydrides are 
remarkably stable, hydridic rather than, acidic i n character, and are 
resistant to oxydation and hydrolysis e Studies on these compounds and 
on hydrido-*ccsiplexes of other Group V I I I metals have shown that as a 
ligand, H~ has both a high ligand f i e l d strength and a high trans effect. 
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Although attempts to prepare compounds of the type cia (R^P^PtHX 
have met with f a i l u r e , the dihydrides (R^P^PtHg (151) and 
(jyp> HP t (PR 2) 2Pt(PH^)H (14?) have been isolated. Their properties have 
not yet been studied i n d e t a i l , however* 
(a) Preparations of trans (B^P)2PtHX 
The hydrido-coraplexea, trans (R^P^PtHX, ° » conveniently made by 
the action of reducing agents on c i e (H^^PtXg. The trans complexes, 
trans (R^^PtX^, react more slowly and ar« not generally suitable•> 
Hydrazine hydrate gives very good results as a reducing agent f o r 
these reactions* Used i n water, methanol or ethanol (depending on the 
s o l u b i l i t y of the p a r t i c u l a r platinum complex) yields of about 90& are 
obtained* The reaction proceeds at $0° and probably follows the course: 
cia (Et„P)_PtCl, -£A.> C ( E t , P ) - P t ( N 0 H . ) C l 3 C l t r a i w s (St,P) 3PtHCl ——• 2 2 2 5 2 2 H ——— 3 2 
+ NH^Cl + H 2 + miy 
L i t h i u n aluminium hydride i s too powerful a reducing agent, and although 
i t rsacts with both 0^3 and trans (Et^P^PtClg t o give the hydrido-eomplcx, 
some E& i a l l i c platinum i s aleo produced* 
On heating an ethane-lie solution of potassium hydro;cide with c i s 
(HjP)gPtX 2, acetaldehyde and trans (SyO^PtHX are produced* Tracer 
studies have shown that the mechanism of tho reaction i s i 
H 
CB-CM-OH + OH" + X-Pt- —3> CH^Lo>. ' + X" + H-0 3 2 , TC\4l'P?" 2 
ir 
CH,CHO • H-Pt-3 1 
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KOH i n iso-propanol also gives yields of about 90»» acetone being produced 
instead of acotaldohyde. Formic acid has also been used as the reducing 
agent • 
eis ( E t 3 P ) 2 P t C l 2 + HCOOE —~3> trans (Et,J?)2PtHCl * HC1 + CO., 
The reaction between c i s (Et^P^PtCl^ and e i t h e r s t y r y l magnesium 
bromide or cyclohoxyl nogneoium bromide produces oone hydrido-complex. 
c i s <BtjP) 2PtCl 2 * CgH^MgBr trans (Et^P^PtHBr + + MgClg 
the presence of the cyclohexene produced by t h i o mechanism was not shown 
(1^9) and an alternative route to the hydride i s proposed i n the present 
work. 
The pyrolysis of trans (St^Pj^PfcEtCl at l3o° ^ ives the hydride-complex 
by a reversible reactions 
180° ^ 
trans C^t »)_PtEtCl ^ 0 - trans (Et,P)-PtIICl + CJ!. 
« ™ 7 2 95 atffl. " ' ? 2 2 * . 
The a r y l platinum complex, cia (St^Pj^PtPhCl, can be converted to the 
hydrido coaplex by gaseous hydrogen at room temperature and pressure* 
c i s ( E t ^gPtPhCl + H 2 — > trans (EtjWpPtHCl + CgHg 
The halide c i g £EtjP)^?tClg eon also be reduced by hydrogen but under less 
mild conditions (95°/50 atm.)* 
The chlorine i n the hydridochloridc complexes i s very l a b i l e and i s 
readily replaced by other anionic Uganda on treatment with the appropriate 
s a l t , thus trans (Et^P^PtHCl i s converted almost q u a n t i t a t i v e l y i n t o 
the corresponding bromide, iodide, cyanate, thiocyanate, n i t r o or cyanide 
complex by the action of alkali-metal s a l t s i n acetone or aqueous methanol, 
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OF i n t o the n i t r a t e by treatment with 1 mol. of c i l v c r n i t r a t e , 
(b) Properties of the hydride-complexes. 
The hydrides are colourless c r y s t a l l i n e s o l i d s , soluble i n organic 
solvents. They are remarkably stable: at 0*01 ram., trans (Kt^P^PtHCl 
eublinws olowly at 75° and d i s t i l s at 130°. 
A sharp bond near 21CO cm. i n the i n f r a r e d opoctra of then© 
compounds i s assigned to v(Pt-H) and the corresponding bending mode, 
ft(Pt-H)t i a found near 820 cn. . The deuterium analogues of several 
compounds have beon prepared and the expected isotopie s h i f t s arc observed. 
The effects of d i f f e r e n t Uganda i n trana position t o the hydrogen atoms 
on w(Pt-H) have been mentioned (139, 152)• 
The nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of many hydridec have also 
been examined. The proton resonance of the h y d r i d i c hydrogen shows a 
large chemical s h i f t (about 20-30 T)» I t i a o p l i t i n t o a t r i p l e t of 
31 1 
r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s U2:1 by the two equivalent P nuclei of spin £ 
(1C0?i abundance) and t h i s t r i p l e t i o further s p l i t by the Pt nucleus 
of spin -g- ( 33^ abundance) to gives a characteristic structure of three 
t r i p l e t s . 
The H~ ligand haa a high trans e f f e c t , l a b i l i o i n g the 01™ ion i n 
trana (St^P)^Pt&Gl. Metathetical replacement reactions with anionic 
ligcnds have been mentioned, and the Cl"* can alac bo replaced revcraibly 
by neutral Uganda such as ammonia t o give i o n i c water-soluble s a l t s . 
(EtJ?) 2PtHCl + WHg ^  ^{;(Et-P) 2PtH(NHj]Cl 
- 5*» -
The hydridic hydrogen can be replaced by deuterium or by halogens* 
Although l i t t l e H-0 exchange occurs when (Et^P^PtHCl i s shaken with 
hot DgO, rapid exchange takes place i n the presence of HC1 (10~^ molar)* 
Complexes containing ligande of greater trans e f f e c t than C-l" (e*g 8 GN, 
GCN| SCN) undergo excliange i n neutral solution, however* Halogens, hot 
aqueous halogen acids, and edipbatie halogenocarbons replace the hydride 
ligand by halide* For exampleI 
trans (Et^P^PtHCl + CCl^ -—5> cia ( G t 3 P ) 2 ? t C l 2 
trana (Et,P) J?tHI + Mel — » trans (Et-P),PtI,, 
'" J d J? d d 
Dry EC1 i n ethor reacts with trana (Et^P> 2PtHCl to give an adduct 
which i o probably a platinuraClV) hydrido halide, 
trana (£t,P) ^ PtHGl + H C l ^ s ^ C S t P ^ P t J ^ C l ^ 
Thic unstable, c r y s t a l l i n e complex coin only bo stored under HOI and loses 
HC1 when treated with H^> or on heating. I to i n f r a r e d apactrum i n n u j o l 
shows a strong hand a t 225*4- cm. with a shoulder a t 2265 cm* a t t r i b u t -
able to v ( P t - f l ) . 
(e) Othsr .platinum hydrides* 
To s e t t l e a controversy concerning the exiGtonce of the Pt (0) 
coaplexcs, Pt(PPh_)„ and Pt(?Ph.J,, Malatesta and Ugo prepared the 
hydrido-platinum complex (I'h^OgPtHg (151)* Shis compound was prepared 
by the action of gaseous hydrogen at 200 atm. on a benzene solution of 
Pt(PPh^)^ or Pt(PPh^)^. This method of preparation took 5 houra, but i t 
was also reported that the Pt (0) complexes were converted t o the 
dihydride simply on standing i n benzene f o r 1 week* The authors proposed 
that water present i n the s o l u t i o n as an impurity might account f o r the 
reaction: 
Pt(PPh 3) ? * H20 — > (Ffa^) 2PtB 2 * PhjPO 
The platinum dihydride i s a c r y s t a l l i n e s o l i d , stable t o a i r and 
water and sparingly soluble i n organic solvents. I t s i n f r a r e d spectra 
—1 —1 
showed v(Pt-H) at 1670 cm. and o(Pt-H) a t S16 era. . These assignments 
have been confirmed by deuteration studies (153)* I n contrast to the 
aonohydrides of Chatt, t h i s compound di d not react with CC1^« With iodine, 
one equivalent of hydrogen was evolved. 
( P h ^ P t H g + I 2 — » CPh 3?) 2PtI 2 + H p 
A phosphide-bridged binuclear dihydrida of platinum has also been 
isolated (147). Reaction of trans ( t i t ^ g P t B C l with PHPhg i n betj^ene 
gave a yollow solution which, on treatment w i t h a base, gave the binuolear 
complex. 
Ft + HFFlu — > 
B T 3 t , X CI Et_F FF»U H Pt > t s \ / \ H TPbl PEt. 3 J 2 .? 
+ 2F2t + 2HC1 
3 
The low Pt-H stretching frequency of t h i s hydride (2005 cm."1) suggests 
that the bridging PPhg groups have a high trans e f f e c t . 
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D. Metal-ifctal Bonds. 
1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
I n recent years an extensive study of compounds containing metal-
rcietal bonds has been i n i t i a t e d , mainly as a r e s u l t of the i n t e r e s t i n g 
c a t a l y t i c properties which some of these compounds e x h i b i t . Nevertheless 
compounds containing metal-metal bonds are more common than has often 
been supposed (1f&) and many systems containing such l i n k s have been 
known f o r several years. 
The s o l i d metals themselves shot* one extreme type of metal-metal 
bonding, involving multicenter delocalieed molecular o r b i t a l s . "Con-
centrated metal" compounds, with properties intermediate between metals 
and covalent halides, form a second class of compounds containing metal 
atoms close enough to produce some electronic inter-action. An example 
i s MoCLg, which contains [tfogCigj units showing many features of 
molybdenum metal. Another type of metal-metal bond occurs i n certain 
transition-metal complexes and involves dn bonding. These compounds are 
comparatively rare: the cupric acetate dimer i s one example (155)* 
This summary i s concerned only with compounds containing sigma 
eovalent bonds between two metals. I n these compounds i t i s necessary 
to d i f f e r e n t i a t e between the oxidation state and valency of the metals. 
For example i n Hg^Cl^s where the mercury atoms are linked by a metal-
metal bond, the mercury i s divalent but the oxidation state i s +1. 
S i m i l a r l y the germanium atoms i n the cyc l i c compound (Ph^Ge)^ are 
tetravalent but the oxidation state i s +2. 
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Duo to the great d i v e r s i t y of compounds containing metal-metal 
bonds and to the f a c t that the systematic study of those compounds i s 
comparatively young, l i t t l e i s known about the formation and s t a b i l i t y 
of these bonds compared with, f o r example, metal-carbon bonds. Certain 
of the factors involved are discussed i n a recent paper by Nyholm and 
his co-workers describing compounds of gold bonded t o transition-metals 
(156)• I n order t o form these l i n k s the metals must have available 
unpaired electrons which are i n the bonding region* The l a t t e r con-
sideration i s of p a r t i c u l a r importance i n t r a n s i t i o n metal compounds 
where an unpaired electron can often be accommodated I n the d o r b i t a l s , 
s u f f i c i e n t l y removed from the bonding region to give a stable paramagnetic 
monorcer rather than a complex involving a metal-metal bond* 
The e f f e c t of the formal charge of the metals i s also important* 
I n general, as the oxidation state r i s e s , the tendency to form para-
magnetic monomers increases* This i s probably due to the contraction of 
9 
the o r b i t a l s involved away from the bonding region* Thus f o r the d 
series Cu (+2), Hi (+1), Co (0) and Fe (-1)B copper shows l i t t l e tendency 
to form metal-metal bonds, whereas i r o n forms stable compounds of the 
type £Fe2(C0)3j2"\ 
I n descending a v e r t i c a l t r i a d i n the t r a n s i t i o n series the bonding 
o r b i t a l s become bigger, and i t i o l i k o l y that overlap w i l l increase, 
leading to greater s t a b i l i t y * The germanium-gold compound Ph^PAu*GePh^ 
i s stable to a i r and water, whereas the s i l v e r and copper analogues are 
susceptible to oxidation and hydrolysis at room temperature (119)* Also, 
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i n the carbonyl serios, Fe^ (CO)g hat, bridging carbonyls aa w e l l as 
an Fe-Fe bond, but the ruthenium compound Ru^CO)^ i s stable with 
Ru-Su bonds alone and no bridging groups* 
The attached Uganda have a large e f f e c t on the s t a b i l i t y of metal-
metal bonded complexes* The formal charge of the metal atom can be 
modified by tho ligand via i t s inductive e f f e c t or by an a b i l i t y to form 
dn bonds* The s i t u a t i o n i s more complicated than f o r metal-carbon bonds 
and the net r e s u l t i s d i f f i c u l t t o predict* The attached ligand w i l l 
tend to s t a b i l i s e the K-H bond i f i t increases the energy gap between 
the highest energy occupied o r b i t a l s and the lowest energy aatibonding 
o r b i t a l s (see page k5) and also i f i t removes charge from H, leading to 
a decrease i n the repulsion between the non-bonding electrons on the 
two metals* Rupture of the M-M bond producing paramagnetic monomers 
w i l l be enhanced i f the liganue s t a b i l i s e the monomer or destabilise 
the dimer* Factors which force the reaction RM-MR —-s> 2RM* to the 
r i g h t are (1) ligands which lead to tho dolocalisafcion of the unpaired 
electron: (2) groups which contract the o r b i t a l containing the unpaired 
electron and resovo i t from the bonding region: (3) s t e r i c repulsion 
of the ligands on.the two metal atoms. The e f f e c t of various ligands L 
on the Mn-Mn bend i n CL(C0)^Hn3^ has been examined (156): also i t has 
been noted that the compound Ph^PAu'QePh^ i s more stable than 
Me5PAu*G«Ph5 (119). 
2. PREPARATIONS AND PROPERTIES. 
Compounds containing metal-metal bonds are common among the group 
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XVb elements and many examples have been examined* Gilman and hie co-
workers prepared a series of analogues of hexaphonylethane with one or both 
of the central atoms replaced by S i , Go or Sn (38, 11**, 115, 118, 157, 158). 
They were prepared by the reaction of an a l k a l i metal derivative with a 
halide (or occasionally an es t e r ) • 
previously described f o r substituted digermanes* The M-Ji bond can be 
cleaved e i t h e r by halogens or a l k a l i metals, and they do not tend to 
aluminium hydride has been reported f o r the Sn-Sn bond (159)* The 
compounds tend t o become more reactive as the atomic weight of the metals 
increases; thus i n the cleavage of Meyi-HMe^ by FyJI, ease of reaction 
decreases i n the order Pb-Pb, Sn-Sn, Ge-Ge, Si-Si (160). 
Except f o r mercury, metal-metal bonds between main-group elements 
other than group IV are comparatively rare, although isolated examples 
have been reported. I n group I I I , ssotal-rnotal bonding has been reported 
i n Ga^S^ ( i b l ) . Gold vapour contains Au^ molecules. 
Many examples of raetal-raetal bonding amongst the t r a n s i t i o n metals 
are known, especially i n complexes whore the satals arc i n a low oxidation 
l e v e l * Carbonyl complexes i n p a r t i c u l a r frequently contain M-M bonds. 
These complexes obey what has become known an the "noble-gas r u l e " , i n 
that they t r y to achieve the saae number of electrons as the next noble-
• + Ph_MX MPh_ + M»X Ph Ph ^ -M -3" 
(M - S i , Ge, Sn. M' a a l k a l i metal, X • halogen). 
The general properties of these compounds are sim i l a r t o those 
radicals, as does Ph<-C Cleavage by l i t h i u m dissociate i n t o R 
gae s h e l l . Each carbon monoxide group formally donates two electrons to 
the metal (or one f o r a bridging group) (162). When the next noble-gas 
configuration i s not reached by the metal and Uganda alone, diraerisation 
v i a covalent metal-metal bonds can a t t a i n t h i s . This i s s t r i k i n g l y 
demonstrated by the carbonyls of the f i r s t t r a n s i t i o n series which d i -
merice a l t e r n a t e l y with spin pairing: Cr(C0)g, Mn^CO)^, Fe(CO)^, 
Co 2(C0)g and Mi(CO)^. 
Similar series can be obtained with other ligands. n-Cyolopenta-
dieny l , f o r example, formally donates 5 electrons giving r i s e to the 
series nC^VttX))^, [nC^Crr.CO)^, nG^niCO) y [nCyi-FeCCO)^, 
RGeneCo(C0). and [nC_IL.NiC03_. Also, metal-metal bonded carbonyle can 
be produced i f the molecule has an apparent deficiency of carbon monoxide. 
For example i n addition to'Fe(CG),,, i r o n can give Fe 2(C0) g, Fe^CO)^, 
LFe2<C0)gJ2~, CF« 3CCO) 1 13 2" and [ F e ^ C O ) ^ 2 " , a l l containing Fo-Fo 
bonds (162)• Compounds with two d i f f e r e n t metals are also known: f o r 
example (CO)^Co-Mn(CO)^ (156) and nC^CCO^e-MCO)^ (163). 
The M-M bonds i n these complexes ore reactive, Ligand exchange 
reactions introducing groups which allow tho next aoblo-gas configuration 
to be achieved without a M-M bond leads to i t s rupture ( l 6 t ) s 
Fe 3(GO) l 2 + fto — * 3F4(CO) 2(N0) 2 + 6G0 
Co2(C0)g + 2N0 — * > 200(00)^0 + 2C0. 
A l k a l i metals, halogens and strong bases also cleave the metal-metal 
bond. 
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Mn 2(C0) 1 0 + I 2 — 2 I M n ( C O ) 5 
Fe 2(CO) 9 i S 2 ^ ^ © ( C O ) ^ ^ = 3 2 l ^ H^eCCO)^. 
Many of the compounds mentioned above were isolated long before i t 
was realised that they contained metal-metal bonds. Recently, however, 
many compounds have been prepared with the prime object of synthesising 
M~M bonds and many of them contain main group metals bonded to t r a n s i t i o n 
metals. The compound nC„Hr.Fe(CO)_SiMe_ which contains a s i l i c o n t o 
5 ? 2 3 
i r o n sigma bend was reported i n 1956 (165)« I t was prepared by the 
reaction: 
nC^^oCGO^Na + Me^SiCl — » n-C^FeCCO^SiMe, + NaCl 
I t i s stable thermally up to 200°, but i s a i r sensitive. 
Gorsich has isolated a number of compounds containing t i n or lead 
bonded to manganese (166). 
V n H C 1 n + n K a M ^ c ° 3 5 - * V a M D t a ( C 0 ) 5 ] l n 
(H « Sn or Pbs n = 1 or 2. 8 « a l k y l or a r y l ) e 
s^yciopentadienyldicarbenyl^-triphenylstannyliren, iiC^E^Fe(CO)gSaPh^, 
was also prepared by a roaction similar to that f o r the Gi-Fe derivative. 
These complexes undergo ligand exchange reactions i n a similar manner to 
other metal carboayls. CO groups i n Ph^SnMn(CC)^ were readily replaced 
by t e r t i a r y phosphines or arsines. 
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PhjGnMn(CO)5 + PPh^ — > Ph^lnKn(CO)1|PPhJ + CO. 
Somewhat surpri s i n g l y , halogenation f a i l e d to cleave the M-M bond, t i n -
phenyl groups being cleaved instead: 
Ph^SaKn(CO)5 + 3C1 2 > Ciy5aHn(CC>5 + 3PhCl. 
The presence of the Sn-Mn bonds has been demonstrated by X-ray 
measurements f o r two compounds. Phyjn-l1n(C0)^PPh^ has a Sn-Mn bond 
length of 2*55 8 (167) and PhgSnD'lnCCO)^ has Mn-Sn bonds of 2»7 8 with 
the angle Ka-Sa-Mn - 117° 0 6 8 ) . 
Several tin-platinum compounds have been prepared by adding t i n ( I I ) 
chloride t o various platinum chlorides. Complexes such as [NMe^j^jjPt 
( S n C l ^ j , (Ph^As^PtCSnCiJg and (Ph^^PtCKSnCl^) have been i d e n t i f i e d 
(169, 170) and t h e i r properties indicate the presence of anionic SuCl^" 
ligands. A l a t e r i n f r a r e d examination of acrao of thoso compounds has 
shown the presence of a platinum^tin bond with v(Pt-Gn) near 200 cm. ^  
(171). 
Many compounds containing a t r a n s i t i o n a o t a l bonded to mercury are 
known. With metal carbonyls. complexes ouch ao MoHg-Fe^CO)^ and 
HgDlin(C0),.X, have boon is o l a t e d , and although comparatively l i t t l e i s 
known about the nature of these H-M l i n k s , many i n t e r e s t i n g synthetical 
methods have emerged. 
The mercury-tantalum compounds HHg-Ta(CQ)g (where 8 a Me, Et or Fh) 
have been prepared by o reaction s i m i l a r t o that used f o r tho group IV 
compounds (1?2). 
RHgX + Na[Ta(C0)^j - — » RHg-Ta(C0)fi + NaX. 
These complexes are stable to a i r and water f o r short periods, but are 
decomposed by halogenated solvents* Their thermal s t a b i l i t y i s greatest 
f o r R a St* I n some preparations* the a l k a l i metal derivative can be 
replaced by a hydride. 
C I 
H H g 
P h - P . I C O p h o P v I s C 0 
/ P v + H g C I — ^ + H C I 0 7 3 ) . 
P h ^ p ^ N c i 2 P h . P ) N c i 
3 C I 3 
The HC1 produced i s either evolved as gas or removed by adding a base. 
The same iridium-mercury complex shown above was also made simply by 
oxidising an I r ( I ) complex with mercuric chloride. 
CI 
Hg 
P h 3 P C O P h p | , C O 
^ I r + H g C I > J \ | r ' 
c r P P h 3 P h 3 p C l 
C I „ 
Sirailar reactions with mercury(II) bromide, iodide and acetate.have also 
been studied (173)* Mercurous ehloride gives the same product, together 
with mercury. 
An even simpler preparation of a new metal-metal bond was the reaction 
of mercury metal with a cyclopentadienyl-iron-cobalt carbonyl complex 
(17*0. This reaction proceeded at room temperature t o give a complex with 
two M-M bonds* 
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o 
C CO 
«C_H_Fe— >Co(CO), nC-H_Fe-Hg-Co(CO). 
5 5 j v / 3 5 5 i * 
CO X 
I 
CO 
Ph^PAu-CoCGO)^, (Ph3PAu)2Fe(CO)^s PhjPAu-MafCO)^ and 
PbjPAu-W(CO)jnCj-Hj. have recently been prepared by reactions of the type: 
2PhjPAuCl + Ila^FeCCC)^ —5> (Ph^PAu^FettO)^ + 2HaCl (156). 
These compounds are pale brown c r y s t a l l i n e s o l i d s , stable t o a i r and 
water, diamagnetic, monomeric i n benzene and non-»lectrolytesin n i t r o -
benzene. The gold-transition metal bonds are cleaved by hydrogen chloride 
or iodine. 
Ph_.PAu-Mn(CO)_ + HC1 — > PhJPAuCl + HHn(CO)-3 5 > 5 
(Ph 3PAu) 2Fe(C0)^ + 2 I 2 «—S> SPh^PAuI * IgFatCO)^. 
Complexes with copper and s i l v e r bonded to manganese have now also 
been prepared (175)• 
(triarsine)CuBr + NaMn(CO)^. — » (triarsine)Cu-Mn(CO)^ + NoBr. 
CH-AsMe^  
/ A 
t r i a r s i a e * t4eC-CHJlsMe~ 
\ 2 2 
CH2AsMe2 
3. GERMANIUM COMPOUNDS. 
Compounds containing germanium bonded te metals other than those.of 
group IVb are rare. An early example, however, was the boron compound 
(Ph^Ge)^B which was prepared from triphenylgermyl-lithium and boron 
t r i c h l o r i d e (176). More recently, Seyferth and his co-workers carried out 
a s i m i l a r reaction between Ph^GoLi and Phyi (177)• The product, l i t h i u m 
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triplujnylgerrayltriphenylborate, Ll+LPhjQeBPhj]"*, was too unstable to be 
isol a t e d , but the tetramethylaramoniura and triphenylraothylphosphonium s a l t s 
gave stable c r y s t a l l i n e products. 
He.NI 
Ph^GeLi + Pl^B — > XA^ CPh^ QeBPh^ ]** — - — > M-^CPh^GeBPhj]" 
These compounds, which contain germanium-boron bonds, do not have d e f i n i t e 
molting points and decompose above 200°. The Me^ N* s a l t reacts with 
bromine to give Ph^GeBr and He^N+Br"". 
Russian workers have prepared compounds of germanium bonded to mercury 
and cadmium (178, 179) by heating triethylgermane with diothylmercury or 
diethylcadmiuo i n a sealed tube* 
IPT> 0 
Et^GeH + EtgHg -i^-S* ( E t ^ e ^ H g + C^g 
EtjGeH + EtgCd S U > (Et^Ge)gCd GgEg 
Silicon-mercury compounds were prepared i n a similar way, and a Si-Rg-Ge 
compound has also been isolated (18O). 
1000 
Et-jSi-HgEt + .EtjGeH — — > EtJSi-Hg-QeEt^ + CgHg 
These compounds are yellow l i q u i d s , sensitive to u l t r a - v i o l e t 
radiation and oxygen* 
(Et^Ge^Hg • "V. » Hg + Et-GeGeEtj 
°2 
(Et,Go)_Cd — C d + Et,GeOGeEt, 3 2 3 3 
Their reactions with benzoyl peroxide are o i a i i l a r , although metallic 
mercury i s given from the mercury compound, and cadmium honzcate from the 
cadmium compound. 
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(EfcjGe^Hg + BEgO^ — — > Et^eCBsr. + Hg 
(St 5Ge) 2Cd + Bz 20 2 — • > Et^GeOBz + Cd(OBa)2 
A notable difference between the cadnium end mercury compounds, however, 
i s t h e i r reaction with organic halidas* The reaction between b i s t r i e t h y l -
germyliaercury and bromobenzene i s catalysed by u.v. radiation and gives 
triethylbromgermane and diphenylmercury, whereas the germyl-oadmium 
compound reacts with benzyl bromide or e t h y l bromide to give the t e t r a -
orgaaogerraane and oadmium bromide* 
(KtjGeigHg + PhBr h v > Et^GeBr + Phgiig 
(Et 5Ge) 2Cd + EtBr > Et^Ge + CdBr2 
The f i r s t reported compounds containing a germanium-transition metal 
bond, PhjGe-Mn(CO)^ and Ph^Ge-Fe(C0)2nCgH^, .were iaolated by Seyferth and 
his co-worker?? at the earn© time as Goroich prepared the t i n and lead • 
analogues ( l 8 l ) * 
PhJSeBr + KnMn(CO)_ —S> Ph„Ge-Hn(CO)_ 3 > 3 5 
Ph-GeBr * NaFe(CO),ECcH_ — > Ph,G0~ite(CO)_TtC_He 3 2 5 5 5 2 5 5 
No properties of these compounds were given, except that they were a i r 
and moisture stable only i n the s o l i d state* 
Another complex containing a garrnanium-aanganese bond has been 
prepared by allowing aonogermane to react with manganese pentacarbonyl 
hydride* The reaction proceeds i n a sealed tube at room temperature over 
a period of 8 days (182). 
GaH^ + HMn(CO)5 — > H"2Ge£Mn(C0) ^ + ll£ 
Ho H^GeKn(CO)^ or HGo[Mn(CO)^J^ was produced i n the reaction and i t was 
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suggested that the reaction proceeds v i a redaction to the germaaium(II) 
intermediate, G e H 2 * 7 1 1 0 ,° i aP e n t a c a r f e o nyl { n' i nfi a r l e s^S € > r m e n e * s °n air-stable 
s o l i d , melting at 8?-88°. I t can. be sublimed i n vacuum at 80°/10~^ mm* 
Iodine decomposes the complex l i b e r a t i n g hydrogen and carbon monoxide* 
Triphenylgermyl complexes of copper, s i l v e r and gold have boon 
examined i n some d e t a i l (119)• They were prepared by the reaction: 
Ph_GeLi + (H_P) MX — > Ph_Ge«iM(PR,) + LiX 
j j a y j n 
(M » C u ( l ) , Ag(I) or A u ( l ) . X » halogen, n » 1 for Au and 1 or 3 f o r 
Cu and Ag) 
The s t a b i l i t y of the compounds depends greatly on the ligand, and a l t e r s 
from metal to metal. For example, Ph^Ge-AuFPh^ i s more stable than 
PhjGe-AuPMey and whereas Ph^Ge-AuPPh^ i s stable to s i r and water, the 
a i l s e r analogue i a lees stable and the equivalent copper complex fumes i n 
s i r * The copper and s i l v e r complexes were s t a b i l i s e d by the addition of 
excess triphenylpbosphine and (Ph^P)^AgGePh^ was isolated* 
The group l b complexes a l l reacted with 1,2-dibromethane t o l i b e r a t e 
ethylene and the germaniuci and t r a n s i t i o n metal bromides* 
Ph-Ge-AuFHe- + 3rCH.CH^Br — > C,H. + Ph_OeBr -f He_PAuBr > 3 2 2 - 2 4 3 3 
Ethyl brorai&c and ortho=dichlcrobensene fsailed t o react and i t has been 
suggested (183) that the 1,2-dibroffiothfine reacts v i a a four-centered 
t r a n s i t i o n s t a t e B 
The reaction of the gold complex with phenyl-lithium wad surprisingly 
complicated. As expected, e t h e r i a l PhLi f i r s t cleaved the gold-germanium 
bonde 
PhjGe-AuPPb^ + PhLi —•> PbyJeLi «• Ph^PAuPh 
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The triphsnylgermyl-lithiuo reacted isasdiately with more of the gold 
complex, however, to produce the solvated e a l t Li[(Ph^Go) 2AuJ,^Et 20. 
Et-0 
Ph^Ge-AuPPh^ + Ph^GeLi •> L i [Ph^Ge-Au-GePh^J«^t^O + Ph^P 
The l i t h i u m s a l t uac too unstable to bo isolated, but addition of 
E t ^ N + l " produced a stable, unaolvoted complex St^N [(Ph^GeJ^AuJ which 
was c r y s t a l l i s e d from acetone. 
EXPEHIHEKEAL 
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?mT A, Benzyl Derivatives of a»rmaniua. 
1. Preparation of trlbenaylKermane by reduction of tribanaylbroaffsrmane o 
Broaino (£8*3 $•) i n 1,2-dibroaothana (200 c.c.) was added t o a 
solution of tetrabensylgermans (70 g e) I n the acrae solvent (500 e.c.)i the 
reaction was cosplofce a f t e r 6 hr. at room temperature• The solvent and 
benzyl bromide were removed by vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n and the residue, 
dissolved i n a 1c1 ether-benzene mixture (700 c.e«)t was added slowly t o 
l i t h i u m alumiuiua hydride (30 g.) i n other (^ 00 c*c«)* After r e f l u x i n g 
f o r 2 hr. the excess l i t h i u m aluminium hydride wag destroyed by the 
cautious addition of 2N-sulphuric acid. The organic part was dried 
(KgSOjj) and the solvent removed by d i s t i l l a t i o n . Vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n o f 
the residue gave tribenayl^raane = (PhCH^yioH (k'J'M g„ s 85$. B.p. 160-
l80°/10~**. sura. H„p. 80-82° ex methanol. v(Ge-H) a t 203^ cm" 1). (Founds 
C, 73*0; H, 6«2g Qe, 21>^£. C^H^Ge ( i . e . (PhCH?),0eH) requires: 
C, 72»7; Bv Ge, 20>9&. 
2. aesabenatyldifi^rasana » 
a) Iftirts reaetloiu " ~" ~ 
Tribenaylbreipgeraasie (29 g.) i n xylene (250 c.c.) was re fluxed with 
sodium (2 g 9) f o r 30 hr. daring which UEO the oixtur© turned' black, The 
solvent was removed by d i s t i l l a t i o n a f t e r hydrolysis with watei*. Attempted 
c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from chloroform, raethyl-cycle-hexane and methanol gave no 
hexabenssyldigermane, The material recovered (13*1 g.) contained no 
halogen. I t s i n f r a r e d spectrua contained a weak band a t t r i b u t a b l e to 
v ,™ (Ga-O-Go) a t 11»5ii, but no v(Ge-H). 
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I n a o i m i l a r experiment using 20 g. of trilwnsylbrongaraane and 
5 6« of sodium| the re f l u x i n g was continued f o r 3 days. A szaaU amount 
of hexabenayldigenoane g»v 9$) was obtained (a.p. 182-I0V ex xylene) 
as v e i l as the intractable residue. I t was concluded that the tfurta 
method of Bauer and Burschkiea (33) was unsuitable f o r large scale 
reactions. 
b) Qritmard coupling reaction. 
Thio teethed, based on the coupling of an intermediate germyl Griga&rd 
reagent, was ©ore successful (39)« 
PhCHgHgCl * Geljj —-5> (PhCH^jQaHgGl + (PhCiy^Gal» (PhCH2)gQ»2 
Gtarmanitui (IV) iodide (169 g«) i n toluene (500 c.c.) was added to 
e t h e r i a l (2*5 l i t . ) bansyl nn&gneoiua chloride prepared from bensyl 
chloride (370 g.) and aagnesium (SO g«) and the mixture, containing the 
excess magnesium^ was refluxed f o r M* hr. Hydrolysis yielded a cami-
s o l l d organic product which was extracted w i t h b o i l i n g ether g i v i n g 
hesabsnsyldigftrmsne (11*5 g. t as the insoluble p a r t e m.p. 185° ox 
chloroforms 
3. Preparation of the bensylbutylgeraianeB. 
Dropwlse addition of a f i l t e r e d solution of b u t y l magnesium bromide 
(0»26 male), prepared froa b u t y l bresaide (35*6 g a) and magnesium ('/ g»3 
i n ether (230 t s . c ) , to geraaniun (IV) chloride (20 g.) i n other (50 e.c.) 
was followed immediately by the addition of ethericd benzyl msgnesiuH 
chloride (Q*h mole). The r e s u l t i n g mixture was refluxed f o r 2 hr. and 
then hydrolysed by 2N-~hydroehloric acid. Vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n of the 
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organic extract gavel 
benayltribtttylgeraiana (7«4 g., 27/>) b.p. 100-110°/10"5 ran. (Pounds 
C, 67«8j H, 10«0. C^^Ge ( i . e . PhCI^GoBu^) requires C, 68-1t H, 
10.225i 
dibenayldibutylgermaae (16 g. g b.p. 130-133*/10"' mm. (Founds 
0, 70»6j H, 9e3e G^gygm ( i . e . (PhCH^gGoBUg) requires C, 71-6; B» 
8.8?;)} 
and tribengylbutylgergane (5*9 g*» 16$) b.p. 150-163°/10~"* nun. (Pounds 
C» ?4«7S H, ?«5* C^H^Ge ( i . e . (Ph&y 30e3u) requires Cg 7^ »5i H, 7*5^). 
^. Cleavage of tetrabenaylgermaaa. 
a) I s o l a t i o n of tribengylgeraans. 
3tetr&b*naylgsraans (10 g.), l i t h i u m shot (2*5 £») and ethylene 
glycol dimethyl ether (1 o.c.) were s t i r r e d t o a paste which turned yellow 
a f t e r a few rainutee and then deepened t o brovn w i t h opontansoua warming* 
Additional solvent (7 c.c.) was added and a f t e r 1 hr. the excess l i t h i u m 
was separated by f i l t r a t i o n through glass wsel 3 Hydrolysis of the 
f i l t r a t e by 10$ aqueous sonoglyaB was exothermic and discharged the 
brown colour. D i s t i l l a t i o n o£ ether extracts gave tribenaylgonsanc 
(6 g*, i b,p* l6^o/10"*^ mm. i as colourless neodlGs, a.p. 80-8«T ex 
methanol. The residue Iron the d i s t i l l a t i o n gave tetrabonsylgermase as 
needles from propanol (n.p. and mixed m.p. 110°)«. 
b) I s o l a t i o n of tribeagylgermane and dlbertaylKermane., 
Tetrahenaylgsnaane (30 g.) and l i t h i u m shot (k g.) were s t i r r e d a t 
roois temperature w i t h 112~di»n©thaxyethan© (5 c c . ) u n t i l yellow specks 
appeared (J ndn.). ©is sixture was then kept a t 0° f o r 16 hr. a f t e r the 
addition, of fu r t h e r solvent (40 o.c.). Hydrolysis by the slow addition of 
10$ aqueous moooglyme (100 c.o.) followed by heruume-water extraction gave 
an organie layer (*»Q»5 g.) which was d i s t i l l e d i n vacuo giving a trace of 
bibenayl, dibengyliyrwane (2«3 g. t 7° 8$) b.p. 8O-85°/10~'* me* (Found: 
Go, 2b«1. C^K^Qe ( i . e . (PhCHg^GsHg} requires Go, 28»5£), and tribonsiyl-
germane (8*3 g»t 21S?> b,p. 176-187°/10"^  ma* The residue consiated of 
tetrabenzylgeraanao 
l>ibe ttsjylgersmme showed i n addition to the Ge-H stro t c h a t 203k cut , 
a strong band at 866 ca"*\ This band i s also present i n the speotrum of 
dipheaylgeroane and i s probably a GeH^ deformation frequency (184)• The 
'H nucieas6 magnetic resonance speotrum of dibensylgezisane at 60 Mc*/sec* 
Ghovfsa a large unresolved peak at low f i e l d s 9 "a quintet at raldfialds and 
a t r i p l e t a t high f i e l d s . Tm r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t i e s of '\0tZih ave i n 
agreement with the structure (PhCEg^OoHg* 
e) Tribeasyldaut^roggsiaaog and ditanavldideuterogemana* 
An experiment s i m i l a r to pert b) with tetrabenssylgermane (10 g.) 
and l i t h i u m shot (0«8 g , ) s £©llow»d f i n a l l y by the* addition of deuterium 
oxide (5 C O . ) . gave on vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n a few drops of l i q u i d whleh 
appeared t o be dibonsyldideuterogersan^ <v((io-D) a t 1**64 aaa."*^ ! GeDg 
deformation a t 612 en. }. The sain product was tribengyldeuterofferaane 
(5»^.g.| 77$) b.p* 170-176°/10*' ma., m.p. 8l° ex methanol and v(Ge-D) 
at 1464 ca." 1 (Found: C, H, 6«6; Go, 21*35» Gg^ H-^ DOa ( i . e . 
(PhCHj-G©D) requires G, 72«5» H, 6«?j 0e 9 20'9&). 
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5. Txibenayle taylf»re^a » 
Tribenaylgerayl-lithiu-a was prepared from tetraberusylgenaantt (15 g*) 
and l i t h i u a Shot (3 g.) i n ethylene glycol dimethyl ether (20 e.c.). Th« 
reaction started a f t e r s t i r r i n g f o r 2 minutes. After k& hr. a t 0° the 
deep brown solutio n was f i l t e r e d through glass wool and added to an excess 
of e t h y l bromide i n ether* The colour was discharged i n an exothermic 
reaction. Horaal work up of the organic extract gave a few drops of a 
l i q u i d (B.p. 6G*140°/10~^ »w.) which appeared to be a tsixture of dlbeaayl-
diethylgsraane and tribenzylethylgersane (n.o.r. and i . r . spectra) and 
tribeGaylethylKemaae« 8-2 g., 6^ S* B.p. 17Q-lS3°/10""^  ana. (Founds 
Ct 73-0} H* 6.9* 6«i 19»1. ^ ^ S 0 * (PhCH^jGeEfc) requires 
C, 73e6? H, 7«G; Qe, 19«^£). After repeated c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n f r o a 
setaasol i t had &.p« 3^35° Cia contrast to the Utarature value (33) 
of $6-57*)* 
Tribengylj^raKyltriawthyleilane. 
lVibessylg$rmy^«litbdus was prepared frota tetrabe nay Xgo mane (6*8 g.) 
as described above* The reaction comsnenoed a f t e r 15 minutes and wao 
allowed t o proceed f o r 2*5 hr. a t 5Se After f i l t r a t i o n through glass 
wool, the t r i b e n ^ y l g e r n y l - l i t h i u s i i n monoglyme was added t o t r i m s t h y l -
oiilorsilane (3*2 g M 2 sol.) 5 Tho colour was discharged with evolution 
of heat. Hydrolyais and ether extraction followed by d i s t i l l a t i o n of the 
organic extract gave a mixture containing tolueno and hsxanmthyldisiloxane 
(v.p.e. characterisation). Vacuuia-distillation gave feribenBylger^ltrf." 
methylsilans. b.p. 183 /10 ' asu, a.pe 63»5-6V5 (needles, & x methanol). 
(Found: C„ 63=6; H # 7*1%% M (freeaing benseae), 1*15. e^H^GeSi 
( i . e . (FfaCHa)^0e-Slt4a^) requires Ce 63*8f a, 7»2#? M, 419). The residue 
froa the d i s t i l l a t i o n consisted of tetraben»ylgeraane. 
7. Reaction of tr^ bena?ls»rgcsrl»lithiuK with t r i e thyIbroagpraganes 
a) Sya-tribenayltriethyldigeraane. 
Triethylbroagenaano (5*5 g.) i n ether (50 c.c.) was added t o a 
solution of tribanaylgorrayl-lithium prepared from t»trabenzylg»r?Ban» 
(10 g.) as previously described ( i n i t i a t e d a f t e r 10 minutes: s t i r r e d f o r 
2 hr. at 20°) • Normal work-up gave unreacted tetraben&ylgerraane Ct«3 g.) 
and sy^trlbeaayltglethyldigenaang t 6*1 g. t o.p. 220->230°/10S^ mm. (Found* 
C, 67*6; B a 7*3^ 1 M (freezing bananas) 5*1. C^^H^Ge^ ( i . e . (PhCH^^Ge* 
GoEt^) requires C, 6^ »1? H 9 7»2&? M4 506). The n.m.r. spectrum a t 60 
Me/sec. showed three peaks of r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y 5s2i^*S, corresponding t o 
phaayl, methylene (of PhCHg)9 and a i h y l groups respectively. Attempts t o 
pu r i f y the compound from traces of tetrabenaylgerraan© f o i l e d . 
b) HalOitea^getal egaaanjgg^ 
I s a aimi l a r sxperiKeat) tribsasylgsrayl»lithiun! i n seaoglyrss was 
added to pure Kt^SeSr, Ho t r i b e n s y l f c r i e t h y i d i ^ r n ^ ^ was detected I n the 
products,, Instead 5 the organic part yielded hoxasth^ldigerinanc! (b«.p. 26l°/ 
?6S mm.) and hexabenayldigormane Cm.p. 182-183° ex aethyl^cycloheitaoe)« 
8« Beagtion of tribena?lgerayl-lithium with carbon dioxide. 
a) f a i l u r e to tlsolatQ tribensylj^ermylcarb&Jiylie acid. 
Tritwrnsylgorayl-lithium prepared from tetrabens:yl^enaane (?»2 g.) 
i n monoglyrae (15 c.c.) ( i n i t i a t i o n period 15 minutes: reaction proceeded 
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2*5 hr. at >°) was cooled to -7S° and treatod with s o l i d CQ^ and ether 
(50 c»c). The colour discharged on wanning up to room temperature. 
Ether-water extraction of the mixture gave on organic layer containing 
2 g. of unreacted tetrabensylgenwie. Addition of hydrochloric acid t o 
th.-s aqueous part gave a white precipitate which wan ether extracted. 
Removal of the solvent and sublimation at 120°/10""'* ma. to remove any 
phony lace t i c acid l e f t a semi-solid, residue which was insoluble i n tlaOH 
solution* 
I n a s i m i l a r experiment the a c i d i f i e d part was worked up at room 
temperature or bolev and p u r i f i c a t i o n of the products was attempted by 
ehromatosrapby on alumina. The products were again non-acidic, however, 
and i t was assumed that the tribenzylgerraylcarboxylic acid formed had 
deoompoaod thermally by decarbonyiaticsu 
b) Tribengylplieuylacotpxyaerciane and Tribenzyl^eniiyltribenaylgarmane 
carboxylate. 
Tribensylgermyl-Iithium, prepared from tstrabenaylgermana (10 g*) and 
excess l i t h i u m as previously described ( i n i t i a t i o n 30 minutes: reaction 
2 h?» at 20°) s wag treated with s o l i d carbon dioxide and then water. 
Ether extraction of the alkaline solution gave unreacted tetrabenzyl-
germane (4»1 g«). A c i d i f i c a t i o n of the aqueous solution and extraction 
with ether gave a mixture of non-acidic products (5 £•) • Extraction with 
hexane gave f i r s t tribsnaylphsnylaco toxygermane. (PhCH^)jGeOCOCILjPh 
(1*5 g«) as colourless oryotals, ra.p. 1<*6-H»80 (Founds C, 72* 1t H, 5»5i 
Oe, 15«0. C 2 gH 2gGe0 2 ( i . e . (PhCHg)-QaOGQCHgPh) requires C, 7Z»k% H, 5'9i 
fle, 15* 1$)* Concentration of the hexano solution yielded tribenayfererniyl-
tribonaylfeermanecarboxylate. (FhCH^)jGeOCOGeteBgPh)y m.p. 77-80° ex 
methanol. (Found: C, 70#1» H, 5-7» Go, 19*6. ^i^l^^^z ^ i , e * 
(PhCH2)5Ge0C00e(CH2Ph)3) requires C, 70»2j H, 5*8; G», 19-7&). Both 
compounds evolved gas (carbon monoxide) vigorously at about 180°» 
9» Reaction of tribenaylRermyl-JLithium and t r i c h l o r s i l a n e . 
Tribensylgermyl-llthium, prepared from tetrabanzylgornane (26 g., 
59*5 ft&iole) as previously described ( i n i t i a t i o n took 6 hr.: reaction 
proceeded l8.hr• a t 0°), was added to t r i c h l e r s i l a n e (2*7 g.j 20 ramolo) 
i n ether (60 c.c.) at -70°, allowed t o warm to room temperature and 
f i n a l l y refluxed f o r 30 minutes* Hydrolysis and ether extraction gave 
polymeric material (18«1 g.) which was obtained as a white powder from 
iso-propanol, m.p. 35-45° (Found: C, 69*6, H, 6»7&\ H (freeaing 
benzene) 2030-1320). This material showed a weak Si-II strotch at 2101 
-1 cm. 
10. Cleavage of 1,2-diiaet.hoxyethane by tetraben&ylgsrmane and l i t h i u m * 
a) Reaction time 4 hr. - . . 
Tetrabf»nayiger>3ane (10 g.) and l i t h i u E shot (2*5 5*) i n moncglym© 
(5 c.c,) were s t i r r e d u n t i l the yellow colour developed, when further 
solvent (25 c.c.) was added and the mixture heated under r e f l u x f o r 
4 hr. The mixture was f i l t e r e d through glass-wool to remove excess 
l i t h i u m * After hydrolysis* the organic extract gave tribenaylmethyl-
Kermane. (2*2 g** 27&) as colourleas needles from methanol, m.p. 82-85° 
(Found: C, 73«6; H, 6-3; Ge* 20*4?sj M (freezing benzene), 356. 
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°22H24ae { i . e . (PhCH^GeKe) requires C, ?3»2; H. 6.7? C!o? 20.1«$s M, 
36D. 
b) Reaction time 19 nr. 
I n a similar experiment t o above i n which the r e f l u x i n g was con-
tinued f o r 19 hr., the organic extract contained toluene and cthylbensene 
( r a t i o 9*1) i n amounts consistent with the cleavage of two benzyl groups 
from tetrabenzylgermane (v.p.c. characterisation). Vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n 
gave a l i q u i d (0*5 g . ) t b.p. 26-82 /10",? ram., consisting of b e n z y l t r l -
methylger-nan© and dibeRsyldiraethylgeraaBa (v.p.c. characterisation) and 
dXbenayldiatathylgermane (2«3 g»)« b.p. 82-1CCo/l0"^ mm.t m.p. 53-55°s ex 
methanol (Foundi C, 67*3$ H, ?•&( Mt 273. ^gH^Oe ( i . e . (PhCH 2) 2~ 
aeM©2) requires C, H, 7»1#t M, 283). 
c) Reaction time 6 days. 
Tetrabaiizylgerraane (20 g.) and l i t h i u m shot (8 g.) i n 1,2-dimethoxy-
ethane were heated under r e f l u x f o r 6 days i n a nitrogen atmosphere, the 
emergent gatsae being passed through a trap a t -78°» Fractional condensation 
Of - tho contents of the trap ( i i i a vacuum apparatus) gave methyl v i n y l 
ether (1185 c.c. at H*T*P.| 3-0? g*5 (Founds H, 56*2. C^ H^ O ( i . e * 
KeOCHssCHg) requires M, 58)-but no tetramefchylgerraone. The f i n a l orgardc 
extract gave 'bpnayltrimsthylgeroane (3*6 g.) b.p. 20**-206°/760 ura. 
(Founds C, 57»7|. n s 7«3. C^H^Ge ( i . e . PhOH^eMe^) roquiswe C, 57«5i 
a, ?»7?5) and an uni d e n t i f i e d high b o i l i n g f r a c t i o n (3»7 g.)« 
11• Cleavage of hexabengyldigermane by l i t h i u m . 
Hexabenayldigermano (4«?5 s. t ^»68 mraole) and l i t h i u m shot (1»2 g.) 
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were ffllxed t o a paste with 1,2~dimethoxyathane (A c.c.). Golden-brown 
specks appeared a f t e r 10 rain, and spread throughout the f i x t u r e i n 2j hr., 
when more solvent (8 e.e.) was added. The mixture was s t i r r e d at 0° f o r 
22 nr., when the deep brown solution was f i l t e r e d from escceoa l i t h i u m 
(glass wool) and hydrolysed with 10£> aqueous raonoglyme. Ether-water 
extraction, and vacuura d i s t i l l a t i o n of the organic part gave t r i b e n z y l -
germane (1*2 g., 25$)* The residue from the d i s t i l l a t i o n gave unreacted 
hexabonayldigerraane (2*4 g.) ra.p. 182-1850 ox toluene. Examination of 
the solvent mixture by vapour-phase chrcciatography showed a trace of 
toluene, i n d i c a t i n g that ©osno cleavage of benzyl groups had occurred. 
12. Cleavage of tribengylfformane by l i t h i u a . 
Tribenzylgennane (2*2 g«, 6*35 mmole), l i t h i u m shot (0*5 g«) and 
ethylene glycol dimethyl ether (2 c.c.) were mixed to a paste. After 
minutes, black specks foraed on the l i t h i u m surface and the solution 
turned pale brown. More monoglyase was then added (14 c.c.) and the mixture 
was s t i r r e d at 0°. The solution was dark green af$er 7 hr. and black 
a f t e r 2k hr* when excess l i t h i u m was separated and methyl iodide (7 g.) 
i n ether (20 c.c.) was added. Moat of the colour was discharged in an 
exothermic reaction. Normal work-up gave a l i q u i d , b.p. 120-1**©°/10""' tarn. 
(0»1 g.) consisting of dibenayldinathylgerraane (v.p.c. characterised) and 
a more v o l a t i l e component. Since tho aixture showed a strong Ge-H 
absorption at 203^ eta. , the unidentified component was probably d i -
be :iay line thy lgerraane, (PhCH^^MeOeH. Toluene was detected i n the solvent 
mixture and triben&ylffiethylgermane (0*8 g.), m.p. 32-84° ex methanol, was 
alao isolated by vacuum-distillation. 
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13. K»action of tribonayl^ermane and a-butyl-lithiuM. 
a) 1 a o l . a t -10° 
Tribenzylf^rmane (10 g., 28*8 ramole) i n other (200 c«c.) was added 
over 3% hr. to b u t y l - l i t h i u m (23-8 ramole) i n other (1*0 e.o.) a t -10°, 
The yellow solution containing suspended s o l i d was s t i r r e d at -12° f o r 
20 hr. when methyl iodide (6 g.) uac added. The colour was discharged, 
hydrolysis with water gave hydrogen. Hexabenzyldigermane (1*25 g.» 12«5?J) 
was separated by f i l t r a t i o n . Vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n of the organic extract 
gave a l i q u i d mixture (6»5 g«) b.p. 130-200°/10"*^  mm. Tetrabenaylgenaane 
(2 g«, 16?J)J m.p* and mixed m.p, 106-110°. was isolated from the residue of 
the d i s t i l l a t i o n . Fractional vacuum d i s t i l l a t i o n of the v o l a t i l e part 
gave tribensylbutylgerffiane (3 g.„ 26£), b.p. 150-163°/l0"^  IDS,, t r i b e n a y l -
methylgorsane (1»25 g* t 12A')* b.p. 1^ 0-1 ScP/lti"** ss;a.9 m.p. 78-81° (ex 
methanol) and a l i q u i d mixture (0»6 g * ) j b.p. 50-1'*OC/10"^  mro. Infrared 
and n.m.r. spectra on the mixture indicated that thio was probably asnayl= 
dibutylgerraane, PhCH^GedhOgH and riiboMsyibutylgeroane, (PhCH^gGeBuH. 
The 'H n.m.r. spectrum at 60 Hc./eec. of a higher-boiling sut from t h i s 
f i x t u r e showed throe peaks of r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y 10;4:12j and' I t s i n f r a -
red spectrum shewed v(Ge-H) at 202Q em-
b) 2 mcls. a t room temperature 
A sim i l a r experiment carried out at room temperature using t r i b o n z y l -
gerraane (12 g.) and b u t y l - l i t h i u m (2 mols.) gave hexabeasyldigermane 
(0*9 g«t 7*5$) * totrabenzylgerraane (3 g.» 20$) and tribenzylbutylgeraatie 
(7 £•« 50^)o A lower b o i l i n g f r a c t i o n (1«3 g j f b . p . 90-140°/10"^ ram., 
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was shown by vapour-phase chromatography (using the authentic compounds 
fo r comparison) to contain dibensyldibutylgormanc, bensyltributylgermane 
and tetrabutylgersnane. No tribeazylmethylgermane was isolated from t h i s 
experiment, and no v o l a t i l e products containing Qe-H bonds wero detected* 
A separate experiment with tribenaylgermane (0»b g.) and b u t y l -
l i t h i u m (2 moIs. i n >0 c.c* of ether) was carried out under the same 
conditions. Hydrolysis u i t h de-aerated water gave hydrogen (19*6 c.c* a t 
N.T.P.). 
14* Reaction of trib^nayl^eraana with beriayl-lithljam* 
Tribensylgermane (5*8 g,. 11 mraole) i n ether (100 c.c.) was treated 
at x*oom temperature with a tetrahydrofuran-ether solution of benayl-
l i t h i u m (185) (11 m.mole) and, a f t e r 18 hr, excess methyl iodide was added* 
Normal work-up ^ave by d i s t i l l a t i o n a trace of dibensyldiiMthylgermane, 
b.p. 80-100 /10 " ins. (v.p.c. characterised)j tiribosjsyljiifithylgersaan©, 
b.p. 165 /10"*3 mm. (0»5 g., 12#) and tetrabenaylgermane, b*p. 200=210 / 
mm. (2.9 g* t & $ ) • 
13» Q?etraorganogeraanes and hexabeqgyldigernaae with n-butyl«lithium. 
a) Djbenzyldibutylfteraane and bengyltributylf^rraane^ 
To a mixture of 0«55 g. of bensyitributylgennang (35$) s>n« diberisyl-
dibutylgsraano (65%) i n ether (25 c.e.) was added 3 nsnolos of b u t y l -
l i t h i u m (2 nolo.) i n other. The mixture wae s t i r r e d 18 hr. a t room 
temperature, then hydrolysed by water. After work-up i n the uoual way the 
product consisted of dibenayldibutylgermaae (65«5#) and b e n z y l t r i b u t y l -
germane (34»5#) (estimated by v.p.c.). No tetrabutylgoraane was given* 
b) Te trabe naylgermane. 
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Tetrabansylgermone (10 g*, 22*9 mraole) and butyl-Lithium (25 mmole) i n 
other (50 c.c.) were s t i r r e d at 20° f o r 10 hr. Hydrolysis and normal work-
up gave an almost quantitative recovery of s t a r t i n g material. A trace of 
toluene was detected i n the solvent mixture by v.p.c., but no t r i b e n z y l -
butylgerraane or trlbenzylgermane was detected. A si m i l a r experiment using 
3 equivalents of b u t y l - l i t h i u m produced the same r e s u l t . 
c) Hexabengyldjgermane. 
Hexabenzyldigermone (6*8 g«, 9&>5 mmole) i n ether (100. c.c.) was 
s t i r r e d with ian excess of butyl-lithium for 20 hr. at room temperature. 
Normal work-up a f t e r hydrolysis gave only s t a r t i n g material (6*5 g.)« 
16. Attempted reduction of tetrabonsylgeraane and trjbenzylgermane. 
a) Te trabeaay lgeriaane. 
Tetrabeusylgerraane (3 g«) and l i t h i u m shot (2 g.) wore s t i r r e d with 
monoglyme. Before cleavage could take placo, tho l i t h i u m was destroyed 
by adding an excess of 10# aqueous monoglyme. Normal work-up gave only 
tetrabenaylgerasne and no tribeaaylgersiaae. 
I n another, experiment, ietraberisylgeiTS>w_e (2-8 g.) i n e t h y l acetate 
(*i0 e.c.) was ahakon with molecular hydrogen at atmospheric pressure and 
i n the presence of Adam's c a t a l y s t . He hydrogen was absorbed by the 
t« trabenzylgeraane. 
b) Tribenzyl^ermane. 
Lithium shot (1 g.) i n a solution of tribezizylgernane (2 g.) i n 
moaOglyme was hydrolysed by 1Q# aqueous monoglyme. Normal work-tip gave 
only (PhCIL,)^GeH. No dibenaylgermane was produced, as evidenced by the 
absence of the GelL deformation band at 11*55n. 
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17* fiyrolysis of tribengylgyraaaa* 
Tribenzylgermahe (1 g.) was scaled i n an evacuated tuba and heated 
for 2k hr« The compound was stable at 2^0°, and only alight decomposition 
took place at 370°. At 390°t complete decomposition took place, giving 
a trace of a non-condensable gas (probably Hg)» toluene (0*55 g»)t 
bibeosyl (0«1 g«), a trace of trana-stilbene a and a dark brown polysier 
(0*3 S») which was ahown by X-ray powder photograph to contain no 
Germanium metal (Found: C, kO*ki H, 3'0?>)« 
18. Triphenylbtttylgorfflane» 
Triphenylgermyl-litniviOj from hexaphenyldigermane (2=5 g») sad 
lithium shot (0*25 g.) i n 1,2-dimethoxyethane (5 c.c,}« was treated with 
n-butyl bromide (1*3 g.)» Hydrolysis and ether extraction gave butyl-
triphenylgeraane (2»0 g.) b.p. l60°/"'0"^  on., ffl.p. 80-8l° ©x methanol 
(Found: C, 73* 21 H, 6*8. C^ H^ CSe ( i . e . FhjGeBu) requires C, 73*2? 
Ht 6*7&)» The reaction between triphenylgartnan© and butyl-lithium i n 
ether also produced small amounts of thia compound (mixed m.p. and i n f r a -
red spectra) contrary to earlier reports (35)• 
19* Reaction of fliphenylf^riaane and n-foutyl-lithiiwu 
Diphenylgsraans (5 S»* 22 nusole) i n ether (100 c.o.) was treated 
with a^butyl-lithiyra (M* maole) at -10°. After k hr. ethyl broside 
(J»«8 g.) was added to the cloudy yellow solution with discharge of the 
colour. Hydrogen was evolved on hydrolysis and the organic extract 
(k g.) gave a l i q u i d d i s t i l l a t e (2«*» g*) t b.p. 20-1 ^ /lO""' mm., con-
sisting of (i)diph(snylaiethylEermane (0»1 g. s2#) (v.p.c. eharacterioa^ 
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t i o n ) ; (11) g-butylsthyldipteaylgeraaae (1«4 g., 20.5$)t b.p. 100-110°/ 
10**3 mm. (Found: C, 69«0| H, 7*7M M, 32?. C^H^Oe ( i . e . Ph2Ge(Bu)Et) 
requires C, 69*1; H, 7'TM M, 313); ( i l l ) Dibutyldiphenylflcrmane 
(C9 g., b.p. 130-140°/10~3 mm. (Found: C, ?0-5i H. 8»32i H, 
350. C2£)E2gGa ( i . e . Fh2OoBu2) requires 0, ?0»4; H, 8«3J»i K, 5**1). The 
rooidiie frosn the d i s t i l l a t i o n cjavo 1 t2-diethyl a 1 ^  1.2«2.-»tetrapheqyiai-
gerraane from propanol (1.5 s. ( 28£), m.p. 125-126-5° (Found: C, 6k»7i 
n, 5^8. C^H^Ge^ ( i . e . PhgEtCte'CSeStPhg) requires C, 65*71 H. 5»9#). 
I t s infrared spectrum and mixed ta.p. wore identical with a compound of 
similar formula (but unknown structure) isolated from degradative ex-
periments on phenylgermanium polymers (43)• 
PAHT B. Triphenylgermylplatinua Complexes. 
1, BjatrlethylphoaphlnebistrlphenyltteraylplatinmBdl) (EtyOgPtfaePh^g* 
a) . Frota trans (EtjPjgPtClg 
TFiphenylgerrayl-lithiua, frees n=butyl-lithiuia (20«k naaolc) and 
triphenylgermane (6*2 g.9 20*4 mmole) i n ether (120 c.c.) was added 
dropwise to a solution of trans-bistriethylphosphineplatinum(ll) chloride 
(5*0 g., 10 mmole) i n ether (100 c . c ) . A yellow precipitate was 
produced, and triethylphosphine was detected by smell i n the emergent 
nitrogen stream. After 1 hr. under reflux the ether was removed by 
d i s t i l l a t i o n and the residue extracted with benzenes F i l t r a t i o n from 
lithium chloride, and removal of benzene from the orange solution gave 
bio t r i e thylphosphinebistriphenylgerrtiylplatinuradl). (9*5 g«, 91$) • as 
pale yellow needles from methylcyclohexane. (Founds C, 55*9! Ht 5'8j 
Pt e 19*5^; H (frsesing benaone), 1C0*», C^H^Ge^Pt ( i . e . 
(Et 3P) 2Ft(CtePh 5) 2) requires C, 55«9l Ht Pt, l8-8^i M, 1039). 
This gernylplatinura complex i s stable to a i r and wator oven i n 
solution. I t does not react with alcohols or othanoliepotasaiuo 
hydroxide. I t decomposes above l60°t and i s only sparingly soluble i n 
common organic solvents* I t s u.v. spectrum i n eyelohexane shows two 
main bands at 2075 &» log £ = 5>0 and 3005 j?t log £ • 
b) . From cis (Et„P) JPtCl. 
A similar experiment was carried out using cla-bistriethylphosphine-
platinum(II) chloride. The reaction proceeded as above except that i t 
appeared to be slig h t l y more exothermic. (Et,P)-Pt(GePh-)_ was isolated 
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i n &5% yield. Aa X-ray powder photograph showed that this material 
wes essentially the same as that isolated from a), but with a few weak 
extra lines* These may be due to a small amount of cis material i n em 
essentially trans products 
2. Biotri-n-»propylph06phinebistriphenylKerncrlplatiniun(Il) t
(n-Pr3P)2Pt(GePh3>2. 
Trlphenylgermyl-lithiun, prepared from butyl-lithium (36 raaole) and 
Ph^ GeH (11 g., 36 mmoXe) i n ether (100 c . c ) , was added slowly to a 
suspension of trans-bistri-n~propylphosphineplatinma(II) chloride (9 
15*4 raraole) i n ethor (100 c.c.). The reaction proceeded as above 
(tri«n=propylphosphine detected by smell) giving Wstri-n-propylphoephine-
bistriphenylgermylplatinuiadl) (17 g.» 98$). Purification fron benaene 
gave the aolvated complex as pale yellow crystals (Founds C, 60»?j 
H. 6-5i CgH6, 7»2. C6oH?8Ge2P2Pt ( i . e . (n-PrgP^PttaePh^g.CgHg) 
requires C, 6c»0f H, 6»5i cgHg« 7»0£)• The unsolvated complex was 
obtained by heating at hG° i n vacuo. (Found3 C, 57»5i H, 6«5i P» 5"*»5. 
C5^H,?2Ge2P2Pt ( i . e . (n-Pr 3?) 2Pt(Qe?h 5) 2) requires C9 5?«7} H, 6-5$ 
P, 5»5£)« This aaterial i s also stable to ai r and water i n solution. 
I t s dipsle moment i n benaene solution was 2»^ D (assuming atom 
polarisation to be 15$ of the electron polarisation). 
3. Reaction of Pl^CteLl with els (Ph 3P) 2PtBr 2e 
Triphenylgermyl-lithium, from butyl-lithium (19 mmole) and t r i -
phenylgeriaane (5*3 S-* 18»9 mmole) i n ether (100 c.c.)* was added slowly 
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to a suspension of cis-biatriphenylphoaphineplatinum(II) bromide i n 
ether (120 c . c ) . A heavy yellow precipitate developed, and the mixture 
was refluxed for 3 hr. The solvent was d i s t i l l e d o f f , and tho residue 
extracted with bonaene, leaving lithium bromide (1*1 g.) undissolved* 
Removal of the benzene from the red solution gave a yellow powder (9*3 g*)* 
Attempts to purify this from methylcyclohexanc. petroleum, acetone and 
ethyl acetate gave a red o i l * Addition of petroleum ether to benzene 
solutions precipitated an inhomogeaeous orange powder (Found: Pt, 
11*3%; H, 584) which decomposed without melting at 90°. 
4. Reaction between Ph^ GeH and (Et^Pj^PtBr^. 
a) . Trans(Et-P)JPtBr_ and Ph-QeH i n solution. 
3 2 2 ? 
Triphenylgerman© (0-1 g.) and trans-biatriethylphosphineplatlnum(II) 
bromide (0»1 g.) were stirred overnight i n ether solution at room 
temperature* After removal of tho solvent, infrared examination showed 
the presence of the starting materials only* 
b) . Trans(Et-P)-PtBr. and Ph,GeH heated together, 
•> 2 S P 
Triphenylgermane (170 tag.) and trana (EtJPjgPtBr^ (80 tag.) ware mixed 
together and sublimed at 140°/10=<* mm* Infrared examination of the 
sublimate shewed that triphenylbromgermane was present as well as t r i -
phenylgerciane* Three bands attributable to v(Ft-H) were also observed 
at 2212, 2183 and 2004 cm. The band at 2183 cm. i s close to that 
expected for trana (EtjP)gPt(H)Br (140). Only a trace of non-volatile 
material remained after the sublimation* 
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c). CiB(Et^P) 2PtBr 2 with PhjBaH i n the presence of triathylaaiaa* 
Triphenylgermane (1»8 g e ) , cis-blstriothylphoaphineplatinuin(II) 
bromide (1*75 g») slid triethylamine (0*6 g., 2 mol.) were refluxed i n 
bencene (100 c.c.). No triethylajaine hydrochloride was produced, and. 
after removing the solvent, the starting materials were recovered un-
changed* 
5. Trans (E t ^ j g P t l g and Ph^eLi. 
a)• Using 2 equivalents of PluGeLi* 
A f i l t e r e d solution (glass wool) of tripheaylgermyl-lithium, pre-
pared from hexaphenyldigermane (5 g.) and lithium shot (1*5 g«) i n 1|2-
dimethoxyethane (20 c d ) , was added dropwioe to trans-blstriethy 1-
phasphineplatinum(ll) iodide i n a 1:1 ether-bensene solution (120 c«c*)« 
A precipitate fcraad during the exothermic reaction, and triethylphoophine 
was detected by smell i n the emergent nitrogen stream* Hydrolysis with 
de-aerated water after l£ hr. under reflux gave hcxaphenyldigermans 
(1*4 g. , 28/?) as the insoluble part* The mixed solvents were d i s t i l l e d 
from tha organic extract* and extraction with petroleum ether (50 c.c* , 
b.p* ^0-60°) removed a email amount of tarry material* The residue was 
extracted with hot iso-propanol (150 c.c.) leaving (Et^P^PtfaePh^g 
(>9 g. t 5ht%) undissolved. The iao-propanol solution yielded b i s t r i e t h y l -
ph08Phinetrit»henyl.^eraylhydridoplatinum(II). (Et,P)..PtMGeFh,* (Q«3 g.) 
as colourless plates, m.p. 150° ( d e c ) . (Found: C, *»9«3; H, 6*2. 
C30 H«»6 G e P2 P t * 1* 0 # (St/JgPtt^GePhj) requires C, **S-9s H, 6-3^)* The 
Pt-U stretching frequency of this compound shows a marked s h i f t when 
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measured as a pressed disc i n KBr (v , 20^2 em."1) compared with the 
sax* 
—1 
value i n benzene solution (v , 2051 cm* )• 
max. 
b) • Oeing lear» than 2 equivalents of Ph,GeLi, 
In a similar experiment, triphenylgernyl-lithiura prepared from 
hexaphenyldlgornane (6 g*) i n raonoglyoQ (15 c.c.) was added to trans 
(EtjE') 2PtI 2 (5.5 g.) i n a 2i1 ether-benzene solution (100 c.c.). 
Hydrolysis, after jj hr. of roflux, gave hexaphenyldigermane (1»5 g., 252). 
Infrared examination of the organic residue, after solvent had been 
removed, showed trans (Et^P^PtOOl (v(Pt-K), 2163 era."1) and (St^F/g-
Pt(H)GePh5 (u(Ft-H), 2042 cm."1). Extraction with hot othanol (150 c.c.) 
l e f t (Et 3P) 2Pt(GePh 3) 2 (2»8 g.t 333) undissolved. The ethanol solution 
yielded bistriethylphosphine triphe nylgormylethoxyplatinuro(II), (Bt^P)^Pt-
(OEt)GePh^, (0«<f g*) as colourless plates, m.p* 160-17O0 ( d e c ) . (Found: 
C, H, 6*355 P» 7»8t 7-2£; H, (X-rays) 772 (density 1.^8). 
C32 K60 G® O P2 P t ( 1 , e * ^ E t 3 P ^ 2 p t ^ O B t ) G e P V r a q u i l ' e s c» ^»25; H, 6-5i 
P, 7«9#; K, 78c), The *U n.sur, spectrum of this complex at 60 Hoe/sec. 
showed a quartet at 6*26 due to the methylene of the ethoxido. The 
r a t i o of this methylene resonance to that of the other aliphatic protons 
was 1:15*5. (EtjP)2Pt(0Et)GePhj requires 1:16«5. The ethanolic mother 
liquors gave a brown tar from which trans (Et^P) 2Pt(H)I (0*5 g.) (v(Pt-H), 
2163. cm. *Hn.m.r. i n CgDg(Pt)H, T , 22-8) was isolated by sublimation 
(100 /10 mm.). Chromatography of the non-volatile residue on alkaline 
alumina (eluant 1:1 benzene-petroleum (b.p. 40-60°)) gave a trace of 
( i : t J ? ) 2 P t I 2 (Found: C, 21.Oj H, *f«8. C^HjQl^Pt r e < ? u i r o s c« 21"°» 
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Hj b'tyj), tetraphenylgermane and biatriethylphoaphineiQdophenylplattnusa(II). 
(Et 3P) 2Pt(l)Ph t (0.22 g.) ci.p. 101-102° ox methanol (Found: C, 3*f0; 
* * i 5*5. C l 8H 3 5IP 2Pt ( i . e . (Et 3P) 2Pt(I)Ph) requires Ct 3^0} He 5-5555). 
A similar experiment using half the amount of triphenylgoroyl-
lithium gave some hexaphenyldigermane and (Et^P^PttGePhj),, (1*0 g.). 
Crystallisation from ethanol gave the ethoxyplatinum complex. (EtjPjg— 
Pt(0Et)GePh5, (0.5 g.) and unreaeted ( E t ^ g P t l g (2 g., 36£). The tarry 
reciduo (1*5 S*) again contained tranc (EtJP) 2Pt(H)I. 
6. lodotrimethylplatinua(IV) and triphonylKermyl-lithium g 
A f i l t e r e d solution of triphenylgerayl-lithiura, from hexaphenyl-
digernaae (1*3 g«) and lithium (1*0 g.) i n 162-disethoxyethane (20 c.c.) f 
was added slowly to Mo*PtI (1>25 g.) i n a 2:1 mixture of benzene-ether 
(100 c.c.)• The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 18 hr. 4 
during which time the colour deepened as a black precipitate was given. 
The soluble port yielded only triphenylraethylgermane, Ph^ GeMe (oCH^Ge). 
—1 —1 788 CQ. { vCGo^ CH^ ), 586 cm. )* The black residue (1»1 g.) showed no 
infrared bonds and ignited i n a i r . 
Reactions of the Germylplatinma complexes. (RJP) «pt(GoPlQ^, 
7. Thermal decomposition. 
a), Pyrolysie of (n-Pr^)gPt(QePh^)g. 
The complex (0»332 g.) decomposed i n vacuo at 120° and at 175° 
collapsed to a black tar. Fractional sublimation (250 /10 mm. for 1 hr.) 
gave tetraphenylgermane (35 rag., s.p. 227=235°) and hexaphenyldigermans 
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(25 og., m*p. 351-553°) together with benzene, propylene, and t r i - n -
propylphosphine* The black, X-ray araorphous residue (1?0 mg.) was freely 
soluble i n benzene giving a brown solution* (Found: C, 42*9} B, 5*9#)» 
Prolongod heating at 230°/10"i* ram. resulted i n further loss of Ph^ Ge and 
PhgGo., (50 fflg*), when the black amorphous residue was insoluble i n benzene* 
I t s infrared spectrum s t i l l showed bonds associated with phenyl and propyl 
groups (Found: C, 20.Oj H, 2«2g). 
b ) ' F y r o l y B i a o f tEfe3P)2X->t(qePh3)2. 
The complex (0*203 g*) darkened i n vacuo at 155° and at l80° a white 
sublimate (Ph^Ge) formed* At 193° the compound collapsed to a black 
l i q u i d which became increasingly viscous as the temperature was held at 
230° for 30 minutes* Ph^ Ge (41 mg.), PhgGe2 (15 mg*) and a black, 
benaene soluble residue (8? mg.) were isolated as previously described, 
together with ben&ene, ethylene and triethylphosphine. 
8, (n-Pr^P)gPt(GoPh3)2 with triphenylphoaphlna. 
The complex (n»Pr^P)2Pt(GePh^)3 (0*3 g.) triphsnylphosphine 
(0= 3 g.) were atirred i n bonacne for 3 days at room temperature* After 
removal of the benzene under vacuum, extraction cf the residue with hot 
methanol (50 e«e.) removed the triphenylphosphin© and l e f t only (n-Pr,P)~ 
Pt(GePh^)2* Infrared examination of the products gave no evidence for a 
triphenylphoephine complex* 
9. (a-Pr^P)2Pt(OoPhg)2 and diagoaethane* 
To & solution of (n-Pry>)2Pt(GePh^)2 (333 rag,, 0*3 mmole) i n bensene 
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(10 c«Ct) was added a solution of diazomethane (1 mmole) i n ether (2*7 c.c.). 
After s t i r r i n g for Zk hr. the solvents and CH^ N^  were removed under vacuum. 
The biatrl-n»propylphosphinebiatrinhenylgermylplatinuai(II) was recovered 
intact. 
10. (R 3P) 2Pt(QePh 3) 2 with phonylacetylene, Ph^ QeBr and Ph^ GeH. 
a) . Phe tiylace tylene *, 
The complex (St^P) 2Pt(GePkj) 2 (0-2^ g.) was dissolved i n PhCsCH 
(10 c.c.) and heated to 95° for 1 hr. The phonylacetylane was d i s t i l l e d 
off and the residue extracted with petroleum ether (b»p. , 20 e . c ) , 
leaving unchanged (Et^P)2Pt(GePh^)2 undissolved* 
b) • TriphenylbrofflKermane, 
(Et 3P) pPt(QePh^) 2 (0.25.g.) and PhyjeBr <0«186 g*. 2 raol.) were 
dissolved i n benzene (25 c.c.) and the mixture was refluxed for 1 hr* 
Removal of the solvent and extraction with hot ethane! l e f t (Et-,P)^Pt— 
3 
(GePh^)., undissolved* The ethanol solution contained triphenylbromgermane* 
e)• Triphenylgarfflane. 
An experiment similar to b) was attempted using (n-Pr,P) J?t(GePh;,)"., 
(0*25 g*) and Ph^ GeH (68 ag,). No reaction took place after refluxlng In 
benaeno for 2^ hr. 
11. (St^gPttGcPhjg and iodine. 
Dropwiso addition of iodine (89 »g.. °'35 mmole) i n benzene (13*8 c.c.) 
to the complex (Et^P)2Pt(GePh^)2 (0>36 g.v 0«34 mmole) i n benzene (20 c.c.) 
resulted i n immediate discharge of the iodine colour. The residue, after 
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removal of benzene, was extracted with petroleum ether (b.p. 60-8Q°) 
giving starting material as the insoluble part (0»15 g., Sublimation 
(110 /10 ma.) of the petroleum soluble material followed by crystallisa-
tion from ethanol gave triphenyliodogoriaane, m.p. 149-15^ °» and trans-
bistrietliylphosphineplatinum(II) iodide, a.p. 133-135° (Found* C, 21»2j 
H, *»*5. C.^gH^IgPgPt requires C, 21»0s Hg A trace of hexa-
phenyldigermoxano was also isolated, presumably produced by hydrolysis of 
triphenyliodogermane during work-up. 
12, (Et_P) -Pt(GaPrO„ and carbon tetrachloride. 
? m 2 In g 
A few crystals of the gerraylplatinuo complex wore boiled i n carbon 
tetrachloride for 5 ffline Removal of the solvent l e f t triphenylchlor-
germane end trans-biatriethylphoephjneplatinum(II) chloride (Ph^QoCl: 
v(Ge-Cl)9 379 cm. | v(Go-Fh) 328 cm. ; characteristic band at 257 
oau"*1 Trans (£t,P)gPtCl2: v(Pt-P), Vl5 cm."1; v(Pt-Cl), 3^ 0 cm.*1). 
13« Reaction with 1,2-dlbromethane, 
a) (Et 3P) 2Pt(09Ph 3) 2 
BietrietlwlphoapM^ (0»'» g 8) m& 
I , 2-dibromethane (20 c.c.) uere boated under reflux in a slow stream of 
nitrogen for 20 hr., the emergent gases being passed through traps at 
-73° and -198°. Ethylene (9»84H. c.c. j 57$) was isolated from the l i q u i d 
nitrogen trap. Sublimation of tho residue (100°/10"^ mm.), after removal 
of the excess 1,2-dibroaiothane, gave trans-bistriethylphosphlneplatinua 
( I I ) bromide, (EtJ?) 2PtBr 2, m.p. 128-133° ox ethanol, and triphenylbrora-
germane, Ph_GeBr, ra.p. 135-137° ex ethanol i n a combined yield of 0-25 g. 
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The reciduo from the sublimation (0*1? g*) gave pis-bistriothylphosphine-
platinura(ll) bromide, ra.p. 200-202° ex ethanol, and hexaphenyldigermoxone 
(Ph^fo)jP% m.'p. 176*1790* The l a t t e r was presumably formed by hydrolysis 
of. bromtriphenylgermano i n the working up process* 
b) (n-Pr 3P) 2Pt(QePh 3) 2 
The tri-n-propylphosphine complex, (n-Pr^PigFtteePhj)., (49 mg») and 
1,2-dibromethane (10 c.c.) were stirred at room temperature i n a vacuum 
apparatus* The reaction was complete after 12 days, giving ethylene 
(l«95N. c.c, 99»6#). The rate of production of ethylene slowed con« 
siderably after half the gas had evolved* 
14* (R5P)2Pt(GePh^.)a and hydrogen chloride. 
The triethylpheephins eeaplex, (Bt-jP)gPt(GePh^)2, (0«22 g.) i n 
benzene (20 c.c*) was treated with an excess of dry hydrogen chloride* 
The yellow solution rapidly paled. Sublimation of the reaction products 
(90 /10 mm.) l e f t a trace of hexaphanyldigcrmoxane as residue* The 
oil y sublimate contained triphonylgermane, tripheaylehlorgerfflane, trans-
bis t r i e thylphosphinehydridoplat inum(II) chloride and trans"biai t r i e t h y i -
phosphineplatinum(li) chloride. (Fh^GeH: v(Go«H), 2036 cms"'; «IS R,ia.r 
T(Ge)H, 4*2. (Et 5P) 2Pt(H)Clj v(Pt-H), 2185 cm*"1j <H n.m.r., -r (Pt)H, 
26.7* PfcJCteOl. v(Ge-Cl). 379 cm.*1 trans (Bt,P) 0PtCl-i v(Pt-CX). 
341 cm."1? v(?t-P), 412 cm.*1). 
Ah analagous experiment using the tri-n-propylphosphine complex 
gave similar products, and i n this case c^-bigtri-n-propylphosphina* 
platinum(II) chloride, m.p* 145-130°, was isolated by fractional 
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erystellisation from methanol, As i t wao established that hydrogen-
halogen exchange can take place under certain conditions (Experiment 4), 
separate experiments on both complexes confirmed the presence of o i l the 
products before the sublimation stage. 
15. Reaction with methyl iodide. 
a) . (n-Fr-P) _Pt(GoPh.,) 
3 2 j 2 
Tho complex (0*45 g», 0*4 mmole) and methyl iodide (6 e.c.) were 
heated i n an evacuated sealed tubo for 6 hr. at 118°. Methane (3*56N c.c. 
0»l6 mmole) and ethane (6<>0£N c.c., 0*27 mmole) woro isolated when the 
tube was opened to a vacuum aystom. Removal of the excess methyl iodide 
l e f t a complex mixture of products (C53 g.) which yielded, by fractional 
crystallioation f i r s t from acetone then from ethanoi, iodotriphonyl-
gersiane, m.p. 144-147°, trans-bistri-n-propylphosphineplatinua(ll) 
iodide, m.p. 112^-114°, and, i n small yield, red oryetala of the binuclear 
complex, trans (n-Pr^P^Ptgl^, m.p. 198-201° (Found: C, 18»0| H, 3.5. 
I n a similar experiment the crudo reaction mixture was boiled with 
ethanolio potasbiua hyi3x*osidesB Sublimation of the ether soluble part 
gave triphenylmethylgernane as tho only volatile component, cup. 68-69" 
ex methanol. (Found: C, 70*9; H, 5*6. C^g^g 6 6 (i«o-. Ph^ GeHo) 
requires C, 71»5? H, . 
b) (Et^gPt^GePh^^. 
The complex (StjJEOgPtteePh^)^ (0»3 g.) war. boated i» a sealed, 
evacuated tube with methyl iodide (5 c.c.) for 6 hr. at 115°. As before, 
the mala producto were the iodides ?h,GeI (60 rag.) (cup. 143-148° est 
acetone) and trans ( E t j P ) 2 P t I 2 (1C0 mg.) (m.p* 133-135° ex acetone). The 
residue (0-1 g») which contained mainly Fh~GeHe, gave trace quantities of 
unidentified white and red crystalline compounds by fractional crystal-
l i s a t i o n from benzene and acetone. Both compounds appeared to contain 
Et^P, Pt and I , but no Ph^ Ge groups. 
16. (n«Pr^P)2Pt(GePh^)2 and magnesium iodide. 
a) . Reaction time 2 days. 
The complex (n-PrjP).jPt(QePh,)2 (0*47 g.) i n benzene (10 c.o.) was 
added to o. f i l t e r e d solution of magnesium iodide, prepared froa iodine 
(0*5 g») and magnesium i n ether (100 c-Ce). The mixture was stirred at 
room temperature for 46 hr. Hydrolysis with air-free water gave a 
cloudy organic extract from wl&eh the solvents were removed by dis-
t i l l a t i o n . Extraction with hot ethanol l e f t a trace of hexaphenyldi-
germane undissolved. The ethanol solution yielded f i r s t trans 
(n-P? 5P) a?tI 2, tn.p. 116-117° (220 ag., 68$) and then Ph^Gel, a.p. 145-
147e (70 ifig e g 26jS)a Sublimation of the residue (eoVlO" 4 mm9) gave an 
—1 
inseparable mixture of triphenylgermane (v(Oe-H), 2034 cm. } and a 
—1 
hydridoplatinum complex having v(Pt-H) at 1731 cm. The residue fres 
the sublimation consisted of a trace of hexaphenyldigermoxane. 
b) • Reaction time 30 minutes> 
A similar experiment using (n-Pr^P)gPt(GePh^)2 (0-42 g.) was 
hyurolysed after 30 minutes. The products at this stage included Ph^ GeH 
(v(Ge-H), 2034 cm."1) and two hydridoplatinum complexes (v(Pt-H), 2156 and 
1731 cm. ) . Normal work up gave hcjcaphenyldigormnne (5 og.) and, from 
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othanol solution, biatrl-n-propylphoophinetriphenylgermyliodoplatinum(II), 
(n-Pr^DgPtCDGePhj (36 mg.) as pale yellow crystals, m.p. 1^8-149° 
(Found: C, <t5»8i H, 6*3. C^gH^GoIPgPt ( i . e . (n-Pr^P^PtfaePhj)!) 
requires C, ^ 3*2$ B, 6-155). On further concentration i n a i r , hexa= 
phonyldigermoxane (120 mg., 51$) separated, and the f i l t r a t e was then 
free from triphenylgermane. I t appears that platinum complexes which were 
also present catalyse the aerial oxidation of triphenylgermane. Sub-
limation of the residue gave a mixture of hydridopiatinum complexes 
(v(Pt-H) at 2165 and 1?31 cm.""') which could not be separated. 
1?. Hydrogenolysis of (R 3P) gPt(QePh 3) g 
a). (at gP) 2Pt(GePh 3) 2 
The complex (0*42 g.) i n ethyl acetate (100 c.c.) was shaken with 
hydrogen for 5 hr. at 1 atmosphere and 20°. The i n i t i a l deep yellow 
colour of the solution was completely discharged. Removal of the solvent 
l e f t an oil y residue from which triphonylgerraane (v(Ge-H). 203*+ cm."1) 
was removed by extraction with l i g h t petroleum (b.p, 40-60°)• The 
residue of bistrietl:iylphosphinet.rlphanyl^ormylhydridoplatinum(II) 
separated from benzene solution as white crystals, m.p. 150° (doc.) 
[Found; C, ^ 8-5; H, 6.1-, P, 7*5. 8.5$. H, 726. C^H^fieF^t ( i . e . 
(Et^P^PtCl^GePh^) requires C, 48«9j H, 6»3i P, S.^s M, 736). A 
crystalline specimen of this material was unchanged after 6 months i n a i r . 
Addition of Adam's catalyst to a similar reaction did not noticeably 
accelerate the reaction and did not lead to cleavage of the second 
Ge-Pt bond. 
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b) . (n-PrTP)-Pt(GaPh-) 
? z 3 2 
The complex (0*400 g., 0*36 mmole) i n toluene (20 c.c.) was stirred 
magnetically i n hydrogen (partial pressure 21 mm.) for 21 days. The 
deep yellow colour faded progressively over this period giving triphenyl-
••1 
germane (v(Ge-H), 2034 cm. | 'H n.m.r., (Ge)H, 4*2 i n bensene 
solution) and biotri-n-propylphosphinetriphonylgormylhydridoplatinumClI), 
(n*Pr3P)2Pt(H)GePhj, (v(Pt-H), 1957 cra."1| Hg absorbed, 0«31 mmole. 
Calculated for the hydrogenolysis of one Ge*Pt bond, 0*36 mmole). 
Separation of the two reaction products was not possible due to their 
similar s o l u b i l i t i e s . Attempts to remove triphenylgermane from the 
mixture by sublimation led to the decomposition of th» hydridoplatinum 
complex. 
c) • Reaction rate measurements. 
In two experiments, (u-Pr^F)t(GePh^) 2 (302 iflg.) i n toluene 
(20 c*c.) ^ os introduced into flasks equipped with break-seals, and, 
after thorough degassing, hydrogen was admitted to achieve essentially 
the spjao i n i t i a l t j a r t i a l r>ro9aure of EL at 0° and 25°» The flasko were 
then sealed, and agitated vigorously for 24 hr. at 0° and 12 hr. at 25° 
rocpoct-ivoly when oxcoaa hydrogen wao coaoured. 
At 0° t - 0 P(H2) * 186 mm. V(Hg) « 37«7N c.c. 
t = 24hr. P(H2) » 170 mm. V(H2) « 54»4N c.c, 
# Reaction * 54*8. 
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At 25° t - 0 P(H 2) - 181 esm. V(K 2) » 33»56iN C.C. 
t « 12hr. F(H 2) a 155 am. V(Hg) = 28-73H c.c. 
Reaction « 8 0 O . 
18. (n-»Pr3P)2Pt(aePh^)2 and phonyl-lithium. 
E t h e r i a l p h s n y l - l i t h i u n (*JO C.C*, 0*6 molar) ond bisfcri-n-propyl 
phosphinebistriphenylgermylplat1 mm(II) (0*39 g.) i n benzene (20 c.c.) 
were s t i r r e d at rooa temperature f o r 3 days. Hydrolysis and normal work 
up gave cia-biatri-n«-propylphospbinedip]iQn.Ylplatlnu>n(II). a.p. 151 -153° 
(dec.) ex ethanol. (Found: C. 5^*0; I I , 7*8. C^H^P^Pt ( i . e . 
(n-Pr^P^PtPl^) requires C, 5 3 ° 8 ; H, 7 « 8 # ) . Tripheaylgeraane was 
isolated from the ethaaolic mother liquors by gubliraation (55°/10~^ 
After removing the solvent, Kxparimeuts i n which some bromobenzene was 
present (from the preparation of the Phld). gave, i n addition, t e t r f t -
phenylgerraane by the reaction: Ph^GeLi + PiiBr •> Fh^Qe. 
19. (n-Pr,P)-Pt(GePhj,, and l i t h i u m aluminium hydride. 
0 & 3 c. . . _ • 
The complex ( 0«6 g.) i n benzene (**0 e.e.) was added to l i t h i u m 
aluminium hydride ( 1 » 0 g.) i n efchar (100 c . e ; ) , The yellow solution 
deepened i n colour over 2 days'at 2 0 ° , when the ether was-removed by 
d i s t i l l a t i o n and replaced by benaene. F i l t r a t i o n gave a colourless 
solution containing only triphenylgermane (0*32 G» * 98$) (v(Ge-H) t 
—1 
2035 era. ) . Excess l i t h i u m aluminium hydride was removed from the 
residue by washing with dry ether. A yellow platinum complex, i n -
soluble i n organic solvents, remained. This did not react with e i t h e r 
bromobenzene or methyl iodide at 2 0 ° , and on exposure to a i r , i t caught 
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f i r e * Treatment with aquoouo ether at - ? 3 ° resulted i n some offorveecence, 
and on warming t o - 2 0 ° platinum was deposited with further evolution of 
H^j accompanied by a one11 of tripropylphosphine* Addition of t r i p h o n y l -
phosphine d i d sot lead to a stable hydrideplatinum complex. 
Reactions of the flermylhydridoplatinum complex, (R^P)gPt(GePh^)H 
20. S t a b i l i t y to alcohols,, ketone a and bases. 
Small samples of the complex (Et^P^PtOOGoPh^ were dissolved i n 
re f l u x i n g acetone, igo-propaaol and ethanolic potassium hydroxide. I n 
each case the material was recovered unaltered* A c r y s t a l l i n e sample 
of t h i o material was stored i n a i r without change f o r s i x months* 
21 . (n-Pr,P) 2?t(H)GePh, and diasomethane* 
The complex (a»Pr^P)2Pt(GePhj)2 iO»k g. s 0*36 miaolo) was dissolved 
i n a 1:1 benzene-toluene mixture (20 c*c*) and s t i r r e d with hydrogen 
( p a r t i a l pressure approx. 20 mm.) i n a vacuum apparatus* Uptake of 
hydrogen ceased a f t e r 5 weeks whan 7»25N c.c. (91$) had be-sn absorbed* 
To the products of the. hydros nation (on equlmolw mixture of 
(n-»Pr..P) Pt(H)GoPtu and Ph,GsH) was added diacoraothane (2 inraole) i s J> 2 j> j 
ethsr (5*25 c*e»)e After s t i r r i n g the mixture f o r 2^ h r e at room 
temperature the solvents word removed by continuous evacuation* The 
eetai-solid residue was shown to contain only the two hydrides, i n d i c a t i n g 
that diazomethane does not react with e i t h e r the Pt~H or Qe-H bond* 
22. (St 3P) 2Pt(H)GePh 3 and FBty 
The complex (Et^OgPtdOGePh^ (10 rag.) i n ethanol (10 c.c.) was 
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refluxed under nitrogen with triethylphosphine (1 drop). An Inf r a r e d 
examination of the product a f t e r removal of the oolvont Indicated that 
r.ost of the hydridoplatlnuK! cojaplox had survived unctiaaged, but weak 
bands a t 2033 era."1 (due to Ph,OH) and 859 cm."1 (due to (Ph,Go),Q) 
3 3 2 
indicated some cleavage of the Pt-Ge bond. 
23. (Et 3P) 2Pt(H)QePh 3 and trans ( E t 3 P ) 2 P t I 2 . 
The ccaplexes (Et^gPtdOGePhj (23 nig.) and (EtjDgPtXg (5 0g.) 
were refluxed i n ethanol (20 c . c ) . On cooling, pure (Et^P^Pt^GePh^ 
c r y s t a l l i s e d . The mother liquors contained a trace of hexaphenyldiger-
Etoxane (v(Ge-O) 858 cm. ) as wel l as the two complexes. 
Reactions of the Bthoxyplatinum complex, (Et^P^PtfoSQGtePhg. 
Zh. 5 t 3 P and Fh^P. 
A sample of the ethoxyplatinum complex (Et^P) pPt(OEt)GePh^ (100 ag.) 
was ree r y a t a l l i e s d from ethanol t o which a trace of St^P had been 
added. The coasplux was recovered unchanged, and no evidence i n d i c a t i n g 
cleavage of Pt=0a bonds was obtained* 
I n another experiment the complex {^5 sg.) was dissolved i n ethanol 
and triphsnylphcaphine (45 tag.) was added* Gn slow evaporation of the 
solvent, the two compounds 0ry@talli.3ed separately, and no suggestion 
of phosphine exchange Was found* 
25» (Et^P) 2Pt(OS t)QePh^ and hydrogen. 
Hydrogen gas was bubbled through a solution of the ethoxy cesaplex 
(0*1 g.) i n benzene (20 c.c.) f o r 13 hr. The (Et 3P) 2Pt(0Et)GePh 3 was 
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recovered unchanged* A si m i l a r r e s u l t was obtained whan the experiment 
was repeated using palladium-black catalyst* 
26 . (at^gPUOEtlQePh^ and iso-propanol. 
The complex (50 rag*) was dissolved i n hot iao-propanol. On cooling 
the solution yielded bletriethyit>ho3phinetriphenylfierfflyl-iao«»propoyy» 
p l a t l n u m ( l l ) . sa.p. 162-172° (dee.) a f t e r further r e c r y o t a l l i s i n g from 
iao-PrOH. (Found* C, 49«6j H, 6-5* C^H^GeOPgPt ( i . e . ( E t ^ P ^ P t -
(OPr*)GePhT) requires 0, 49*95 Hf 6»6$) a 
27. (53t,P)-Pt(OEt)GePh- and methanol. 
I n an experiment s i m i l a r to above but using methanol, b i s t r i e t h y l = 
phosphinejiriphenylgerraylaeth . m.p. 172-180 0 (dec.) was 
given (Found: C, 48 .6; K9 6 .36. C^R^GeOP^t ( i , e , (Et^P) 2Pt(We)-
GeFhJ requires C4 48-6$ H, 6»31?.')« 
28. (Et 3P) 2Pt(05t)GePh 3 and water. 
The complex (Et^P)^Pt(OEt)GeFh^ (20 rag.) was dissolved i n acetone 
(50 C.P.) and water was adcied dropwiss u n t i l a precipitate began to 
form. The solution was heated and allowed t o oooi, when b i a t r i e t h y l -
p b c ^ p h ^ a j t r i ] ^ was deposited as white 
needle a, o.p. 1 5 3 - 1 5 6 ° ( d e c ) . (Found. C, 47»6 ; H, 5*8. C^H^GeOP^t 
( i e e , (Et^P)2Pt(0H)G«Ph^) requires C, 4?»9s Hs 6«2#). This complex 
shows a sharp band due t o unassociated OH at 3630 cm."1 Heating a t 100° 
i n vacuo does not lead t o dehydration, and treatment with ethanol r e -
generates the ethoxy complex. 
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Plntlnum(II) Grignard Reagents. 
29. Cia(Et.P) JPtBr^, and oyclohoxylfaagnesiura bromide. 
Cyclohexylfflagnasi.ua bromide was prepared from cyclohexyl broBiide 
(7*5 S») siagnsGiurr. (1*2 g.) i n ether (100 c.c.) and f i l t e r e d fres 
excess magnesium through a grade k sintered disc. A 5 c.c. aliquot of 
the solution was hydrolysed by wator and v.p.c. analysis of the organic 
par t showed that i t contained cyclohexane, but no cyclohexene or b i -
cyClohexyl. The remaining Griguard reagent was s p l i t i n t o 2 parts and to 
each els(£t J?)J?tBr.> (1>5 g.) was added. The two reaction mixtures were 
s t i r r e d f o r 2-J hr. at room temperature, during which time a black o i l 
was deposited. 
The f i r G t reaction mixture was hydrolyoed with da-aaratod water. 
After drying the ether extract (MgSO^), v.p.o. examination of the 
solvent revealed traces of cyclohexone and bjcyolohexyl as well as cycle*-
hexane. Removal of the solvent l e f t a residue (1 g.) consisting mainly 
of transship t r i e thylphoaphine hydridobrorapl&tinuadl), (v(Pt-H) 221" uffi." 
and some traria(Et,P) J?tBr, (ffl.p. _ 1 > » - l 3 6 0 ) e _The oilier-insoluble t a r r y 
residue (Q»5 g*) also yielded a trace of trans(5t»P)^.FtBr^ by extracting 
with methanols 
The second reaction mixture was hydrolysed t&th D^ O, The ether 
soluble part t h i s time gave at 2:1 mixture of (Et^P) 2Pt(D)Br and 
(Et 3?) 2Pt(U)Br (v(Pt-H) 221? era."1; 6(Pt-H) 812 cm.*1; v(Pt-D) 1592 cm. 
6(Pt-D) 577 ca." 1j m.p. 9 9 - 1 0 0 ° ) . Extraction of the t a r r y residue 
(0»5 g«) with methanol again gave trjttns(Et,P)-PtBr_. 
A separate experiment showed that the dsuteride was not formed by 
H*D exchange, since deuterolysia of CgH^MgBr followed by addition of 
(EtjP).,Pt(H)Br produced no absorption due to Pt-D. A separate experiment 
alao established that bioyclohexyl was produced a t 20° by the reaction 
between GgH^Br and Cga^Mgar. An attempt t o prepare the platinum 
Grignard reagent using only 20& excess cyclohexy lmagneslum bromide 
(instead of a 10-fold excess as above) f a i l e d i no evidence f o r the 
presence of a Pt-H bond being found. 
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SXPEHXKEFWAL METHODS. 
1» Hltrogen Supply. 
A l l reactions and operations involving a i r sensitive compounds or 
intermediates were carried out i n an atmosphere of pure. dry. oxygen-free 
nitrogen. P u r i f i c a t i o n was effected by passing commercial "white spot'1 
nitrogen through copper turnings at 450° t o remove traces of oxygen, and 
then through a column of molecular sieve t o remove water. I n addition t o 
t h i s , f o r c r i t i c a l experiments, the nitrogen was then passed through a 
trap at - 1 9 8 ° t o remove f i n a l traces of moisture. 
2. In f r a r e d Spectra. 
The region 2«5 ~ 25u was recorded on a Grubb-Parsons G.8.2A or 
Spoctromaster Spectrophotometer. Solids were examined as pressed discs 
i n KBr or KI or aa n u j o l mulls: l i q u i d s wore examined as t h i n f ilms 
between KBr or KI plates. I n special cases, in f r a r e d spectra were measured 
i n solution, using an unreactive solvent which was transparent i n the 
desired region. The region 22 - 50ji was recorded on a Grubb-Parsons 
D.M.2/^ .8.3 Spectrophotometer; solids being examined as. m t j o l mulls 
between csoium iodide plates. Throughout fchio work the i d e n t i t y of known 
compounds was often confirmed by the complete superposition of t h e i r i . r . 
speetrn. 
3« Vapour-Phase Chromatography. 
Vapour phase chromatograms were recorded on a G r i f f i n and George 
Mk.IIB apparatus. The stationary phase was silicone elastomer on kieselguhr, 
and t h i s was maintained at a temperature near the b o i l i n g point ( a t 1 
atmosphere) of the least v o l a t i l e compound to be examined. The c a r r i e r gas 
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was nitrogen at a flow rate of 1 l i t r e / h r . and an i n t e r n a l excess preasure 
of 15 cm* 
I d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the components of a mixture was effected as follows* 
F i r s t a chromatograa of the saixturc was obtained, and the retention tins3 
of various peaks was compared with those of the suspected compounds* When 
a close correspondence was found, a sample of the mixture, t o which had 
been added a small amount of the authentic compound, was injected* The 
non-appearance of «n extra peeik and the strengthening of one already 
present established i t s i d e n t i t y * 
The amount of sample injected varied from 2 drops ( f o r pure compounds) 
to 1 o*e* ( f o r d i l u t e solutions)* 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra* 
*H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were recorded on an A»£*IS 
R*So2„ instrument* V'hore*»ev@r possible pure l i q u i d s or solutions i n CCl^ 
were used* When CCl^ proved too reactive (as i n the case of gormanium and 
platinum hydrides) C^ H, or CgD^ wao ucod. Heaoursmants relate t o t»tra-
ms thylsilano ( T « 10) as i n t e r n a l standard* 
5* Solvents-
Bensene, toluene s petroleum (B.D*H. "analar grade") and d i e t h y l 
ether were dried by standing over sodium wire f o r 1 week* 1,2-Dimethoxy 
othane and tetrahydrofuran were i n i t i a l l y treated by standing over 
potassium hydroxide f o r 3 days. They were d i s t i l l e d under nitrogen 
immediately before use from potassium and bensophencns or from l i t h i u m 
aluminium hydride* 
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MAHniIC.1L NSTHQDS. 
1. Carbon and hydrogen analyses were carried out i n the a n a l y t i c a l 
laboratory of t h i s departaont undar the d i r e c t i o n of Mr* T* Holmes, nnd 
also by Drs, l/eller and Strauoo of the micro-analytical laboratory, Oxford. 
A high temperature of combustion was required to achieve complete 
oxidation t o CO., and H^ O. 
2 . Germanium was estimated i n compounds which also contained only carbon, 
hydrogen and oxygen. The method employed was similar to that described 
by Rochow ( 9 ) . The sample (C«3 g.) was decomposed i n a 50 c.c. s i l i c a 
f l a s k with a long neck (10 cm.) by the cautious addition of fuming 
n i t r i c acid (10 c.c.) at C°. The solution was allowed to warm to room 
temperature and ammonium persulphate (1 g.) and 6ft sulphuric acid (2 c.c.) 
were added. After standing overnight the solution was evaporated t o 
dryness on an e l e c t r i c heating mantle and the residue fumed with con-
centrated sulphuric acid. After t h i s the f l a s k , suspended by platinum 
wire from a glass beam, was i g n i t e d to constant weight, and the germanium 
estimated from the weight of cid.de, GoQ.,. _ . 
Gonoidepstalo d i f f i c u l t y was experienced with compounds containing 
more than one methyl group bended to germanium. For example a l l attempts 
to estimate Gs i n (PhCH^gGetteg ^y t h i s method f a i l e d . An attempt to 
measure the mixed oxides of s i l i c o n and germanium from (PhCH^^Ge'Sil-'o^ 
also produced a low r e s u l t . I t wao concluded that the germanium-methyl 
(and silicon-methyl) bonds i n these compounds resisted oxidation long 
enough to escape as a v o l a t i l e oxide during the fuming stages. 
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5* Molecular weights. 
a) The majority of molecular weights were measured oryoaeopically 
i n beaaone* The solvent used was B.D.H. "aaalar" benaene that had been 
dried over sodium and standardised with e i t h e r biphenyl or t r i p h e n y i -
phosphine* The method and apparatus are now w e l l known but i t i s of note 
to mention the following points, as att e n t i o n to them led t o more con-
sis t e n t results* 
i. The cooling bath was maintained at about 7° below the freezing 
point of the solution* 
11. A slow stream of nitrogen was passed over the solution, to which 
a piece of molecular sievts (grade 5&) nod been added to remove 
traces o f condensed water, 
i l l s Care was taken to ensure that the s t i r r e r d id not I n t e r f e r e with 
the Bechmann thermometer* 
b) . A 1lMechrolab Osmometer" was used to determine the molecular 
weights of some compounds. Xa t h i s instrument a drop of pure solvent and 
a drop of the solution are suspended on two thermistor beads enclosed i n 
an atmosphere saturated with solvent vapour. After a f i x e d time i n t e r v a l , 
the temperature difference between the two drops was read and the molecular 
weight found by r e f e r r i n g to a c a l i b r a t i o n curve E drawn by performing 
measurements oa known compounds (tetraphenylgsrmane and biphenyl were 
used a t concentrations ranging from 0-003M. to 0»o£H.)« A l l measurements 
were made i n benzene at 57^* 
4. Platinum was estimated by weighing as the metal a f t e r degrading the 
compound (186). About 0*4 g. of the compound was placed i n a 10 e.c. 
beaker and 2 c.c. of cone* KNO- were cautiously added* After 3 c*o« of 
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fuming n i t r i c acid had been added, the solution, was boiled u n t i l i t 
became clear. Two successive aliquots of 2 c.c. of cone. HC1 were th«a 
added, and a f t e r each the solution was boiled gently to remove germanium 
(as GeCijj) and n i t r i c oxide. The solution was transferred to a £00 c.c. 
rcund-bottom f l a s k and d i l u t e d t o 150 c.c. with water. After neutralising 
with NH^ OH, 10 c.c. of ammonium acetate solution (saturated) and 10 c.c. 
of formic acid were added. Platinum metal was given as a black precipitate 
on warming the mixture to 8 0 ° on a water bath. The precipitate co-
agulated on b o i l i n g f o r 6 hr. and was collected on a no. 4*0 f i l t e r paper 
(ashless). After washing and drying at 1 0 0 ° , the papor and precipitate 
were i g n i t e d i n a s i l i c a f l a s k p r i o r to weighing as metal. 
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PREPARATION OF STARTING MATERIALS AND HEftGSNTS. 
1* Phenyl-lithium was prepared from l i t h i u m and hromobeasene i n d i e t h y l 
ether* A 10% molar excess of l i t h i u m was used i n the form of shot, which 
was prepared by the standard method (187)* Bromobenseae i n ether was added 
at a rate s u f f i c i e n t to maintain r e f l u x i n g i n the ether suspension of the 
l i t h i u m shot* About 100 c,c. of ether was used f o r 0»1 mole, and the 
y i e l d of phenyl-lithium (estimated by t i t r a t i o n against 0*1H H^ SO^  a f t e r 
hydrolysis) was about 95$• F i l t r a t i o n through glass wool removed the 
excess l i t h i u m shot* 
2* n ^ u t y l - l i t h i u m was prepared from b u t y l bromide and l i t h i u m shot i n 
ether as above. After i n i t i a t i o n s however, the reaction was maintained at 
->10°, and estimation of the b u t y l - l i t h i u m was achieved by the double 
t i t r a t i o n method of Oilman (188) using bensyl chloride* 
3* Benzyl-lithium was prepared from PhCH^ OCH^  and l i t h i u m shot i n a 
tetrahydrofuran~other mixture 085). Estimation was by double t i t r a t i o n * 
Bensylmafiaesiuta chloride was prepared from bensyl chloride sad 
magnesium tumiagc (10jS molar excess) i n d i e t h y l ether (100 e«e* to 0*1 
mole of Grignard reagent)* The reaction was i n i t i a t e d by a c r y s t a l of 
iodine and the benzyl chloride i s ether was added at a rats s u f f i c i e n t t o 
maintain r e f l u x i n g 6 The y i e l d was not estimated as a large excess was 
always employed. 
5* n^ButylBBgnesiuB bromide was prepared s i m i l a r l y from b u t y l bromide and 
magnesium i n ether. 
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6. CycloliexylaiaKngalma bromide, prepared as above from ayolohexyl 
bromide and magnesium i n ether, was f i l t e r e d through a grade k sintered 
disc to remove excess magnesium ( f o r method see ( 1 8 3 ) ) . A l l operations 
on t h i s and the preceding reagents were performed under nitrogen. 
7 . TetrabenaylKermane was prepared by adding GeCl^ (0*5 mole) to a 
solution of bensylmagnesium chloride (5 moles) i n ether (3 l i t . ) . Toluene 
(300 c.c.) was added to raise the b o i l i n g point and the mixture was 
refluxed f o r 6 hr. Hydrolysis and i s o l a t i o n i n the usual way gave 
tetrabens&ylgerraane i n about 9% y i e l d , m.p. 110° from petroleum ether 
(b.p. 8 0 - 1 0 0 ° ) . The Grlgnard reagent was not f i l t e r e d as i t has been 
observed that magnesium does not cause coupling i n t h i s reaction ( 3 9 ) . 
8 . Tetrabutylfnarmane was prepared as abovo using n-butylmagneaium bromide 
arsd germanium(iv) chloride. The product was isolated by vacuum d i s t i l -
l a t i o n (90 o/10'*' ? mm.), and i t s p u r i t y was checked by v.p.c. 
9« Hexaphenyl<Hgorrnsae waa prepared from the reaction between phsnyl-
magnosium bromide and QeCl^ i n the presence of excess njagnesiua (39 )« 
yields of 60$ wore obtained, and the product was r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from 
chloroform by Soxhlet extraction (m.P. 352°). 
10. Triphenylpermaoe was prepared by the reduction of triphenylbrom-
gcrmane using l i t h i u m aluminium hydride (189) , Bromine (21 g , 0*125 raole) 
was added dropwise to a re f l u x i n g solution of hexaphenyldigemano (76 g . , 
0*125 mole) i n 1,2-dibromoethane (500 c.c.). Decolorisation of the 
bromine was rapid and the solvent was then d i s t i l l e d o f f . The product was 
dissolved i n a 1*1 ether-benaene mixture (700 c.c.) and added slowly t o 
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l i t h i u m aluniniua hy&rido (30 £.) i n ether (1 l i t , ) . After rts f l u x i n g 
for hr. followed by cautious hydrolysis with 2N BgS0^» triphenylgeraore 
was isolated i n the usual way. P u r i f i c a t i o n was by vacuus d i s t i l l a t i o n 
(1*VO-146°/10"^  followed by c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from efchanol or petroleum 
ether (b,.p. to-6o°). 
11. T^phenylfferiayl-lithittai was prepared e i t h e r by cleaving hexaphenyl-
digermane by l i t h i u m I n 1,2-dia* thoxyethane (10$) or by reacting t r i -
phenylgerraane with one equivalent of n - b u t y l - l i t h i u a (35) i n ether. The 
methods have been described i n toe introduction t o t h i s thesis (pages 
2? and 28). 
12. Oergianium(iv)iodide was prepared by the reaction between constant 
b o i l i n g hydriodic acid and GeOa (190). The product was p u r i f i e d by 
sublimation ( l O O 9 / * 0 ^ na.) 9 giving orange-red crystals which were stored 
i n the dark. 
13» B^strialhjffiphoaphineplat^num(lX) halidgg were prepared by adding two 
molecules of the phosphino to the platinum(II) halide l a f l u x i n g 
etham&Le The sethsd of obtaining pure s i s or trass isomers (which depend; 
on whether an excess of the phcsphine i s prsssat i n the solution or not) 
has been described on pjsges 37 and 38« 
14. Plaaofflethaae was prepared from p a r a - t o l y l sulphonyl methylnitros-
aoids. A solutio n of potassium hydroxide (1*2 g.) i n HgO (1=5 c.e.) and 
EtOH(5 c.c.) was heated t o 60-65° on a water bath. The solution of p-
t o l y l sulphonyl methylnitrosamide {k«3 &*) i n ether (20 c c . ) WAD added 
over about 5 min. s and the yellow diasoaethane-ether mixture which was 
generated was condensed i n t o a fla s k containing other (25 c»c.) cooled 
to -78°. A f u r t l i e r 5 c.c. of ether were added to the reaction vessel, 
when the condensing l i q u i d became colourless* I'he d i s t i l l a t i o n apparatus 
was flamed before use and rubber bungs rather than ground-glass j o i n t s 
were used to lessen the r i s k of explosion* The solution of diazoraethane 
i n ether was estimated by adding a 2 c.c. aliquot t o 25 o.c. of 0*1N 
benaoic acid i n ether, and t i t r a t i n g the excess acid against 0«1K NaOH. 
f 
BXscrragiQH 
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PABT A. Benayl Derivatives of Germanium. 
BeeRUB© of t h e i r s y n t h e t i c a l importance t organogenaanlum a l k a l i 
metal corapounda have received almost continuous attention since the 
preparation of triphonylge>rmy1-so dims i n 192? ( 5 ) « The cleavage of 
germanium-germanium, geraeniuin-carbon, and germanium-hydrogen bonds 
by a l k a l i motalc i n l i q u i d ammonia or ethylamina i s now w e l l known ( 1 ) , 
but the u t i l i t y of the reagents produced i s limited by ready s o l v o l y s i s 
reactions: for example, Et^GoLi + MH^  — > Et^GeH + IANE^o More 
recently, however, triphenylgermyl-alk&li metal compounds have been 
prepared by the cleavage of Ge-Ge, Ge-C, Ga-II and Ge-Br bonds by the 
a l k a l i metal i n strongly donating ether solvents such as tetrahydro-
furan or 1,2-dimethoxyethane (109, 110, 111)« An even more s a t i s f a c t o r y 
method for triphenylgermyl-lithitua involves hydrogon-metal exchange i n 
d i e t h y l ethers Ph^QeH + RLi —S> Ph^GeLl • RH. 
Attempts to prepare germyl-elkali metal compounds i n ether 
solvents from organogermsnee other than phenyl derivatives have bees 
surpris i n g l y unsuccessful* Although i n come eases, such as t e t r a -
ethyl« and tetrabensyl*»gerffiaues, coloured solutions have been obtained* 
no products Indicative of a cleavage reaction were i s o l a t e d , and 
evidence was produced that phenyl groups are more susceptible to 
cleavage than a l k y l groups (112) . As a consequenae, recent synt h e t i c a l 
vork requiring gsnayl-lithium reagents has been confined to the use 
of Ph^GeLi. For example carbonation leads to the a c i d Ph^GeCOOH; 
reaction with bensophencne the carbinol PhjGeC(0H)Ph 2t organic halides 
usually form the unsyaisetrical germane Ph,QeR. Compounds of the type 
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PhjGeMR^, where H « C, S I , Qa, Sn, or Pb have been obtained by the 
general reactions Ph^GoLl + RytX — » Ph^GeKK^, although a frequent 
complication i s halogen-metal exchange leading to the symmetrical producta, 
FhgG« 9 and RgH,,. 
The present work i a concerned with the cleavage by lithium and 
butyl-lithium of tetrabenzylgermane, hexabensyldigermane, and t r i b e n a y l -
germans. P a r t i c u l a r attention was paid to the p o s s i b i l i t y of finding a 
method of producing high y i e l d s of trlbanssylgermyl-lithium i n ether 
solvents* 
Provided water and peroxides are rigorously excluded, tetrabenzyl-
geroane and lithium i n ethylene glycol dimethyl ether undergo a rapid 
and exothermic reaction even more r e a d i l y than tetraphenylgermane* The 
r e s u l t i n g deep brown solution contains mainly tribo n z y i g e r a y i - i i t h i u a t 
aa evidenced by the i s o l a t i o n of trihensylgermane a f t e r hydrolysis. 
<PhCH2)^ae + 2 L i — ( P h C B ^ ^ e l d . + PhCH2IA 
(PhCH 2) 3CeLi * H 20 ««5> (PhCn^GaH + UOH 
A-number of simple reactions of tribenaylgermyl-lithiuo prepared 
i n t h i s way were examined but often considerable d i f f i c u l t y was ex-» 
periencod i n i s o l a t i n g pure products i n high y i e l d . Closer examination 
of the hydrolysis products revealed the presence of a small amount of 
dibonaylgenaaae, indicating that two benzyl groups can be cleaved from 
tetrabenzylgerraane by lithium* 
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(PhCH^Ge 
£1.C..H_0 1 10 2 > (PhCHL,) GeLi + ( PhCH 2) 20eU 2 + PhCH^IA 
H-0 
(PhCHj.GeH (PhCHj,QeH 
The dilithium compound may also bo produced by cleavage of a second 
beneyl group by benzyl-lithium, which i s a l s o present i n the reaction 
mixture. I n support of t h i s , bibensyl l o among the reaction products 
a f t e r hydrolysis. Moreover, the d i l i t h i o derivative i s c e r t a i n l y formed 
i n the reaction between tribenaylgermane and benzyl-lithium i n a t e t r a -
hydrofuran-athar s o l u t i o n t as dibanayldimethylgerraarift i s among the 
products i s o l a t e d a f t e r treatment with methyl iodides 
i s l i q u i d @ssaoaia (5» h2), t h i s i s the . f i r s t c l e a r evidence for-the 
existence of a d i - a l k a l i - m e t a l derivative of an organogermane« There 
i s no evidence that the reaction between teiraphenylgermane and lithium 
proceeds beyond Ph^Geti* This diffareaee between tetrabensylgenaane and 
tetraphenylgerBane i s presusably a r e f l e c t i o n of tke weaker Qe«C bond 
2 -
strength i n the benzyl derivative, since the solvated anion RgQe 
would be more stable with H * phenyl, where delo c a l i s a t i o n of charge i s 
possibleQ 
(PhCty^GeH * F h O y d «-—> (PhCH2)^Ge + (PhCH^jGeU + (PnGH^gaeLi 
+ LiH 
( P h C H j , 0 e U + (PhCHj„GeLi^ (PhCHj„aeMe + (PhCHj JJeMe 
Apart from i n d i r e c t evidence based on colour changes occurring 
when tetraphonylgeraane or octapnenylcyclotetrageraane react with solium 
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The cleavage of tetrabenaylgermane by lithium i s s t r i k i n g l y de-
pendant on experimental conditions. The best r e s u l t s were obtained by 
using a large excess of lithiura (800%) end mixing the reactants to a 
paste with the minimum of solvent* The reactions began a f t e r an induction 
period of about 10 minutes. As with the cleavage of phenyl d e r i v a t i v e s v 
t h i s time i s rather e r r a t i c , varying froa about 1 minute to several 
hours* The highest y i e l d s of tribensyigernjyi-lithium (75$) were obtained 
a f t e r about 1 hour at room temperature* After 48 hours at 0 ° no t e t r a -
bensylgersaa&d r s s a i s s d , but appreciable conversion to the d i l i t h i u a 
compound occurred. Most reaction conditions gave a mixture of (PhCH^J^Ge, 
(PhCiy^Oeld. and (PhCH^Geld^. 
Neither l i t h i o derivative appears to react with the solvent during 
2H hours at 0~. At r e f l u x temperature* however, and with an excess of 
lithium present, a progressive s e r i e s of reaotions takes place involving 
denethylation of the ether followed by cleavage of another benzyl group 
by lithiums giving, fina l l y , bensyltrimathylgeraane, 
_ ... . (PhGg^GeLi. "•*"•>_... (PhCEg) jBsMa (PhCHg)gQaMe•Li H 1 •.*•»>, 
C B 0 
(PbCH 3) 3GeHe^ ^ • > PhCH aaeMe 3'Li 1 0 2 3 PfcCH^GeHe, 
Tribonsyltasthylgenaane wao i s o l a t e d aftor r e f l u x ! f o r k hours, whilst 
dibensyldiaethylgeratane and benzyltriBethylgersaane were present when the 
reaction was continued for 19 hours. EensyltriBethylgenaane evidently 
resists cleavage by lithium under these conditions, since no totramothyl*-
germane was produced a f t e r 6 days at refluK. Also, the gennyl-lithium 
intermediates appear to have a short l i f e - t i m e under these conditions, 
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as no gerraand.ua hydrides were detected a f t e r hydrolysis, indicating a 
negligible concentration of gerrayl^lithiuni compounds. 
The fate of the bansyl»lithiua produced i n these oleavage reactions 
was a l s o determined. Reaction with solvent occurs to give toluene (by 
bydrogen-netal exchange) and ethylbenzene (by methyl group abstraction). 
The oo t a i l s ted solvent reacts further by E l i m i n a t i o n of lithium mothoxlde 
to give methyl v i n y l ether. 
__„, ,PhCH„ • HsOCH(M)0H d0H« — > ZdLOHe + CH^CHOMe 9056 3 2 2 
PhCSgLi * Ke0GiI2GK20Jt3 
1 C^ S S^PhCH CH + UOCB.CH.OHe 2 3 2 2 
These reactions must be rapid even a t 0°, since i n many cases no 
derivatives of benzyl-lithium were detooted. 
The reactions of tribenaylgoray1-lithium are very s i m i l a r to those 
of triphenylgermyl-lithium and normal substitution usually occurs. Thus 
deuterolysis produces tribenayldeuterogermanei methyl iodide and et h y l 
bromide give tribensylt^thylgeraans and tribensyle.thylgeraane respectively] 
t r i s e t h y l s h l o r s i l a a e leads to the formation of tribsnsylgeFmyltrimsthyl* 
ailaaeo fits reastiea. with t r i o h l e ^ s i l a n e peeduoed only aa 111-dafined, 
aOa-eryafcalllas powder* however. This may have been due to the presence 
of the d i l i t h i e compound i n the peaotion mixture, leading to polymeric 
material. Halogen-sistal exchange was not involved, as no hexabenzyl-
digenaane was given. 
The products of the reaction between trib©nzylgermyl-lithium and 
t r i e thyIbrotngermane depended on the method of reaction. When the t r i -
bensylgermyl-lithluiB i n 1#2<*dimethoxyethane was added to pure t r i e thy 1-
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brorogoraane, esb»nBive halogen-metal exchange occurred and only the 
the additions however, and adding the broiatrlethylgormane i n d i e t h y l 
ether solution to the monoglyme solution of tribensylgermyl-lithium, the 
unsynraetrical digerraane, (PhCIL,) jGe^GeBt^, was produced, and there was 
no evidence f or halogen-ne t a l exchange. 
Carbonation did not give a stable acid products The products 
i s o l a t e d from t h i s reaction show that the tribensylgermylcarboxyllo a c i d 
farmmA deearbosylated during the working up process^ even at roan 
temperature, to give trlbensylgermsnol* S h i s iomodiately e a t e r i f i e a 
with e i t h e r tribenzylgormylcarboxylia sold or phenylacetic a c i d (from 
symmetrical digeraanea, (PhCBL^gGs^ and EtgGe were i s o l a t e d . Reversing 
PhCHgLi + COJ 
CO a c i a ( P h C H 2 ) 5 G e L i ( P h C H g ) ^ > (PhCaJ^OeCOOB eGOOId 
(PhCHJ„GeCOOH > (PhCHj,GeOOCGo(CHMFh) 
(PhGHg) JJOCOOH —5> (PhCH2)-GeOH 
(PhCEgJJG eCGCCHLPh 
PhCH^COOfl 
,ura ars svtisaarised i s the following 
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D20 
Mel 
f a c t i o n s of tr^bengylgorfflyl-litBlwa. 
Seactant Products H.p. or b.p. 
H^ O (PhCH2)^3eH 80-82° 
(PhGH^GeD 8i° 
(PhCiyyieHe 82-85° 
EtBr (PhCiy^GeEt 3V35° 
He^SiCl (PhCy^aeSiM^ 6> 5*64* 5° 
or <PhCHj_0<»»OeEt- 220-230°/10"5 ess. 
Cl^Slfi Polymeria s a t e r i a l 35-^5° 
GO. <PhCHJ TGoO. CO. CXLPh + 1^6-1^° 
(PhCH^GeQ.CO.GeCCH^h)^ . 77-80° 
The reactions 6? tribensylfermane and of hesabens&ldigermane with 
lithium i u ethylene g l y c o l dimethyl ether solution were examined as 
possible a l t e r n a t i v e routes to tribea£ylgensyl*Htniuiss but both methods 
proved as complex as that already deseribed. TribsneylgeriSBae iaad 
lithium react a t O e to give a black solution which, a f t e r adding exceed 
methyl iodide, gives diherayi<ujBethylgermaae, (FhCK^gGeMa.,, t r i b e n s y l ^ 
aefchylgerffiaas, (PijfiH.) J3eMe, and, i n small y i e l d , a product s l i ^ s t l y sere 
v o l a t i l e than dibehsyldimethylgersane which shows a strong Ge-H absorption 
—1 
at 203^ cm. and i s probably dibeneyloethylgermane, (PhCH.,)2Ge(Me)E» 
Dhus not only are Ge-H and Ge-CHgPh bonds of comparable r e a c t i v i t y 
towards lithium, but some p r e f e r e n t i a l cleavage of germanium-benzyl bonds 
also occurs. With hexabenssyldigerman© the reaction was slow and incomplete 
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(5Qw) a f t e r 22 hcuru at 0°. The main product, (FhCBg)jGoLl, resulted 
from the cleavage of the geraianlun-gerntanlvn bond, out s c a t cleavage of 
Gs<*CH2Fh bonds was again indicated since toluene was i s o l a t e d a f t e r 
hydrolysis* 
The formation of R^GeLi compounds by hydrogen-metal exchange with 
organo*li thium reagents has been investigated I n a number of cases with 
varying r e s u l t s * I t has been reported (35) that triphenylgarmane i s 
{retaliated almost quantitatively by n - b u t y l - l i t h i u a : 
Ph^GeH + B u l l > Pa^QeLi + C ^ Q 
Triatriphenylgermylgensanet (PhjOe^GeH, and a^aaphthylphenyloethylgermane 
also give good y i e l d s of the germyl-lithlum compound with butyl-lithium 
i n ether (^3, 113)* Triethylgermane i s only p a r t l y matallated (10$) 
by butyl-lithium, however, and some a l k y l a t l o n has been reported i n the 
reaction between triphenylgermane and phenyl-lithittffl or Bethyl-lithlum 
(92, 35) • A3bsOj under aore d r a s t i c conditions triphsnylgeroane and 
phenyl-lithium give tetraphsnylgerniane or hs»apher>yldig*raftae, apparently 
depending on which reagent i s present i n excess (3**) » I n the a^ajLagcus 
reactions of «&Llloon and t i n csmpouade, a i k y l a t i e a takes place almost 
exclusively: 
+ R*X4 S> BjMR* * UK* (l91 s 192, 193). 
Tribensylgermane and butyl-lithium showed the same lack of s e l e c t i v i t y 
already encountered i n the cleavage reactions involving lithium metal* 
Alleviation, hydrogen-metal exchange* cleavage of Go-CH^Pa bonds and 
coupling to give hexabenzyldlgersane were a l l observed* The products 
i s o l a t e d ( a f t e r reaction with methyl iodide) depended pa r t l y on whether an 
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excess of butyl-lithium was present and on the temperature of reaction 
(room temperature or 0°) e 
Direct hydrogen-raetal exchange accounts for the i s o l a t i o n of t r i -
benzylmethylgermane and hexftbenayldigermanei 
Mel , 
^(PhCHg) QeMe 
(PhCH^GeH + B u U — * (PhCH^jGeU — 
(PhCH^GeH 
»<PhCH 2)gQe 2 + UH 
Formation of the other products may be interpreted i n terms of nuoleophilio 
6+ fe-
a t tack by Bu" on the polar hydride {PhCH^^Ge-H with displacement of 
e i t h e r H" or PhCHg"*. Displacement of H" gives tribensylbutylgermanex 
(PhCHj.GeH 4 BuLi > (FhCHj-GeBu + IdH 
Displacement of PhCH2~ leads to the formation of dibenzylbutylgermane and 
benzyl-lithium, which can react with more trlbenzylgermane to produce 
tetrabenzylgermane• 
(PhCH^GeH + BuLi — s > (PhCH 2) 2Ge(Bu)H + PhCHgLi 
(PhCK,),GeH + PhCH„U —*• (PhCHj.Oe + UH 
An independent exparicsonfc confirmed that trlbens-ylgermans and bensyl-lithiura 
give, among other products, tetrabenaylgeraane, Dibensylbutylgermane 
s t i l l contains the Ge-Ii bond and i s susceptible to further attack i n 
the presence of excess butyl-lithium, giving dibensylaibutylgermane and 
benaiyldibutylgerfflane« 
(PhGH 2) 2Ge(Bu)H + BuLi: 
-<PhCH2)2GeBti2 + UH 
PhCH 2Go(Eu) 2H 
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S i m i l a r l y , benzyldibutylgermane can react further, giving, f i n a l l y , 
bensyltributylgorta&ne and tetrabutylgermane* 
-» PhCH -SeBu, 
Hexabenzyldigermane, tetrabensylgermane and the bensylbutylgermanea, 
these conditions» This may be because they lack the polar character of 
the hydrides, but they may a l s o be subject to a large s t e r i c factor, 
as reported by Eaborn and h i s co-workers for nucleophilio attack by OH" 
on benzyltrimethyIgermane and r e l a t e d compounds (19*0 • 
The reaction between diphenylgermane, Ph^GeH^e and butyl-lithium 
wae also examined with a view to obtaining further evidence for a d i -
l i t h l o derivative and to examine the s e l e c t i v i t y of the reaction* With 
two equivalents of butyl-lithium and subsequent reaction with e t h y l 
bromide there was evidence for the formation of Ph^GeLi^ (2p) and a 
novel blnuclear dilithium compound, Ph 3Qe(Id)Oa(Li)Ph 3e Cleavage of 
phenyl groups was not observed but- otherwise the behaviour was s i m i l a r to 
the reactions with tribemsylgermanee Mataliation, a l k y i a t i o n and 
coupling reactions a l l take place* 
PhCH^Gs(EujK * BuU 
Buld. BuJSeH But Qe 4- LiH 
PhCHjQeBu- and (PhCH-)_GeBu_, are unreactive towards butyl-lithium under 
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Ph-Gefl- 4- 2BuLL 
PhgGeUg + Ph 2GeCBu)U + PhgQeB^ + Ph 2Ge(LA)Qe(Li)Ph. 
EtBr 
Ph 20eEt 2 + Ph 2GaBuEt + Ph.GeBu. + Ph^EtGe^GeEtPh 
25S 20g 12# 2o$ 
The f a c t that triphenylgermaae reeenblaa triphenylmethane by 
metallating on reacting with butyl-lithium, whereas triphenylsilane and 
triphenylstattttane a l k y l a t e , has been c i t e d as chemical evidence for an 
alternation i n the electronegativity values of the group ZVb elements (195)* 
Although some disagreement e x i s t s over the a c t u a l values (2) such an 
alternation i s consistent with chemical behaviours The reactions with 
butyl-lithium might then be explained by changes i n the p o l a r i t y of the 
metal-hydrogen bonds 
With triphenylgerffiane, however, changes i n the experimental con-
ditions or the use of d i f f e r e n t organo-lithium reagents leads to some 
alkylations I n the present work for example one reaction between butyl*" 
lithium and triphenylgermane gave a small amount of triphenylbutylgermaae, 
contrary to e a r l i e r reports (35)* This probably ind i c a t e s that the polar 
nature of the Ge-H bond i s marginal and i t would therefore be expected 
that i n other germanium hydrides the nature of the groups attached to the 
6+6-
PajSi-H + BuU h ^ i B a + U H 
6-6+ 
Ph^Ge-E + B u l l Ph,GsId * GLU^ 
c e n t r a l ce:raanium atom w i l l havo a noticeable e f f e c t on the course of 
t h i s reaction. Electronegative groups attached to germsmlUB should 
enhance the r e t a l i a t i o n reaction, and a-naphthylphenyliaethylgermsne and 
t-ri*triph«nyl£;erJaylserffiane both react ma-Info by hydrogen-fflstal exchange 
(Chatt and b'illiams (196) have shown that the Group R^Ge i s capable of 
resonance and acts as an electron withdrawing group)* Also, t h i s work has 
established that the f i r s t hydrogen i n dlphenylgermane reacts with butyl-
l i t h i u a l a r g e l y by hydrogen-aetal exchange, Conversely, e t h y l groups 
can not accept a. negative charge l i k e phenyl groups, and triethyIgermane 
i s r e t a l i a t e d only s l i g h t l y (10/0. Tribenaylcerciaae f a l i o into the sane 
category* 
I t also eeesa probable that a l k y l a t i o n of gernaniusi hydrides w i l l 
take place v i a attack of Bu*" a t the germaniua aton, whereas r e t a l i a t i o n 
w i l l proceed v i a attack of Bu~ at the hydrogen, I t i u of i n t e r e s t that 
the R e t a l i a t i o n of u-nnphthylphcnylmothylgerB&Ke takes place with r e -
tention of confi^^urationtf 
_Attempts.to cleave a gc.rciiimiuia-boiizyl bond by liydrogen f a i l e d . 
Hydroco:-! produce;! by t';o hydrolyoio of lithium i n tho prosonce of t e t r a -
b e n B y l g e r i r L n e or tribensylgennane gave no reaction. Also, no reduction 
was observed when tetrabens&ylgoroiane woe shukob with hydrogen a t 
atmospheric pressure i n the presence of Adam's c a t a l y s t . 
Triphenylgermane i e known to disproportionate en heating (3*0 s 
2Ph^GeH — > Fh^GeHg + Ph^Ge, and i t seemed possible that t h i s type of 
reaction could account for the production of dibertzylgermane from the 
reaction between tetrabenzylgermane and lithium, as the products were 
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i s o l a t e d by vacuusi d i s t i l l a t i o n * Tribenzylgermans i s , however, stable 
i n vacuum a t 240°, and only a l i g h t decomposition occurs a t 370°. Above 
390° decomposition i s extensive, giving toluene, bibenzyl, t r a n s * 
stilbono, a trace of a permanent gas (probably hydrogen), sad & brown 
polymer having the approximate composition Ge^CCHgPh)^* No dibeazyl-
germane was formed, and no germanium metal was deposited* 
Xt was concluded that these reactions of the benzylgeraanes are 
considerably more complex than those of the phenyl analogues owing to the 
s i m i l a r r e a c t i v i t y of Ge-H. and Ge-CB^Ph towards nucleophilic attack, and 
the ease with which more than one benzyl group may be cleaved from 
tetr&benaylgermana* Although the reactions of tribensylgermyl«litbiua 
are very s i m i l a r to those of trlphenylgertsyl-'litRium, the l a t t e r reagent 
i s more r e a d i l y prepared i n high y i e l d * I t also appears that the 
installation reaction of trlphenylgermane by butyl-lithium i s not 
t y p i c a l of a l l organogermanlum hydrides. 
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PART B, Triphsnylfior^fIrtlatinum Complyxea. 
Organogermanium compounds i n which tho germanium atom i s bonded to a 
non-transition metal have boen known for many years (1*2). Among the group 
XVb elements compounds of tho type H-Go-MR* (where M » S i , Go, Sn or Pb) 
arc common, and compounds containing more than one natal-metal bond, 
including c y c l i c compounds, are known. The reactions of the hoxa-organo-
dimstal compounds are generally those expected for metals i n oxidation 
l e v e l p and coordination number the most reactive centre boing the metal-
as t a l bond. This can be cleaved by nucloophilie or e l e a t r o p h i l i c attack 
under mild conditions. Secondary reactions involving cleavage of metal* 
carbon bonds also occur, e s p e c i a l l y with lead compounds, but these are 
re a d i l y avoided vdth Gorcionium. 
Compounds containing germanium ana boron ore known (1?6, 177) and 
Russian workers aro at present exaniixltig a s e r i e s of compounds containing 
germanium bonded to group I I elements O78, 179» 1oO). l i t t l e information 
i s availablo concerning germanium-transition metal compounds. Germanium-
manganono and germanium-iron compounds have boon i s o l a t e d (lf)1, 182) but 
few reactions wore reported. A more detailed examination of tri p h e n y l -
germyl complexes of copper, s i l v e r and gold has boon made (119), but 
although quite a wide variety of compounds containing rsatal-HEstal bonds i s 
known tho gonoral p r i n c i p l e s involved i n the production of stable com-
pounds have received l i t t l e study (156). 
This v/ork i s concerned with the formation of germanium-platinum 
complexes, ( R j P ) 2 P t ( G e P h y 2 , and an examination of a wide range ox reactions 
of these compounds with a view to increasing knowledge of the s t a b i l i t y 
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and r e a c t i v i t y of metal-metal bonds* Platinum was ohoson for t h i s i n i t i a l 
study bocauso of the high s t a b i l i t y of platinum-carbon compounds and the 
extensive information which i s available for comparison purposes, l a r g e l y 
as a r e s u l t of studies by Chatt and Shaw (123, 1^9)• During the course 
of t h i s work several publications on platinum-tin (169, 170, 171, 197 # 198) 
and platinum-silicon systems (199) bave appeared and these also afford some 
Int e r e s t i n g comparisons. 
Triphenylsersyl-lithiura reacts re a d i l y with c i s and trans ( E t ^ P ^ P t C l p 
and with trans (a-Pr^P)gPtClg to give the bisgermylplatinuH complexes, 
(R^P^FttaePh-)-, i n good y i e l d * 
Both these yollou c r y s t a l l i n e compounds decompose bofore melting at about 
ethanolic potassium hydroxide. The tri-n-propylphoaphine complex i s 
rauch more soluble i n organic solvents than the trlethylphoophine complex, 
and c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n frem benzene givo^ the solvated complex, (n-PrJEO^Pt-
The preparation from trans (StJ?>,PtCl gave a higher y i e l d than that 
p c. a 
from the sis, material; and as both products are l a r g e l y i d e n t i c a l , t h i s 
suggests that the germyl-platlnura complexes are produced i n the trans 
form. Solutions of the complexes i n different solvents vary greatly i n 
the i n t e n s i t y of the yellow colour, however, rand t h i s i s probably due to 
cig-trans interconversion. Dipole moment measurements on the b i s t r i - n -
prQpylphosphineb^triphenylgermylplatinuH(II) complex i n bensene solution 
gave a value of 2«4D, indicating that the trans isomer predominates. 
(BJP)«PtCl.» + 2Ph„GeLi — > (RJP) J?t(CiePh,)„ + 2UC1 
150°. They are stable oven i n solution to a i r , water, ethanol and 
(QePhJ,.C,H 
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The reaction between triphenylgorrayl-lithium and the lodoplatinum 
complex, trans ( E t ^ P ^ P t l . , , _ae more complicated than with the chlorides. 
I t was hoped that reactions with one equivalent of Ph^GeLi would produce 
the complex, ( E t y > ) 2 P t ( I ) G e P h ^ , but the main produots were the biagerrayl 
compound. (Ety) 2Pt(aePh.j) 2,and unreacted s t a r t i n g material. Hexaphenyl-
digermane, the hydrido complex trans ( E t j P > 2 P t ( H ) l , and, by c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n 
from ethanol, the ethoxyplatinum complex (Et^P)gPt(OEt)QePh^ were also 
given. I s o l a t i o n of the hydrldoplatinua bolide i s d i f f i c u l t to account 
for other than v i a a lithioplatinum intermediate formed by halogen-metal 
exchange. 
( E t ^ g P t l g + Ph^QeU — * ( E t ^ g P t d D l • PhjGel 
Ph^Gel + Ph^SeLi — * PhgGe 2 
( E t ^ P j g P t C U ) ! • H 20 — > (Et^EO^tCB)!. 
These exchange reactions become increasingly important when iodides rather 
than other halidos are used. For example, during the work described i n 
Part A of this._theeio.lt was noted that the reaction between GoCX^ and 
PhGHgHgC-I gave only normal substitution, but when Gol^ was employed a eras 
halogen-metal exchange occurred* 
Whoa two equivalents of triphenylgerayl-lithium ware used, none of 
the hydridolodide complex was produced, but instead the hydridogermyl 
complex biotriethylphosphinotriphonyIgonaylhydridoplatinum(II)« 
(Bt^P)2Pt(H)G©Phj, was i s o l a t e d as colourless c r y s t a l s . Also, treatment 
with ethanol did not give the ethoxy complex. This suggests tha t 
the ethoxy compound was o r i g i n a l l y produced from an intermediate iodo-
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platinum complex (Et^P)2Pt(l)QePh^, which reacts with othanol probably 
after hydrolysis: 
(33t 5P) 2Pt(I)G9Ph 5 I A g H > (Et^gPtCO^GePhj > (Et^P^PtfOEtjGePh^ 
Whan sufficient Ph^QeLl i s present, however, this reacts with the 
intermediate by two paths, leaving none to forts the ethoxide. 
(Et^P^PtCDGePh^ • PhjQeU — * (Et^gPtdd^GePh^ + (Et^DgPtWePfa^. 
(Et^gPtCLDOoPhj + HgO * (EtjP^PtdOOePhj 
Reactions involving s l i g h t l y less than two equivalents of triphenylgenayl-
lithium gave the complete range of products, including the two hydrido-
platinura complexes and, after treatment with ethanol, the ethosyplatinus 
complex. 
Lithioplatinus complexes have not previously been proposed, but 
this work indicates that they are readily formed as reaction i n t e r -
mediates, and that they survive i n ether solution u n t i l hydrolysis* 
Evidence for the formation of related platinura-Grignard reagents i s 
presented later*. 
3sac free tertiary phespbine Was Hboratod in a l l these roaetiona 
involving triphenylgerrayl-lithiuKg but i n no case was a phosphine-
defielent platinum complex detectoda The presence of the phosphins 
would allow the platinum halides to isomerise, which means that i t i s 
not possible to determine which species are responsible for the pro-
ceeding reactions. The reactions with the iodides a l l gave a tarry 
residue, and treatment of this by sublimation at 100° i n vacuo l e f t 
residues containing Ph^ Ge and <EtjP) 2Pt(I)Ph, strongly suggestive of a 
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radical decomposition, process* 
The reaction between triphenylgorsiyl-lithiuffl and cie (Ph^P^PtBr., 
failed to give any identifiable material apart from lithium bromide. 
Only an iniioao^ensous powder or a red o i l could be extracted frea the 
reaction mixture. Halogen-aetal exchange nay again have been responsible 
for the complications, but aterie reasons could also be involved* 
An attempt to prepare (Et^P) 2Pt(GePhj) 2 from cjUa <EtjP> 2PtBr 2 
and triphenylgermane i n the presence of triothyiamine was unsuccessful; 
i n refluxing benzene no reaction occurred. Also, no reaction took place 
between trans ( E t ^ P ^ t B r ^ and Ffc^ peH i n solution. When these oaapouhds 
vers s»bllnJe4 together, however, extensive halogen-hydrogen exchange 
took place, and although no evidence for the formation of a platiaua-
germaniua bond was obtained, triphseylbrcangerrnane and 3 volatile platinum 
hydrides were produced. These had v(Pt-H) at 2212, 2183 and 20O*t ca."*1 
One of these (216*3 CH# ) i s close to the value expected for trans 
(Et^P^PtdDBr (1H0). A recent paper by Chalk and Barred describes 
similar reactions mijng trialkylsilanes, and these authors propose a 
mechanism involving i n i t i a l oxidation to a pietinua(IV) intermediate 
(199)* Only one platinum hydride was produced he«o-;5* 0 
(H 5P> 2PtCl 2 + HjSiH — » trans («y>)^Pt0l)0r + RJ31C1 
Xt i s also of interest that this reaction did not proceed simply with 
the tripheaylphosphine complex, a red polyaor having approximate 
composition Pt2<Pii^P)^Cl being produced. 
Although many reactions of the bie^ennylplatiniua(II) complexes 
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probably proceed via oxidation to platinum(XV) complexes, none of theae 
interraediateo were isolated* Also, the reaction between triphenylgermyI'-
l l thium and triraeth^rliodoplatinum(IV) failed to give a stable gerayl-
platinwnCZV) ooapound* The only i so labia product was triphttaylmethyl-
gerraaue, together with insoluble black pyrophoric material which showed 
no structure i n the infrared* 
Both the blegermylplatinma complexes showed considerable thermal 
s t a b i l i t y * The tri-n-propylphoaphine compound began to decompose at 
120° and the t r i e thylphosphine compound at 155°» Pyrelysis of both 
complexes |n vacuo* which was expected to follow a sirapls course i n -
volving cleavage of the metal-metal bonds to give 2S^ P + Pt • PhgGe^, 
was mora complicated and involved cleavage of germanium-carbon and 
phosphorus-carbon bonds as well* At 220° the triethylphosphitte complex 
gave PhgGe^j Ph^ Ge, St-P, benzene and ethylene* leaving a block metallic-
looking residue which gave a clear* brown, air-stable solution.in bensene* 
Prolonged heating of this material i n vacuo resulted i n further loss of 
PhjgGe and Ph^ Go^  when the product was no longer soluble out s t i l l 
retained some 20$ cartoon, as both, phenyl and ethyl groups* X-ray powder 
photographs showed that this residue was amorphous. (n-PrjEOgFtCOePh^)^ 
behaved similarly on pyrolysia 9 giving propylene i n place of ethylone* 
Further evidence that the phosphine and gerayl Uganda aro strongly 
bonded may be provided i n that refluxing solutions with triphenylphosphine 
did not lead to any ligond exchange* although other factors may be 
involved here* Phenylacetylene and diazomethane also failed to react 
with the complexes* 
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The reactions with halogens, halogen asids, and certain organic 
and inorganic h a l l das cause cleavage of the cnetal«^ nstal bonds i n the 
(HjPjgPtCGoPhj)^ coaplexea, often with interesting complications. 
Carbon tetrachloride i s sufficiently reactive to cls&vs the gsrsaEius^ 
platinum bonde giving triphenylchlergerraane and (RyOgPtCl^. The 
maehanism of this reaction waa not determined, but i t i s known that 
CClj| reacts similarly with many othar compounds, including Ph^ PAu-GePh^  
(200} and trane (Et^Pj^tdOCl (1*K>). Also, during the present work i t 
waa noticed that CCl^ slowly cleaved the Qa-H bonds i n triphenylgermane 
and tribensylgermane. 
Iodine reacts with £Sty3)^Pt (GsPh^)^ rapidly at room temperature, 
and even with equimolar ratios gives (StjP)gPtI 2 and Ph^Oel rather than 
the intermediate complex, (Ety>)2Pt(X)aePh^» 
(Et^gPtCGePh^g * 2 I 2 (Et 3P) 2Pt2 2 * ZFh^GsX. 
1,2-dibresethans reacts i a a very characteristic manner, cleaving 
the Ge-Pfc bonds and producing ethylene. 
The reaction i s slower than with germanium-gold compounds (119)| but 
was quantitative over 13 days at room temperature for the tri-n-propyl-
phosphine complex and showed a definite decrease i n rate after 1 nol. 
had reacted. The reaction between 1,2-dibromethane and Ph^PAu-GePhj i s 
thought to procood via a Veentre reaction intermediate (183) and i t i s 
l i k e l y that the Ge-Pt compounds behave similarly (although an alternative 
mechanism via oxidation to a platinum(IV) complex i s possible i n this 
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case). Blstrlethylgermylraercvry appears to react s l i g h t l y differently 
to the gold and platinum compounds at f i r s t sightI 
(EtJSe)2Hg + C2H^8r2 —*« 2Et^3eBr + Hg + (201). 
However, this reaction probably proceeds via cleavage of one Gs^ Hg bond 
i n the usual way, followed by loss of mercury from EtjGeHgBr. This 
reaction with 1,2-dlbromethane appears to be a useful diagnostic test 
for germaniuo-tronsiticn metal bonds, and may even be of analytical 
value when the ethylene produced can be accurately measured. 
Hydrogen chloride also oleaves the Ge-Pt bonds, but the products 
isolated suggest that the i n i t i a l step i s addition of the reagent to give 
an octahedral platinum(IV) complex, (fy)2Pt(H)(Cl)(GePh^)2» A direct 
cleavage reaction may compete with this mechanism, however. 
Ph^ GeH + (lyOgPtC^ 
(R 5P) 2Pt(GePh 5) 2 + HCl 
(RjP^Ptdl) (CI) (QePh5)2 — > PhjGeCl 
+ (iy) 2Ft(H)GePh 3 
(RJ?) Pt<H)0eFh, • HCl — » (H,P).Pt(H)Cl + PhJQeH. 
Moderately stable platinum(TV) hydridohalides have been dssoribed (e.gs 
(Et^P) 2Pt(E) 2Cl 2 (I<i0)) and the reaction between trialkylsilanes and 
cia (RjP^PtClg i s reported to proceed via the intermediate (R^P)2Pt(H)-
(CD-jSil^ which then loses R^SiCl (199)e Under similar conditions, 
however, neither Ph^ GeH nor Ph^ GeBr showed any evidence of reaction with 
the germylplatinua complexes. 
Methyl iodide similarly cleaves the Ge-Pt bonds, although this 
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reagent does not react with germanium-gold compounds (119)* In.a 
sealed tube at 110° both triphenyliodogermane and triphenylmetbylgermane 
vera given and i t i s probable that this reaction also proceeds via a 
Pt(IV) intermediate. The icdoplatinua complex (B^PV^Ptlg was also given, 
and although no taethylplatinum compounds were isolated* the presence of 
ethane indicated that they had probably been present but had decomposed* 
Methane was also produced* suggesting that radical intermediates were also 
involved* The binuclear complex, trans (R^gPtgl^, was given i n small 
yield but other products wore not identified* Chatt has f u l l y characterise! 
a number of platimim(lV) compounds formed by addition of methyl iodide 
to platinua(II) complexes, and has.shown that with prolonged heating 
the cesplax (B^P^Ptdie).^ decomposes to give ethane and (B^P^Ptlg 
(123). 
Chatt (123) has also shown that dimsthylplatiaum(II) complexes 
react with magnesium iodide i n what are probably a series of equilibrium 
reactions, giving (H^PjgPtX^, (Ey 5)gPt(Ms)I ond MsMgl* and has produced 
evidence that the reactions proceed via platinua(iy) Intermediates* 
Cleavage of tho geraylplatinus cosiplsxea by magnoaiura iodide produced 
a greater range of products than th» methylplatinum analogues, and these 
provide evidence that platinum-Qrigaard reagents are formed, and exist 
i n solution up to a hydrolysis stage* The Ga-Pt bond i s cleaved to give 
both combinations of products: Gel + Pt(Mgl) and Ge(Mgl) + PtZ* These 
may be produced via a platinum(IV) intermediate, (R^P)2Pt(X)(MgI)(GePh^)2, 
a 
which then degrades to platinum(XI) products. A maximum of 8 stable 
products after hydrolysis can result by this route (or 13, taking cis 
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and trans isomers into account)• Five products were isolated, and i n f r a -
red evidence for two platinum hydrides was obtained, 
Tidphenylgeraano and the iodoplatinum complexes, (n~Pr 3P) 2PtX 2 
and (««PrJP)-Pt(I)QeP!!u- were a l l isolated and probably resulted from 
the following reactions: 
(n-Fr^gPtCGePb^ • NgX2 (n-Pr 3P) 2Pt(I)GePh 3 + Ph^BeMgl 
(n-Pr^gPtdXiePh^ + Mgl 2 — > ( n - P r ^ P t ^ * Ph^ QeMgl 
Ph-GeMgl • H-0 — > PhJJeli 
The ready hydrolysis of (Et^P)2Pt(I)GePh^ discussed earlier i s probably 
due to the higher pB of that system. Alternately, the two iodogermyl* 
platinus complexes may be different isomers. The other possible products 
may be produced by the following reaetlonss 
(n-Pr 3P) 2Pt(QePh 3) 2 + Kglg — » (n-Pr^P)2Pt(MgI)GePh^ + Ph^Gel 
(n-Pr^gPtCDOePh^ + Mgl 2 —3> Cn-ftyOgPttiOMgl + Ph^Gel 
(a-Pr^P) 2P t ( I ) 1 Igl + Ph^GeHgl 
(n-Pr^gPtCMgDaePh, + Hgl 2 -
(n-Fr^gFtCKgDaePhj * S 20 »» {a-Pr^PtCmGePhj 
(n-Pr^^tCMgl)! + H20 — * (n-Pr^^tCH)! 
(a-?r 3F) 2Pt(MgI) 2 + H20 (n»Pr3P)2PtH2 
Ph^OeMgl + PhjGel — > Ph^ Ga^  
Other reaction paths, including halogen-matal exchange reactions among 
the intermediates, would lead to the same products as above. Triphenyl-
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lode-germane» as v e i l as hcxaphcnyldigenaane, was ioolated and this 
indicates that the coupling reaction between Ph^GsI and Ph^ SeMgX i s slow. 
The complex (n-Pr ^P)^P t(H)QePh^ was not detected among the reaction 
products, so i t i s l i k e l y that the intermediate (n-Pr^P)2Pi£MgI>OePk^ 
reacted further before hydrolysis. Two volatile platinum hydrides, 
having v(Pt-H) at 2165 cm. and 1721 cm. , were given but they could 
not be separated. The former i s close to the value expected for trans 
(n-Pr^P}2Pt(S)X (trans (EfcjP) 2Pt(H)I aaa v(?t-Il) at 2156 cm.*1 O*t0)). 
The l a t t e r band i s nearer the value given by Malatesta (151) for the 
™1 
dlhydridoplotinum complex (Ph^^PtH^ at 16?0 em. , and may be due to 
the compound (n-Pr^gPtHg, produced1 from the interaadiato (n-»Pp._P)2Pt-
( I t g l ) 2 . 
Chatt and Shaw (1^9) reported that ols-bistriethylphosphlneplatinum 
( I I ) bromide and cyoloh^xvlmasnesiua broaide react to form the hydrido 
bromide trans (Bt^P>2Pt(H)Br i n 22& yield, and they suggested a 
raochanioia independent of subsequent hydrolysis involving the production 
of cyclohexsne (which was not detected)« _ 
cio (St^P) 2PtBr 2 + CgH^HgBr -s-» trans (Et^gPtClOBr * C^H^ * MgBr2 
In view of the ©vidonse supporting the formation of piatinum(II) Grignard 
reagents, this reaction t*ua reexamined and, using 10 sols of a f i l t e r e d 
etherial solution of CgH^MgBr per taol of cis (EtJP^PtBr^ the hydrido-* 
platinum complex was produced i n about 50% yield. Two coopsting reaction 
psths appear to be Involved. The method originally proposed accounts for 
30$ of the hydride produced. This i s supported by two observations: 
deuterolysls s t i l l gives 15$ of (Et^P) 2Pt(H)Br, and cyclohexene was 
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detected i n the reaction mixture (the original Grignard reagent gave 
cyolohexanat but no cyclohexene on hydrolysis)• 
The remaining 70$ of the platinum hydridohromide i s produced by the 
hydrolysis of an Intermediate platinum Griguard reagent* 
H20 ^ ( B t 3 P ) 2 P t ( H ) B r 
cis (EtyO^tBrg + C6H11MgBr — * (Et^P^PttegBriBr 
D2°N^(Et3P)2Pt(D)Br 
The evidence for this i s based on the observation that deuterolysis gave 
a mixture of the hydride* and doutsro-platinua eemplexesj together with 
bloyclohsxylo The deuteride was not produced by H-D exchange since 
deuterolysie of CgH^HgBr followed by addition of (EtjP) 2Pt(H)Br 
produced no absorption i n the infrared due to v(Pt-D). This reaction 
involves halogen-seta! exchange, producing cyclonexyl bromide which 
reacts with excess Grignard reagent to give bicyclohexyl* Separate 
experiments established that this reaction does occur at room temperature, 
although the original Grignard solution was free from blcyclohexyl. 
Other products from the overall reaction include tarry material and the 
yellow trans (Et_P)^PtBr^s which apparently i s unreactive towards 
cyclohexylmagnesium bromide* 
The reaction between p-styrylmagnosiusa bromide arid cis (Et^gPtCl., 
has also been reported to give some trans (EtjP) 2?t(H)Br (1<»9) and this 
may also involve a platinum-Grignard intermediate* Without a largo 
excess of CgH^MgBr, no platinuro-Grlguard reagent was produced so this 
reaction may be an equilibrium* Although they demonstrate the existence 
of Grignard reagents of platinura(ll), neither this reaction nor the 
cleavage of (B-jP^PtteePh^g by Mgl 2 are suitable for producing these 
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reagents for synthetical work. 
One of the most remarkable reactions encountered i n this work was 
the cleavage of one Go-Pt bond i n (R^DgPtCGePh^)., by molecular hydrogen 
under extremely mild conditions* The metal-matal band i n Mn_,(CO) ^  can 
be cleaved by hydrogen, but f a r more drastic conditions are required 
(202)* Closer analogies appear i n the cleavage of certain metal-carbon 
bonds by hydrogen, notably cis (Bt^gPtCPnlOl ( 1 ^ ) , Li^CrPhg] (203), 
and MnPa2 (20*0 * 
When yellow solutions of (Hit^P)2?t(GsPh^)2 were shaken with hydroge 
at one atmosphere pressure and room temperature the colour faded pro-
gressively over 3 hours* Triphenylgermane and bistriethylphosphinetri-
phenylgermylhydridoplatinum(II) were readily isolated* 
(St 5P) 2Pt(0ePh 5) 2 + H 2 —s> (EtjP^PtdDOePh^ + PhjGeK 
The addition of Adam's catalyst did not noticeably accelerate the 
reaction, and did not lead to cleavage of the second Qo-Pt bond. The 
tri~n-propylphosphine complex was also cleaved by hydrogen under very 
mild conditions* Using a pa r t i a l pressure of only 20 mm. of hydrogen 
at room temperature* the reaction proceeded to 92?J i n 20 days, when up-
take of hydrogen ceased* 
The tri-a-propylphosphina complex gave products of closely similar 
solubility properties, and separation was not achieved* An attempt to 
remove Ph^ OeH from the mixture by vacuum sublimation at 100° caused 
the slow decomposition of the platinum hydride, and neither Ph^ GeH nor 
(n-Pr,P),Pt(H)aePh_ was methylated by diasomethane* 
The complex hydride (EtjP)2Pt(H)GePhj i s a colourless crystalline 
solid, decomposing at 150°. I t i s stable to a i r , water, ketones, 
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alcohols and ethanolic potassium hydroxide* A sample remained unchanged 
i n a i r after 6 months* Some cleavage of the Ge-Pt bond vas observed 
whan ethanolic eolations were heated i n the presence of free t r i e t h y l -
phosphine, or the icdoplatinum complex (EtyOgPtl*. The stereochemistry 
of the two platinum hydrides was not resolved* but the difference i n the 
platinum-hydrogen stretching frequencies (2051 cm. for (Et^Pj^tC^GcPh^ 
•1 
and 1957 cm. for (n-Pr^P)2?t(H)GePh^) suggests that one i s a cis 
leader and the other trans. These low values imply that the triphanyl-
germyl jreup has a very high trans effect* I t i s known that the value of 
transition-metal-hydrogen stretching frequencies i s affected by their 
environment, and i t i s of interest that a large s h i f t i n the value of 
v(Pfc-E) i n (i5t^P) fc(H)GePh^ was observed depending on whether i t was 
measured i n bsnsene solution (2051 cm. ) or as a pressed disc i n KBr 
iZOkZ cm."1). 
A similar oleavage of platinum-tin bonds by hydrogen was reported i n 
two short notes after the present werls was completed (197,198)e The 
value of v(Pt-H) reported for trans (Et^gPtdOSnCl^ was 2105 ea e" 1 
which indicates that the SsCl, group also has a high trans effect* but 
not as great as the Ph^ Ge group. 
A single rate determination on the hydrogeaolysis of (n-PrJ?);,Pt-— 
(GaPhj)^ was made at 0 ° and 25° using a large (10-fold) excess of 
hydrogen at the same i n i t i a l p a r t i a l .pressure. Vigorous agitation 
ensured that the toluene solution remained saturated throughout, and i t 
was assumed that the so l u b i l i t y of hydrogen i n toluene was essentially 
constant at 0 ° and 25° (205) and that the reaction i s first-order with 
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respoct to tho platinun-genoaniuia complex. A four-fold Increase i n rate 
constant was obtained over this temperature range, corresponding to an 
activation energy of about 9 koala. The araallneso of this value suggests 
a radical chain mechanism, but this i s unlikely since no byproducts such 
as biben&yl were detected for reactions carried out i n toluene. This 
favours a mechanism again involving an intermediate platinum(IV) complex 
which gives the obssrvod products by elimination of tripheaylgermahe. I n 
pa r t i a l support of this vie* a trace of hexaphenyldigermane was detected 
i n some reactions, and this may be produced by a minor aide-reaction from 
the same intermediate. 
>GX$^(R^gPtOOGePl^ • 
(B 5P) 2Pt(QePh 3) 2 + H 2 — > <iy>) 2Pt(H) ^ GePh^ P n ^ H 
^ SS^CBjP^PtHg + Ph6Ge2 
No platinum dihydride was detected, but i t i s possible that i t da-
composed to hydrogen and a platinum (0) complex, which would account for 
tho apparent deficiency i n hydrogen uptake. 
The spares knowledge available on platinum hydrides has limitsrl the 
deductions that can bo made from the present work. No uja hydrido-
platinum compounds have been characterised (lnu) and only one example 
each of a binuclaar hydride and a dihydride have been reported (1*»7,151)« 
The platinum hydrides detected i n the reaction between (EtjP) 2PtBr 2 and 
PhjGeH9 and from the magnesium iodide reaction, almost certainly involve 
some of these species, but no definite conclusions can be reached as no 
information about them i s at present available. 
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The oxidation by hydrogen of indiura(X) to indium(ill) complexes i s 
known (206), and i n this oase the lndium(XII) hydrides are stable enough 
to be isolated* The low activation energy of the hydrogenolysis reaction 
i n this view i s a reflection of the facile oxidation of platinum(II) 
complexes to platinum(lV) intermediates* and i t therefore seems reasonable 
to suspect that for many reactions catalysed homogeneously by platinum(II) 
compounds the i n i t i a l step i s the addition of a ngotral molecule to give 
a platinum(XV) intermediate* A similar mechanism has been proposed for 
the "hydrosilation" of olefins catalysed by platinum(II) halides (199) 
and a reaction analogous to the hydrogenolysis of the Ge-Pt compound has 
been proposed to account for the isomeriaation of olefins catalysed by 
platinum-tin complexes (20?)» 
Nucleophilic attack by etherial phenyl-llthium on (n-Pr-P) 2Pt(GeFbj) 2 
was a slow reaction requiring a largo excess of Phld. This reaction 
gave no evidence of a platlnum(XV) intermediate, and no lithioplaiinum 
complex was detected. The reaction paralleled the cleavage of germanium-
gold complexes by phenyl-lithium, but without the complication of further 
reaction by the fcriphonylgermyl«lithiusi produced* 
(n-Pr,P)^Pt((3ePh,)0 + 2PhId — > ciBCn-Pr.PKPtPlu + 2Ph_GeLi 3 2 3 2 *"•""" J? 2 d ? 
I n an attempt to produce a dilithioplatinum complex, and to obtain 
a trialkylphosphineplatinum dihydride by hydrolysis cf this, a reaotion 
attempted. As with phenyl-lithium, this reaction was slow, requiring an 
excess of LiAlH^. Both the triphenylgermyl groups were cleaved, giving 
PhJQeH as the only solublo product. The residue decomposed on hydrolysis 
between <n-Pr5P)2Pt(GePh_) and lithium aluminium hydride i n ether was 
with evolution, of hydrogen, and platinum black was subsequently 
isolated. 
(n-PrjP) 2?t(GePh^) 2 + LiAlH^ — > 2Ph^ GeK + Insoluble yellow Pt compound 
Pt + E 2 
The insoluble platinum-containing material failed to give soluble phenyl-
or methyl«*platinua complexes on treatment with bromobenzene or methyl 
iodide, and i s clearly not a straightforward lithioplatinum complex. 
Lithium hydride did not react with (n-Pr^P^PtCGeFh^g u a d e r t h e s a £ M 
conditions, but this may be a reflection on i t s high i n s o l u b i l i t y . 
Alkoxyplatlnum halldes have been shown to undergo spontaneous 
decomposition to hyorldcplatinum h a l l das (1*«0). 
Cis (Et^gPtXg + EtOH + KOH — > trans (Bt^gPtC^X • CHjCHO 
• KX • HgO 
The s t a b i l i t y of the ethoxyplatinum complex, (Et^P)gPt<OEt)GePhj, which 
was isolated from the reaction between triphenylgermyl-lithium and 
(E t ^ g P t l g . after treatment with eth&nol, i s therefore remarkable. This 
colourless crystalline solid decomposes before malting at about 1506• 
I t i s stable to a i r and te r t i a r y phosphines and does not react with 
molecular hydrogen* Xdgand exchange reactions occur readily, however, 
and the hydroxy, methoxy and jsopropoxy derivatives were obtained by 
treatment of the ethoxide with water, methanol and ioopropanol 
respectively. These are almost certainly equilibria reactions as the 
ethoxide may be regenerated by treating the hydroxy complex with 
ethanol. 
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(Et3P)2Pt(0i3t)a©Ph3 + HgO (St5P)2Pt<OH)GePh3 + EtOH 
(St5P>2Pt(OEt)QePh3 + MeOH SF^CEtyOgPtCOMe^ePh^ • BtOH 
(EtjP^PtCGEOGePhj * Pr^OH^^CEt^gPtCOPr^GsPh^ + StOH 
The hydroxy complex, (EtyJ^tCO^GePh^, ahovs a sharp band i n the 
infrared at 3630 cm*"1 characteristic of unassooiatsd OH* This complex 
was not dehydrated at 100° i n vacuo* further indicating that the hydroxy 
group i s well shielded* 
Or* HsHsHc Shearer and Mr, C*B* Spencer of this department have 
made a p a r t i a l X-ray study of the ethoxy complex, (Ety^PtCOEOGePhy 
and report i t s unit c e l l dimensions as a a 1?>]M», b * 11«15, £ s 3 ? a ^ , 
P = 108° 10', which contains 8 mononuclear units* The shortest 
platinum-platinum approach distance i s 8«7A*, and ths electron density 
arrangement around the platinum atom favours a trans configuration* 
This investigation has shown that compounds containing germanium-
platinum bonds east be prepared and that they have considerable thermal 
s t a b i l i t y * Many reagents eleax»a the Go-Pi bonds, but these reactions 
are complicated by oxidation reactions te platinum(IV) intermediates, 
and therefore aay not give a true reflection of the character of the 
metal-metal bonds* The existence of platlnum(ll) l i t h i o and Griguard 
reagents, and of stable alkoxyplatlnua complexes, a l l hitherto unknown, 
has also emerged* 
- 1Mt -
PAST C. Infrared Spectra 
Throughout this work Infrared spectra have been Invaluable as a 
means of identifying compounds* The identity of known compounds was 
confirmed by the suporposition of their infrared spectra, and the 
recognition of new compounds was often fac i l i t a t e d by the observation of 
characteristic group frequencies. The infrared spectra of 90 organo-
germanes were examined i n the region 2500-200 cm."1 with the main 
object of assigning these group frequencies to assist characterisation 
of similar compounds. 
The assignments of many bands have been made by reference to work 
by other authors. Certain modes have not previously been observed i n 
the infrared spectra of organogermanes, however, and these have been 
determined by comparisons with Raman spectra, and with the infrared 
spectra of related t i n , lead and bromine derivatives. I t i s assumed 
that i n the compounds examined the germanium atom i s heavy enough to act 
as an "anchor", and that vibrations are not transmitted from one 
substituent to another. This assumption i s not valid for heavier 
subetituents, such as i n bromides, iodides and transition-metal compounds. 
H@ver-the-less frequencies attributable to these groups have been 
observed, and, provided the limitations of a physical interpretation of 
the assignments are kept i n mind, many useful correlations can be made. 
Abbreviations; w, weak; m, medium; s, strong; a, broad; o, complex; 
sh, shoulder; b, absent or extremely weak; d, region obscured; e, 
range not covered. 
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ALKYL GEHMANES 
Methyl derivative 
Complete assignments have been made for several m© thylgermanoe, 
Including tetraraethylgerfflane (208), diaethyldiperfluorovinylgemvane 
(209) and several methylgermaaium oxides (210, 211) and chlorides 
(212( 213) • Table 1 l i s t s the useful methylgermsniura bands found i n 
the present work. The methyl rock i s the strongest and moat characteristic 
of these bands. The germanium-carbon stretch i s generally stronger and 
at higher frequencies than for other alkylgermanea, with the exception of 
trans-btttylgermaniiiB cexpounds» I n compounds with more than o,u type of 
alkyl group specific assignments are uncertain and i n these eases a l l 
ha&ds attributable to v(G©«=C) are gives. 
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Ethyl derivatives 
Although a complete assignment of ethylgermanium compounds i s 
more d i f f i c u l t than for the methyl derivatives, a few compounds have been 
described (2119 214). Table 2 l i s t s the compounds encountered i n the 
present work. Methyl OH deformations f a l l i n the range expected for 
normal hydrocarbons (215)t but the methylone C-H deformation bands are 
near the CH^  bands of the methylgermanium compounds• 
The absorption near 700 cm. i s probably a methylene rooking mode, 
<-1 
and the Qo-C stretch f a l l s i n the range 530-590 cm. Bands near 102C 
cm. and 9^ 5 cm. are characteristic of ethylgormanlum compounds, and 
these may involve 3 modes, since the high-frequency band i s often of 
complex shape. Comparisons with the infrared (211) and Raman (216) 
speotra of other ethylgermanium compounds, and with the spectra of Bt^Sn 
and Et^Fb (217) indicate that one of these bands i s due to the C-C 
stretch. The assignment of the others, which involve OH deformations, 
i s less certain. 
I n the far infrared, two broad bands are usually observed and these 
are probably due to Qe«C«C deformations (C-Ge~C deformation modes w i l l 
f a l l at a frequency lower than the range observed). These bands have 
not previously been observed, but they are known for ethyl-tin and ethyl-
lead derivatives, and have been reported i n the Raman spectra of ethyl-
germanium chlorides. Additional complications appeared i n this region 
for phenylsthylgermanes, and these are dealt with separately later. 
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n-3utyl derivatives 
In addition to the usual methyl and methylene deformationst two 
weak bands near 880 and 8?0 em.**1 are characteristic of n=butylgermardua 
compounds, and are of value as this region of the infrared i s often 
transparent (Table 3) . Most of the n-butylgeroanes are liquids, and 
comparison with the spectra of n-propyl- and n-butyl-tin compounds 
(217, 218) and with n-propyl bromide (219) provides evidence for trans 
and gauche configurations (about the f i r s t C-C bond) having v(Oe-G) near 
••1 
645 and 550 cm. respectively. Tripbenylbutylgerraane I s a crystalline 
solid, however, and as such I t shows the stretching mode of the trans 
fona only. I n solution, or as a melt. I t shows both trans and gauche 
forms. Absorption bands i n the far Infrared which are not attributable 
to phenyl, benzyl or ethyl groups are also given i n Sable 3. Th© lower 
frequency bands are probably due to Ge-C-C deformations, and the bands 
•»1 
near 400 cm. may be C-C-C do format!cos. 
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Igopropyl derivatives 
The spectra available show a close similarity to iafrpropyl bromide, 
for which assignments have been made (220) (1466 s 9 1385 wv 1370 w, 
1l6o w9 1082 w, 1006 I , 913 w, 878 a ) . Table 4 l i s t s the bands typical 
of the germanium derivatives. The absorptions i n the far infrared near 
420 and 310 om* are probably due to C-C-C and Oe-C-C deformations, 
respectively* 
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Table 4 
Characteristic laopropYlgenaanium Bands 
6 He2C-H v asy Qe-C v eym Ge-C 
iPr^GeH 1211 w 565 m .556 Q& 420 s, 313 I 
iPrjGeD 1224 w 564 s 542 s. 420 s, 311 6 
iPrjGeCl 1224 m 562 s 521 w 421 m, 323 w 
(iPr 2QeO) a 1215 w 578 o 545 w 0 
IPr^Qe 1224 w 557 m 544 m 9 
iPTgCg 1224 m 544 b, 537 eh 505 ® 413 s, 310 m, 
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Benzyl derivatives 
Hhe spectra of these compounds are extremely complex, involving 
a monosubstltuted benzene ring and a methylene group* (The bands due to 
(Phoy^Ge i n (PhOS^GeCl ares 1949 w. 1869 w, 1805 w, 1745 w. 1595 e, 
1577 w, 1483 a, 1447 e, 1404 w, 1353 w, 1314 wt 1282 w, 1250 v, 1218 w, 
1203 m, 1181 w, 1155 w, 1145 w, 1055 m, 1026 w, 996 w, 980 w, 967 w, 
901 m, 848 w, 813 w, 800 a, 781 ra, 763 a, 694 s, 617 w, 557 v, 541 w, 
461 m, 448 m, 337 «, 251 a cm."1)* A number of bands are very 
characteristic of benzyl groups and can be used for characterisation 
purposes. Three bands, near 815, 805 and 775 cm. t which probably 
include a CH^  rocking mode, give a very characteristic pattern. The 
germanium-carbon stretch occurs near 550 cm."1, and i s generally weaker 
than l a the methyl-, ethyl-, and butyl-gerraanea. Two bands are usually 
observed for compounds having more than one benzyl group, and these are 
probably due to asymmetric and symmetric Ge-C stretch. Table 5 l i s t s 
those bands, and the far infrared bands. For compounds of the type 
(benayl) jGe(alkyl) i j - ! B i t i s not possible to distinguish between the 
different types of v(Ge-G)s and reference i s made to earlier tables. 
The far infrared spectra show two bands characteristic of the 
bensylgenaaniue group. Of these, the band at 245 Z 15 om. i s the 
•1 
most useful. Both this and the weak band near 335 cm. are present i n 
bensyl bromide and are absent from methylene bromide. 
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Table 5 
Characteristic BeaayliwrmaniuiB Bands 
v Ge-C 
(PhCH2)5GeCl 559 w, 540 w 337 w. 251 n 
(PhCH2)5<3eBr 557 w, 541 w 343 w, 256 s 
(PhCH^GeMe Table 1 340 w, 245 s 
(PhCH2)30eEt Table 2 334 w. 251 w 
(PhCH^deBu Table 3 333 w. 247 m 
(PhCa^^ae 563 w, 550 0 336 w, 257 »i 237 m 
(PhCH2)^3e2 556 w, 539 w 342 w, 238 a 
[(PhC^jQe^O 559 0, 544 w b 260 s 
(PhCH^GeH 541 w 334 1, 239 « 
(PhGH^GeD 563 m9 541 w 334 w, 238 0 
(PhCHjjSe«SiMe_ 
2 3 2 554 w 335 w9 261 m 
(jPhay^Ge.GejStj d d 26/ m or 234 § 
(PhCn2)2GeMe2 Table 1 345 «• 249 m 
(PhCH2)2a©Bu2 Tabl* 3 334 w, 233 w 
"(?hCH2)2QeH2 556 w, 532 s e 
<PhGH2)2GeD2 564 w e 
r(PhCH2)2}4eGeJ2 Table 1 334 Vf, 245 m 
PhCHgGeBuj Table 3 b b 
PhCHLGeJSt-c 2 Table 2 d b 
PhGHgGeHe^  Table 1 b b 
PhCH2GePh5 562 w d 245 w 
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Phenyl derivatives 
Reeent papers on Ph^ H compounds (H • Si, Oe, Sa and Pb) (221), 
phenyl derivatives of t i n (222) and triphsnylsermyl aside (225) have 
established frequencies characteristic of phenylgermaniura compounds* 
Most of the bands are identical with other monoaubstituted benzene 
derivatives,, The bands due to Ph^ Ge i n Fh^SeCl are att 1965 w, 1894 w,l826w 
1770 w, 1655 w, 1532 w, 1434 m, 1429 a, 15B1 w, 1535 w. 1305 a* 1266 v, 
1183 wt 1159 vf, 1092 s, 1063 w, 1026 wt 998 m, 971 w» 917 w» 855 w, 755 o» 
• • I 
694 e, 676 *i 613 w« 463 «» 453 «« 340 sh, 328 a, 275 ra en. The 
variations shown by certain bands have been the subject of much comments 
and these bands have been noted i n the present work. For example, the 
band at 1089 est"*1, one of Dandle and Whiff en'a "X-eeneitive" bands 
(224), i s stated to be constant for phenylgoraanium compounds (221, 225)* 
I n the compounds examined, however, this strong, sharp band varies from 
1073 cm9 ( i a (PhjGe) 2Pt(PStj) 2) to 1099 ea. ( i n hestapbenyldigeraoxan©) 
end.can.overlap the positions of the equivalent band i n Ph-Si and Pa-Sn 
cwapeurxdG* A oitsilar observation has been reported for phenyltin 
compounds (222)» The 1428 ems*"'' band, howevers i s constant to within 
5 oa,"1 (221, 226) s 
^1 
Variations i n the band near 695 cm. have been stated to depend on 
the electronegativity of the other substituents (221). Although 
variations i n tho position of this band were observed, they wero too 
•*1 
small to be of valuea The band near 450 cm. has been reported as 
s p l i t t i n g i n less symmetrical phenyl derivatives, especially i n solids 
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(221, 22?)« I n the compounds available this band f e l l i n the range 
••1 
482-443 em. , and i n compounds containing more than one phenyl group 
s p l i t t i n g of the band does sometimes occur, but no pattern i s obvious. 
For example, Fh^GeCl and PhySeBr both show two bands, whereas Ph^Gtel 
shows only one) i n complexes having triphenylgermyl groups bonded to 
platinum, three bands are observed i n this region. 
-1 
Phenylgerraanium compounds show two bands i n the 550*200 cm. 
—1 
region. The stronger, near 525 cms i n Ph^ Go compounds, i s highly 
characteristic of this group (221) and for the analogous silic o n 
compounds i s stated to combine an in«plans ring deformation and the 
asymmetric M-pheayl stretch (22?). This band f a l l s at s l i g h t l y lower 
frequencies (514-309 cm."1) i n dlphenylgermyl compounds. The weaker of 
these two bands probably involves the symmetric Ge-phesyl stretch. I t 
i s more variable (303-268 cm, ) and shows less s p l i t t i n g than has been 
—1 
reported for the silicon compounds (22?)• The band near 228 cm. i n 
(Ph^Ge)jGeH and (Phyie)^GeHe has been ascribed to the Ge-Ge stretch (43), 
and this mode may also Involve some coupling with ring vibrations. 
The far Infrared bands and the band near 1089 ee."1 are given i n 
Table ,6. The phenylsthylgeraane3 have more complex far Infrared spectra 
and are presented separately (Tabla 7). Host of these compounds have 
4 bands i n this region, two of which are present i n Et^Ge. The band near 
—1 
260 om. i s absent from most non-aromatic ethyl-germanium compounds 
other than Et^OeBr. Triphenylgermyl-transition metal complexes and the 
phosphine compounds, Ph^ Ge-FPhg and PhgQefPPh^, also show additional 
- 157 -
complexities i n the far infrared, and are given i n Table 8. The 
additional bands may be due to the phosphine Uganda and the Ge-H 
stretch. 
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Table 6 
Characteristic Phanylfwrmaniiun Bands 
Pn^ Ge 1091 329 s 
PhjQeH 1093 523 B 303 « 
Ph^ GeD 1093 322 § 303 0 
Ph^GeCl 1092 340 a 1 328 8 275 0 
PhjGeBr 1090 340 S h 327 3 b 
1089 335 * d 
1092 319 s 289 a 
Fh^ OeBu 1092 326 8 507 B 
Ph^aeGH^h 
(Ph 30e) 2 
1092 
1086 
325 8 
322 S 
289 m 
268 s 
(Ph?Ge)^GeB 1086 329 B b 228 s 
(Ph^Ge^GeMe 
(PhjGe)^ 
Ph2GeH2 
108? 
1099 
1094 
340 s 
328 S 
328 01 
312 © 
b 
284 n 
292 0 
228 m 
PhJSeBr, 
PhJ3c(E)Me 
108915 
1093 
•- -
314 l h 
309 s 
b 
292 m 254 w 
Ph^ G©(H)Bu 
c 1093 314 s 301 m 
PhGeBr, 
3 
1081 317 a 
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Table 7 
EthylphaaylgenBaaea 
b 325 s 294 S 
fit^QePh 1093 327 1 310 o 289 8 254 w 
Et2GePha 1092 335 • 315 a 295 m 260 v 
<Et(Ph 2)ae) 2 108? 321 a 294 s 260 m 
EtOeFhj 1092 3*1 s 322 a 297 n 260 w 
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Table 8 
Garraaniuis-Phosphorus and Genaaniun-'fransition Ketal ( Complexes 
PhjaePPhg 1086 327 •1 273 o» 254 v, 239 v. 221 
PhgQeiPPh^g 1079 311 288 a» 272 w, 257 a, 246 
PhjGSe.AgtPPh^j 1094 323 w» 308 m, 296 m. 265 w 
Pb_Ge*AuPHe. 2 2 1083 345 316 a, 309 a 
PhJle«AuPPb-3 2 1081 321 a, 307 a 
ttPh^Ge^AujHEt^ 1075 311 B 
(Ph 3de) 2Pt(PISt 3) 2 1073 318 at 305 8» 283 a, 242 m 
Ph 3GePt(H)(PEt 3) 2 1074 326 305 *• 292 a 
(Ph 3Ge) 2Pt(PPr 3) 2 1076 317 a, 305 a. 287 s, 244 A 
Ph-QePt(I)(PPr_)-3 3 2 d 329 a. 311 8i 298 D 
Pb5G#Pt(OH)(PEt3)2 1078 305 a as 291 O 
Ph_GaPt(OMs)<PEt5>2 1079 334 at 328 ms 310 s 
Ph5QePt(OEt)<P£t5>2 1083 333 326 a, 313 a 
PhjGePtCCPr1) (PEt^g 1080 309 a a 
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Tolyl derivativea, 
Tolylgonnanes (Table 9) contain two bands close to those found 
-1 
i n phanylgermandB, near 320 and 290 era. , which may also involve the 
Ge-C stretoh. The far isfrared also contains bands union appear to be 
characteristic of ortho-, metfl and para-aubatituente• but too few 
compounds are available to confirm this. 
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'labia 9 
Characterlatic TolylgarmatduflB Bands 
(o-Tolyl)jQaBr 438 s 413 a 305 8 257 w 
(o-TolyljjQsK a 403 n 304 a, 291 s 245 w 
(o-Toiyl )^0« 2 446 8 407 ffl 307 o. 291 a, 286 a 253 w, 249 v 
(m-TolyD^GeH 426 a 379 • 316 8, 308 s 270 w 
(a-Tblyl^Oa 430 a 388 m, 373 • 323 a, 303 a 261 w, 232 V 
<B-$olyl)gGa- 426 a 373 a 312 e» 304 a 259 a 
(p-TolyD^Qo 437 a 373 a 367 e 328 a, 294 m 278 m 
484 8 362 m 316 a, 309 a 282 a, 237 n 
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FUEC'JTONAL GK0UP3 
Organogeireaaiua hydride a and doutorides* 
Many organogerraanlura hydrides have been oxaained and, i n addition 
-1 
to the Ge»S stretching frequency near 2050 cm* , various deformation 
anodes have been identified i n simpler molecules (QeHg bend end wag near 
860 and 780 cm."1 (184)} Gell^ rock near 600 CM."1 (228, 229)). The 
gormnniua-hydrogon stretch varies from 2173 cm. in QeH^Fg (184) to 
1953 cm. i n (Ph^Qo) jQ«H (**3) • and for a series of ©rganogeraanoe of 
similar structure, the Ge-H stretch has been related to the Tafi electro-
negativity coefficients of the attached groups (230, 231)* Table 10 
l i s t s the values of the de-H and Ge-D stretching frequencies found i n 
the present work* Deformation modes are also given* GersaniuE-
dsutarium deformations occur i n uncomplicated regions of the spectrum 
and are easily recognised* I n contrast, for tribenaylgermane the Qo-E 
bend could not be identified, and i n other oases only alternative 
> assignments were possible* The spectrum of solid triphenylgermane 
-1 -1 
showed resarkable complexities between 700 cm* and 500 em. , which 
were absent from solutions or the liquid aeit, and say be connaeted with 
the sl and 0 crystal fores* BlphenyXgsrm&ne and dibenzylgermane, both 
of which are liquids, were also complicated i n this region, and 
diphenylmethylgeraane contained several bonds additional to those 
expected. 
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Qrganofte noanlmtt halldas 
Scaa gerfflaniUB-halogea stretching frequencies are given i n Sable 11. 
Raman spoctra of several ethylgeraaniust chlorides aho* bands at 400 
and 3?6 cs. ascribabls to v„„ (Gs-Cl) and v _ ( G e ~ C l ) respectively 
asyta ayo ^ 
(21*», 216) • Similarly, the infrared spectrum of me thyltrichlorgermaae 
contains two bands at hJO and ^03 est* (212). The gertnanittja-broraine 
stretching frequency covers a wide range and i s d i f f i c u l t to assign i n 
the phenylgena&nee since i t f a l l s i n the aaao region as the characteristic 
phenyl bands. In ditaroadlphsaylgermane the Ge-3r stretch and Ge-Ph 
stretch were not resolved* lbs wide range of values i s to be expected, 
since with such heavy auhstitoents the germanltia atom w i l l no-longer 
act a«s an "anchor" and the structure of the rest ef the nolecule w i l l 
affect the vibration* As with s i l i c o n halides (227) the electronegativity 
of the other groups may affect the position of v(Ge-X) also* 
Table 11 
Qer«aaiu« Halogen Strotchio^ Fiy^ueneieB 
Ph^GeCl 
(PhCH2)5GoCl 
Pny3eBr 
(PhCH2)^GeBr 
GiBr. 
PhGaBr^ 
Pb-GoX 
3 
3 
Gal, 
iao-Pr„GeCl 
v Ga-Cl 
579 a 
362 ra 
369 a 
v Ge-Br 
313 a 
251 a 
269 o or 243 m 
315 S b 
327 a 228 v 
330 a 
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OrganOfrarmonluB oxides. 
The frequencies attributable to germanium-oxygen stretch vary 
greatly depending on the other atom attached to the oxygen and on the 
structure of the molecule* Two bands, near 1040 and 680 cm.~\ have 
been roported for the alkoxygarraanoe, Qe(OR)^ (100). Only one band 
(near 850 on."1) has been reported for dipbanylgerraanium oxide (98) , 
but i n dime thylgerraaniun oxide the position of the germanium-oxygen 
stretch varies depending on the degree of polymerisation (210, 95). 
This dependence on etrueturo hoa alao been reported for the corresponding 
silic o n coapouada (215) and a similar complexity i a indicated for the 
itjjopropyl compound, (iso Pr2GeO)n« i n the preaant work. The bands due 
to gormaniuza-oxygen are generally bread, and voluea are given in 
Table 12. 
- i68 * 
Table 12 
Germanium Oxmaa Stretching Frequencies 
v Ga-0 
(St^Go) 20 855 s 
(Fh 3Ge) 2 0 858 * 
£(PhCH2>3QeJ20 926 I 
St-G8«OP(0)PhiI 95^ a 
CiFr.GeO) 8M* a* ?89 e d n 
GeCCMe)^ 1053 a* 633 s 
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Other orflano.ererannoa» 
(FhCH2)5Oe-eiHe5 
(p-TolyDyieCOOH 
v(Ge-Si) probably at 551 em. 
v(Ge-P) probably at krtk 
v(Ge-C) probably at 5/1 cm. 
-1 
-1 
-1 
PLATINUM ALKGXIDESe 
Bands attributable to the OS radical i n the alkoxides, (Et^P^PtCOIi)-
GePhj, (described i n Fart B of this thesis) show a close similarity to the 
corresponding alcoholsg These bands are given i n Table 13* Although the 
band at 1033 ea«""1 i n the sethozide and 10tSo CB." 1 l a the ethbxido can 
probably be assigned to the C-O stretch (232), the iaopropoxide spectrum i s 
too complex to assign this band with certainty* The medium intensity band 
Hhieh appears at 5?Q c a s * 1 i n ( E t ^ P ^ P t W O o P i y and 537 m"** i n 
(F.tJ3)2Pt<OHe)G©Ph- i s probably due to the Pt-O stretching mods. This band 
was not observed i n the ethOKide or igepropeslds, however* 
HeOH 1031 s (Et 5P) 2Pt(OMe)GePh 3 1033 © 
539 a 
v(C*0) 
u(?t*0) 
stou 1093 s; (Et-P),Pt(02t)GePh„ 
2 ' d-- - - - j 
110V s 
1050 & 1060 s v(C-O) 
882 a 862 iii 
jjLBQffrOH 
1131 s 
1111 m 
95^ B 
818 m 
(Et^P)gPt(0Pr x)GePh 3 1157 v 
1121 e 
d 
971 ta 
836 a 
(Et3P)3Pt(OH)a©Ph3 3630 m 
570 a 
v(O-H) 
v(Pt*0) 
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The *Q nuclear magnetic resonance speotra, at 60 Me/see* of ease 
orgaaoganaanea encountered in this work are given i n Table 1^ » Cheaioal 
shifts relate to tetrametliylailane as on internal standard* Phenyl peaks 
were always ooraplsXo 
Table 1*» 
Chemical S h i f t , f 
Compound Solvent Ge<*n ?h 
PhJSeU Z% i n CCl^ ^•31 2.70 -
k» 91 2-77 - -
(PhCH a) 20«H 2 - 5*96 3*06 7«87 e» 
(PhCK2)50eH 2$> i n CCl^ 3*07 7*81 c s 
(PnCH^Ge ii 3.11 7.93 •SB ' 
(PhCHj,Ge.Ge2t2 ii 3»06 7,82 9»02 
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